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Preface

In the original proposal one sample experiment was described which investigated
each of five specific problems. These five major experiments were conducted to bear
not only on the specific problem under which they are classified, but also on some of
the other major problems. Thus, more information is available concerning each problem
area than could ever be obtained from one isolated experiment or a series of experi-
ments using only sample of Ss or one task or set of procedures. Consequently, it will
be fruitful to present the experiments or integrated experimental series separately, as
entities which deserve consideration in their own right and subsequently, to discuss
the relevant problem areas and research objectives, crosscutting specific experiments
and integrating the findings in the hope of illuminating our knowledge of children's
concept learning.

The introductory chapter contains some discussion of the variables with which
individual experiments deal and cogent ways in which they interlock and interrelate.
The seven succeeding chapters each contain detailed descriptions of specific experiments
or groups of related experiments, together with the discussion of hypotheses and research
related specifically to them.

Certain chapters of this report refer specifically to the five major problem areas
which were presented in the original contract, but the order in which they are presented
herein has been altered. Chapter 2 deals with The Effect of Set on Concept Formation:
Nonverbal Concept; Chapter 3 deals with The Relation Between Intellectual Level and
Stimulus Factors; Chapters and 5 deal with The Effect of Variety as a Function of Task
Difficulty; Chapters 6, 7 and 8 deal with The Learning Ability of Children as a Function
of Type of Mediating Relationship, I and II.
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Chapter 1

Summation and Interference in Concept Attainment: Tne Theoretical Problem

and the Experimental Objectives

The general problem under investigation in the present series of studies concerns
the processes of concept formation employed by children of elementary school age. The
two types of processes which are postulated are a deductive reasoning process which
involves systematic testing of hypotheses and an associative process by which concepts
are arrived at on the basis of associations to the presented exemplars of a concept.
It is believed that both of these processes are found in varying degrees among children
of different ages and mental abilities, depending upon the characteristics of the particu-
lar task. The first two experiments concern the interaction of both of these processes
in a concept formation task and the subsequent experiments represent an attempt to focus
upon the associative process by studying its operation in a variety of situations ranging
from a miniature concept formation task (convergent association) to paired-associate
learning.

Developmental Differences

Developmental differences could occur in two wnys. First, with respect to the
proficiency in the use of and the tendency to employ deductive reasoning; second, with
respect to the manner of operation of associative processes. With regard to the former,
nr,,h evidence is being amassed in support of this hypothesis. Inhelder and Piaget (1958)
have described the achievements of children in the logical solution of problems. Directly
relevant to the present investigation was Piaget's description of intuitive thought in
children aged four to seven as contrasted with the operational thinking of young adolescents.
Earlier, Vinacke (1950) proposed similar contrasting processes of concept formation in
children of increasing age and his notions, together with Piaget's formulations, provided
the basis for our hypothesis that deductive reasoning would appear mainly in older chil-
dren, while a basic associative process would occur in children of all ages. Osler and
Trautman (1961) have found supporting evidence for this hypothesis. It was hoped that the
concept formation studies described in chapters 2 and 3 would shed more light on this
question.

The second possibility that the basic associative process differs in children
of different ages is strongly suggested by the :fork of the Kendlers and their associates
(1962). They have concluded in their earlier studies that the higher mental processes
of nursery school children are non - mediations) while the tendency to mediate increases
with age. The technictue Which they have used throughout a large group of studies concerns
children's propensity for and ability to carry out a reversal shift. This method entailed
indirect measurement of the tendency to group stimuli on a conceptual basis during learn-
ing and then to transfer the mediational response in a new situation. We have attempted
to devise a situation which would permit more direct measurement of the tendency to group
stimuli during learning, and a variation in transfer tests which would reflect the tendency
to transfer conceptual groups as a function of the conditions which obtain during transfer.
These experiments which are described in chapters 6, 7, and 8 involve the learning of
paired- associate doublets. These are paired-associates, S-R pairs, for which there are
two stimuli for each response, e.g., fig ez23 - hand and foot - hand. What is studied is
the tendency to learn the two pairs within a doublet together rather than as isolated
unIts, and also, inferred, is the tendency to link the two stimuli conceptually. In the
Kendler's hypothesis is correct, the tendency to form conceptual groups during learning
should increase as a function of mental ability but not necessarily as r. function of years
of exposure to language and conceptual groupings. Therefore, both normal and retardates
have been studied in this connection.

The experiments in the present report deal not only with the spontaneous tendency
for Ss varying in mental ability to form conceptual groups during learning, but also
with their ability and propensity to employ such groups when grouping-during-learning is
forced upon them by an experimental manipulation. One possible interpretation of the
Kendlers' results was that the reversal shift task required the verbalization of an antonym
and there is strong evidence that the frequency of antonymic associations is lower for
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young children than for older ones (Ervin, 1961). This suggests that tasks involving
other sorts of verbal mediation could be carried out by children who have acquired
proficiency in the prerequisite type of association, and the tasks we have used in
chapters 6, 7, and 8, meet this requirement. But this interpretation of the Kendlers'
work may be viewed as part of a more inclusive associative interpretation of concept
formation.- This interpretation entails the notion that concept formation occurs by the
elicitation of associates to successive instances with summation or emergence of the
associations common to the instances of the set, (Amster, 1965).

Other developmental hypotheses relevant to the associative process concern the
number, availability, and strength of the associations characteristic of children of
different ages. Moreover, differences with respect to the strength of the summative
tendency or the susceptibility to interference might be postulated. On the basis of
previous work, it is reasonable to infer that the number of different associations
decreases with age (Palermo, 1963; Amster and Keppel, 1966), and the strength of the
primary and other very common responses increases in strength (Palermo, 1963; Amster
and Keppel, 1966). On the other hand, there is some evidence suggesting that young
children are less susceptible to interference from extraexperimental associations than
older children (Amster and Keppel, 1965). These characteristics may be evident in
children's concept learning to the extent that this type of behavior depends on the
associations available *and the manner in which they interact. Moreover, the fact that
the number of different associations decreases with age does not mean that the number
of associations which can be produced by a given S also decreases with age. In fact,
the converse seems to be true. Undoubtedly, bright children and older ones can elicit
more responses than younger ones when this is appropriate to the task (Osier and Trautman,
1961).

Variety and How it Affects Conce Attainment Under the Two Processes

The major experimental variable which was studied throughout the project was the
effect of the variety of different instances employed for concept attainment. The
variable was operationally defined as the number of different instances employed, and
was selected because of its relevance to the modes of operation of the deductive and
associative processes. The other variables of Difficulty and Mental Ability were studied
in relation to it, and Variance was investigated as a way of studying variety.

To the extent that concept attainment is a deductive reasoning process, a large
variety should facilitate attainment more than a small variety since there is a Enal
knowledge that it permits rejecting any false hypotheses in fewer trials than does a
small variety (Podell, 1958). Empirical evidence for this hypothesis also exists (Podell,
1958). The basis for this hypothesis hinges upon the fact that if an instance is re-
peated, any false hypothesis which happened to be true for that instance would be con-
firmed an both occasions and could not be rejected, but occurrence of a different instance
allows a false hypothesis of this type to be rejected. However, there is also reason to
believe that a large variety might be more difficult than a small variety because more
different false hypotheses could arise on the basis of a large variety of instances than
on the basis of a small variety. A similar hypothesis has been raised by Osler and
Trautman (1961). Thus, particular hypotheses might be more easily rejected, but there
would be more hypotheses which required rejection if the deductive process were being
employed. Also, it should be mentioned that the, hypotheses are believed to arise as
associations to instances and are thus strictly speaking, not a function of the operation
of deductive reasoning, arse. Consequently, insofar as concept attainment is dependent
both on deduction and on the associative elicitation of hypotheses on the basis of in-
stances, variety is a two edged sword. On the one hand, a large variety should suggest
more different associations (hypotheses) which would increase the pool of available asso-
ciations which might make the correct association more likely by some ways of estimating
a chance basis for elicitation of a correct (particular) association. But on the other
hand, there would be a greater number of hypotheses to be tested in a large variety. The
superiority of the large variety over the small variety with respect to efficiency of
rejection seems uncontrovertible. Consequently, the most controversial questions concern
the operation of associative rather than deductive processes ar se.



Another source of differential effectiveness of a large and small variety when
deductive behavior is elicited, concerns the possible differential effectiveness of or
variance among the instances within the two types of sets. AssumiLg that each instance
is equally effective in its individual probability of eliciting correct responses, there
would be no reason to consider this factor, This assumption may be made for the task
employed in experiments reported in chapters 1 and 2, but for later studies, this assump-
tion is clearly false and was in fact, the object of study. In these cases in which the
instances are known to be unequal in their tendency to elicit the correct solution, the
large variety would, on the average, include more "good" instances i.e.) those which have
a high probability of eliciting the correct concept. This would thereby raise the prob-
ability that the correct response will occur to the set as a Whole. But it also raises
the probability that a "poor" instance would be included which would have a very low
probability of eliciting the correct hypothesis and might have only remote relevance to
it. These instances could lead to false rejection of correct hypotheses) thus counter-
acting the facilitative effect of the "good" example. Needless to say, the exact out-
comes) should depend on the particular strengths of the tendencies for the good and
poor instances to elicit the correct response. If the poor instances are not ve remote)
they would not tend to lead to rejection) and if the good instances are not very strong
in their tendency to elicit the correct response, they might not have a strongly facilita-
tive effect. Consequently, parametric studies of this problem are called for, and
attempted in the studies reported in chapters II., 5, and 6.

Many factors must be considered in evaluating the hypothe: ' relative effective-
ness of a large or small variety from an associative point of view. On the basis of a
simple scanning model which was implied in the discussion above which concerned the
.interaction of deductive and associative processes, it might be said rather that a small
variety should be more beneficial because fewer associations would have to be considered
before the correct one occurred. This conclusion is based on the assumption that an
individual would check each associate which occurred and could tell whether an association
was common (whether it had occurred before). It is also assumed that he is searching for
one that he recognizes. Considering an associative interaction model, by which only a
limited number of associates arise and the strongest are produced overtly, the same con-
clusions would be drawn on the basis that interference from competing associations would
be stronger in the case of the laTge variety in which more different competing associations
would exist. But the situation i3 complex.

It is of some interest tint the relative merits of a large and small variety has
been discussed in terms of the number of different associates elicited and based on this)
the probability of occurrence of the correct response and the possibility of interference
from the incorrect responses. But no mention has been made of the possibility of summa-
tion or enhancement of certain specific weak tendencies to respond by virtue of repeated
presentation of the same stimuli having weak tendencies as compared with presentation of

'different stimuli having weak tendencies. Theoretically, the summation could occur
equally in both cases, but would be differentially revealed as a function of the inter-
ference in the two cases; the question is, would more interference derive from many dif-
ferent weak tendencies (large variety)) or from relatively few rather strong competing
responses (small variety). Considering the complexity of the relationship between deduc-
tive and associative behavior, it is not surprising to discover that the effect of the
variety of instances has been found to differ in seemingly inconsistent ways when the work
of various experimenters is compared Dims) 1954; Callentine and Warren, 1955; Fields)
1932; Harlow) 1951; Hovland and Morrisett, 1959; Osler and Trautman, 1961; Podell, 1958;
Podell, 1963 (a) and (1. There is reason to attribute the differences among investigators
in the results obtained o enormous differences in the tasks which were employed and in
the subject population which was studied. Many of these experiments have been discussed
elsewhere) (Amster) 1965).
Innovations in Method

Many variables should be controlled in the study of the number of different instances
presented during concept attainment and many of these may not have been controlled in
previous studies or were not relevant. However) a number of novel controls were introduced
in order to make more precise measurements of the effects of this variable than were possi-
ble on the basis of previous experimentation. For example, in the studies reported in
chapters 1, 2, and 11, the relative frequency of particular instances was equal for the
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variety conditions. Thus, in a large variety set of instances, each S
received instances. Zn a small variety each Ej. received only some of the
possible instances (though these vol Ad. be repeated, in order that he had the same numberof trials o exposure as Eis receiving a large variety). In the latter case, every
instance mad occur an equal number at times over all, the Ss within the small variety.
In the case of studies in whica the instances .could not be considered equal in difficulty,
the actual difficulty vas scaled before the Study of the combined instances was carried
out, and, this was =Aortal= for the experiments reported in chapter 5, and 6. Further,the effect c the amount of practice on pexticular instances was carefully controlled in
all cases, and studied* in the case of the last experiment reported in chapter



Chapter 2

The Effect of Instructional Set and Variety of Instances

on Concept Formation: Non Verbal Concept

foll concerns the effect of a particular type of unintentional
set, an aesthetic set, level of learning during pretraining and on subsequent concept
formation employing the orms for which the pretraining had occurred. It also deals with
the relative efficiency of a large and small variety of instances during the concept learn-
ing phabe of the experiment. It was expected that developmental trends among young children
would be evidenced in line with the hypotheses discussed in the following report. The study
ins conducted with first graders in addition to the fourth graders whose results are reported,
in an effort to observe such developmental changes in the effect of the major variables. Un-
fortunately) we did not succeed in obtaining reliable data with six-year-olds nor even in com-
municating the instructions to the groups of children) indicating to us that individual admin-
istration, was necessary for obtaining information with this type of task and for children of
this age level.
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Effect of Type of Pretraining and Variety of Instances
on Children's Concept Learning

HARRIETT AMSTER AND LiMoNARD MARASCUILOI

University of California, Berkeley

The effect of instructional set on pretraining performance and subsequent
learning of the mathematical concepts of set-union and set-intersection was
studied in children approximately ten-years-old. Verbal pretraining was found
to facilitate learning during pretraining, compared with aesthetic pretraining.
However, in the subsequent concept learning task, for which the same ma-
terials were employed, the Ss who had aesthetic pretraining acquired the
concepts more readily than those who had rote-learning instructions during
pretraining. This difference due to pretraining was only statistically reliable
among relatively low socio-economic status (SES) Se in the condition that
received a small variety of instances of the concept. The variety of instances
presented during the concept learning task did not significantly affect concept
acquisition par se, but generalisation to new instances was significantly
greater when the concept had been learned originally from a small rather
than a large variety of instances.

The hypothesis of Whorf (1956) provided the basis for a study by
Rasmussen and Archer (1961). According to this hypothesis, language
determines the categories into which we place objects and provides the
labels by which discrimination among them occurs. Rasmussen and Archer
(1961) compared the effects of two types of familiarization with randomly
generated forms, language pretraining, which entailed learning a verbal
label, and aesthetic pretraining, which entailed making aesthetic judg-
ments. Surprisingly, the aesthetic pretraining facilitated performance in a
subsequent concept identification task. The same forms were employed in
both tasks, and the facilitation under aesthetic pretraining occurred when
the shape of the form was the relevant dimension. To explain these results,
Rasmussen and Archer (1961) inferred that Ss making aesthetic judg-
ments must attend to various dimensions of the stimulus forms in contrast
to the others who probably responded to more limited aspects of the shape.
In other words, those who learned the verbal label may have merely
learned the minimum basis for discriminating between the shapes, while

This research was supported by U.S.O.E. Project No. 2248 oud was conducted at
the Institute of Human Learning which is supported by a grant from the National
Science Foundation.
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those who made aesthetic judgments may have noticed a multiplicity of
aspects.

The first problem of the present study deals with the possibility that
differences between the types of pretraining depend on the pre-experi
mental linguistic habits of the Ss. Accordingly, it seemed reasonable to
suppose that the relative advantage of the aesthetic pretraining might be
restricted to adult Ss, as used by Rasmussen and Archer (1961) , who
probably verbalised the various dimensions of each form. It might,
however, be expected that children would be less likely to verbalise or
even notice such details. Rather, it would seem that an aesthetic set would,
for children, involve a relatively global response to forms. Furthermore,
the effect of verbal labeling might be more facilitative for chil Iren than
for adults because adults would have a stronger te/Adency to label objects
spontaneously, and therefore, not benefit from th a specific instruction to
verbalize to the extent that children would.

Because of the contrasting nature of the two types of pretraining, the
study of Rasmussen and Archer (1961) did not include a measure of
degree of learning achieved during pretraining. In view of the hypothe-
sized differences between the instructional sets it would be of interest to
know the relative levels of familiarization with the spatial forms that were
achieved under the two condition:. A modification of the original experi-
mental design was devised in order to permit independent assessment of
level of learning during pretraining and subsequent level of concept
learning.

On the basis of the result by Rasmussen and Archer (1958), stimuli
that are familiarized under aesthetic instructions would be expected to be
more discriminable than those familiarized by verbal labeling. Accord-
ingly, any differenCes between instructional sets should be greater for
unfamiliar forms than for familiar ones, which are presumed to be dif-
ferentiated already. Furthermore, learning a nonsense-name might have
little effect on the ability to identify the familiar forms because names
are assumed to be available. It should, however, have a facilitative effect
upon learning based on unfamiliar forms.

A second problem concerns the number of different instances (variety )
that is presented to the 8 as the stimuli from which a concept is formed.
Typically, large . and small variety conditions consist of equal numbers
of problems on the basis of concepts to be formed; but in a small variety
certain instances are repeated more often than in a large variety. There
are more different problems or instances in a large variety condition than
in a small variety. Although acquisition of concepts under intentional set
and generalization of concepts to new instances have been found to be
facilitated by a large variety (Harlow. ; Podell. 1958), there is also
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some relevant contradictory evidence on this point (Modell, 1963a,b).
The advantage of a large variety of instances would seem to derive from
the fact that it makes possible greater efficiency in the ability to reject a
given false hypothesis than a small variety. An advantage of the small
variety should occur in cues where enhanced memory for particular
instances would be beneficial, since it is believed that recall of particular
instances would be improved under this condition. It may also be of
benefit where large numbers of false hypotheses would compete with
associatively remote correct hypotheses, making their elicitation less
likely than under a small variety where fewer false hypotheses would be
generated. It is equally important that the small variety would ordinarily
entail elicitation of fewer false hypotheses, which might in foto be more
readily rejected than the larger set of false hypotheses generated under a
large variety. The pretraining variable was also hypothesised to affect
the volume of associations which would occur in response to the forms
and, therefore, might interact with the variety variable.

METHOD

Subjects
An equal number of Ss were selected from each of two 4th-grade WIMPS

in two schools of the Berkeley Unified School District, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia; and they were assigned pre-expernentally to the treatment groups
by randomised blocks on the basis of MA. Only 47 out of the 48 Ss were
actually present for the experiment. Lorge-Thorndike IQs were available
for 41 of the Ss and MAe of the others were estimated on the basis of
performance an achievement tests. The MAs ranged from 8.8 to 12.3
years with a mean of 11.0 years and a standard deviation of 1.1 years; the
CAs ranged from 8.5 to 12.1 years with a mean of 9.9 years and a standard
deviation of 0.4 years. Children having difficulty with English were
excluded. Procedures were administered in entire classes. One of the
classes was high in socio-economic status (SES), and the other was about
average.

Experimental Design

The experiment consisted of two main parts, pretraining and concept
learning. The same Ss participated in both parts; and otherwise all treat-
ments were administered to independent groups. A two-by-two orthogonal
design was employed in which the groups received random or geometric
forms and verbal or aesthetic instructions. For the learning task the Ss
received one of two types of 'variety of different instances of the concepts
to-be-learned, s elf variety or large variety, For both pretraining and
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learning there was an additional two-level variable that reflects not only
the two classes but also two different page-sequences in which the book-
lets for pretraining and concept learning were arranged. In addition,
different experimenters were used in each class. These variables are
confounded with classes.

MATERIALS

There were six forms of each type, random, and geometric. The ran-
domly-generated forms were constructed according to Method I of Att-
neave and Arnoult (1956) . For the angular figures, straight lines were
used to connect the sets of 5, 7, and 9 points; for the curved figures, curved
lines were used to connect the set of 3, 4, and 5 points. Examples of the
concept-learning problems that employ the forms appear in Fig. 1.

(1. OA
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Geometric Forms Nonsense Forms
in on Intersection Problem in a Union Problem

Fxo. I. Sample problems.

Pretraining. The pretraining materials for each S consisted of a 90-page
booklet and a separate sheet containing a key. Half of the booklets con-
tained random forms and the other half contained geometric forms. The
same forms were employed as appear in Fig. 1. However, only one form
appeared on each page of the booklet and beneath the form was a box in
which Ss were to write their response. The booklets were arranged in such
a way that each form appeared once in each block of six pages. There
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were 15 blocks of six pages, and the forms were arranged in a different
random sequence in each block. There were two different sequence assign-
ments, A and B; however, one assignment was used for each type of form
in each class. Thus, there were actually four different types of pretraining
booklets. One class received booklets containing both types of forms in the
same page-sequence, and the other class received two types of booklets in
the other sequence. This assignment of booklets enabled the same response
to be correct on every page of every booklet within each class.

There were two keys, one for each set. For the aesthetic condition, the
key consisted of a list, arranged in order of magnitude, of the six cate-
gories ranging from "very ugly" to "very pretty" and their corresponding
numbers from one to six, respectively. For the verbal condition, it con-
sisted of six trigrams: paf, fub, nax, zit, pep. tem and their corresponding
numbers arranged in order from one to six.

Concept learning. Each S received a booklet of 40 problems, one on
each page. Of these, 36 were concept-learning problems; and the last 4
were generalization problems. Half were problems of set-union and half
of set-intersection. Figure 1 consists of two sample pages, one a set-union
example and one a set-intersection example. The problem was arranged
the same way on each 3 X 4 inch page. Two to five forms were reproduced
in a box on the top row; a large U or fl appeared in the middle of the
second row; two to five forms were reproduced in a box on the third row;
and the fourth row was an empty box in which the Ss were to write the
numbers corresponding to the answer. Although every S did net have the
same problem on a given page, the correct response to each page was the
same for all booklets within each class. The same type of problem, i.e.,
union or intersection, appeared on a given page of all booklets within a
class. The only exception was that each booklet contained nine blank
pages in addition to the 40 pages on which there were problems. These
blank pages were inserted to give the Ss breaks during learning.

Half of the booklets were large variety booklets, and half were small
variety booklets. In the large variety booklets there were eighteen differ-
ent intersection problems and eighteen different union problems. Even
though the problems were all different, there were only six possible an-
swers. Each answer was the correct answer for six of the thirty-six differ-
ent problems. Thus, there were three groups of six intersection problems
and three groups of six union problems, with the problems in any one
group having the same answer. The small variety booklets were con-
structed by randomly selecting two problems from each of the six dif-
ferent groups. These two problems were each repeated three times in a
given booklet. The problems for the small variety booklets were selected
so that each of the thirty -six different problems appeared equally often
in the total set of booklets. Consequently, the particular problems in any
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two small variety booklets would tend to differ. The sequence of problems
within each booklet was randomized with the restriction that the same
answer was correct on a given page for all booklets within a class.

There were six blocks of six different correct answers that occurred in a
different random sequence on each repetition. Two different sequences of
correct answers were employed for the two classes.

Generalization. The last four pages of each booklet contained the same
intersection and union problems, two of each. Instead of being imple-
mented by forms, one problem of each type employed the words cow, fox,
dog, cat, rat, and pig, and the other employed the letters, X, W, E, J, F,
K, 13, and H. The order of the four pages was randomized in each booklet
so that the same answer was not correct on a given page.

PROCEDURE

Pretraining. Half of the Ss from each class were assigned to the aes-
thetic set condition and half were assigned to the verbal condition. For
the aesthetic instructions, Ss were asked to learn how much other children
liked each shape. Ss were encouraged to guess at first and told that they
would start to learn what other children thought of the forms. They were
to record their guess by writing a number from one to six in response to
each form. For the verbal instructions, Ss were asked to learn the name
of each shape and to record the number from one to six corresponding to
each name. Ss were to guess at first and told that they would start to
learn the names of the forms they would see. For both sets, the instruc-
tions were paraphrased in various ways; and the children were questioned
about them to insure that the task was clear. For one of the classes the
aesthetic treatment was administered in the classroom while the verbal
treatment was administered in another room, and for the other class the
assignment of treatment to room was reversed.

Among the Ss receiving each instructional set, half of the Ss (six) were
given the nonsense figures and the other half were given the geometric
forms. Each S was given a key appropriate to his set condition and a
pretraining booklet.

The Ss were given 15 seconds to respond to each page for the first 12
pages and thenceforth, 10 seconds per page. E said, "pencils down," and
gave the feedback which included the nonsense name or aesthetic judg-
ment in addition to the correct number. After a five second intertrial
interval, Ss were told to "turn the*page" and the procedure was repeated.
The same number was correct in a given treatnwnt condition despite the
fact that some booklets contained geometric forms and others contained
random forms. At the end of 30 and 60 pages, Ss were given threeminute
rests during which they were allowed to stretch, move around the room,
sharpen pencils but not communicate with one another.
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Learning. Following the pretraining task, Ss went outside for a 10
minute recess. The learning task was then administered in intact classes.
Each S was given the pre-assigned problem booklet and if misplaced,
another key. He was instructed as follows:

Please do not turn the pages of your booklet until you are told to. Do not talk
about the problem or what you think the answer is. Write the answer in your booklet.
On each page you will see three boxes and a sign. The sign can he like this U or like
that and the last box is empty. (E wrote U and 11 on the blackboard.) You are
to fill the last box with numbers from your key. At first you will have to guess which
numbers to put in, but after a while you may figure out how to do it. Let's all do the
first page together. Look at the first page. Decide which shapes really go into the
empty box. Sometimes it will be more than one, sometimes just one. Look at the key
and see what the numbers are. Write the numbers in your box. (Pause) Stop. I will
put the answer on the board. If you wrote the answer this way, 125. it is correct :
512 or 215 would also be right.

Some of the pages in your booklet will he blank. If your ',age is blank, just leave
your booklet open to that page and rest. The blank page means rest for this problem.
After this, do your own work and do not write on the key. Turn the page only when
told to. The pages will he timed. After you hear the answer try to figure out why that
answer was correct. Ready, turn to page 2. Pencils down. The answer is

For the first 12 problems, Ss were permitted 17 seconds to record their
response and the intertrial interval was 15 seconds. For the remaining
problems they were permitted 15 seconds with a 10-second intertrial
interval. The feed-back was given at the beginning of the intertrial inter-
val. Ss were told to spend the intertrial interval in trying to see why the
answer placed on the board was correct.

Generalization. For the generalization problems, Ss were instructed to
try to solve the problem and as soon as they finished a problem to turn
the page themselves. The time allowed for the four problems was 35
seconds.

RESULTS

Pretraining Task
Since the correlation between mental age and total score was quite

small (r = 0.18, p > 0.05), mental age was not used as a covariate as
originally planned. This small correlation reflected the minimal range in
intelligence previously mentioned. Since the two classes came from dif-
ferent socio-economic strata, an analysis of variance involving a nested
design was deemed appropriate (Winer, 1962).2 All statistically signifi-

'Since the analysis of variance requires that the variances between groups should
represent only chance deviations from equality, Cochran's Test of Homogeneity of
Variances was made, and accordingly, the hypothesis of equal variance was not
rejected. The assumption that the data are normally distributed was tested by
inspection of the error histogram.
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TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES

FOR THE LAST 24 'TRIALS OF THE PRETRAINING TASK

Source. MS

Between classes 1 102.08 4.77*Within &MS 45 21.36
Set (8) 2 92.08 4.57**Form (F) 2 6.08
S X 2 0.47
Block 4 14.55
Error :15 20.13

Total 46 23.11

p <0.05.
** p <0.025.

cant results were further analyzed by the Scheffe Method of Multiple
Contrasts. According to these methods the overall differences between
classes and between sets were significant at p < 0.05. The mean number
of correct responses under the aesthetic set was 17.9 and under the verbal
set 21.3. For the high SES class the mean was 21.1 and for the lower SES
class the mean was 18.2. By using the Schee Method of Multiple Con-
trasts it was found that the set differences were significant for the lower
SES class and not for the high SES class. However, the differences werein the same direction and the overall difference was also significant. The
means for the major variables are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
1116AN NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES DURING PRETRAINING, LEARNING,

AND GENERALIZATION FOR THE MAJOR SOURCES OF VARIATION

Source Level Pretraining Learning" Generalization,

Set Verbal 21.3 11.8 1.1
Aesthetic 17.9 14.6 1.1Forms Random 19.8 11.6 0.9
Geometric 19.4 14.8 1.3Variety Small 1p. fi 13.6 1.6
Large 19.5 12.8 0.6

4. Mean number correct on the final 24 trails.
6 Mesn number correct on the final 24 trials.
, Mean number correct out of 4 problems.

Concept Learning Tar&
The dependent variable in the analyses to be described was the totalnumber of correct responses for the learning task, omitting the first 12
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problems. For the combined results the correlation between the dependent
variable and mental age was not statistically reliable (r = 0.25, p >
0.05), unlike the correlation with total score during pretraining (r = 0.37,
p < 0.01). The corresponding correlations between the total score during
pretraining and the concept learning score for the 12 union and 12 inter-
section problems were, respectively, 0.27 (p > 0.05) and 0.38 (p < 0.05).
Analyses of variances were conducted for the union problems, the inter-
section problems, and both problems combined. None of the sources of
variation proved to be statistically significant. However, the manipulated
variables were not completely without effect. In the analysis of both
problems the Set by Variety interaction (F = 3.05, df = 2/27) within
the classrooms was significant at p < 0.10. The interaction was found
statistically reliable by the Scheffe method for the group from a relatively
low SES area. Table 3 presents the relevant means.

For this group, there was a nonsignificant trend for performance to be
facilitated by the large variety when the verbal set was given during
pretraining, but when the aesthetic set was given, performance tended
(p < 0.10) to be facilitated by the small variety. Further, among the Ss
trained under the Small Variety, those who had received the aesthetic
instructions during pretraining were significantly superior to those who
had received the verbal instructions (p < 0.05).

TABLE 3
MEAN NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES ON THE CONCEPT- LEARNING TASK

FOR THE VARIETY BY SET INTERACTION"

Low SES High SES

Verbal Set Aesthetic Set Verbal Set Aesthetic Set

Large Variety 13.8 (21.0) 9.7 (15.3) 12.2 (21.5) 15.7 (20.0)
Small Variety 8.)(20.7) 15.8(15.7) 13.3 (22.2) 17.3 (20.7)

Pretraining means appear in parenthesis.

The pretraining scores that appear in parentheses in Table 3 clearly
indicate that performance during concept learning cannot be accounted
for by level of pretraining. For the significant concept learning effect, the
prior pretraining scores were in the opposite direction.

Generalization Problems

Nonpurametric analyses of the results of the four generalization prob-
lems were carried out. The rank correlation coefficient between the total
number correct for the last 24 trials of the learning task and the number
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correct on the generalization problems was found to be 0.51, significant
beyond the 0.01 level. The mean number correct was evaluated 'is a func-
tion of experimental conditions.

The Mann-Whitney Test was used to test for the significance of the
main effects and the Kruskal-Wallis to test for the significance of the
interactions. The main effect means appear in Table 2. The only reliable
difference (p < 0.001) was the main effect of variety: more generalization
problems (1.63) were attained under the small variety condition than
under the large variety condition (.59).

DISCI'SSIOS

In contrast to our hypothesis that verbal pretraining should have facili-
tated concept-learning in children to a greater degree than aesthetic
pretraining, the converse was observed. This advantage of the aesthetic
pretraining, which occurred only for the small variety condition, was
consistent with that for college students (Rasmussen and Archer, 1961) .

In their study there was no measure of the degree of learning of the forms
during pretraining. In the present study however, separate achievement
measures were derived for pretraining and concept learning. However, it
must be admitted that the nature of the aesthetic set employed in this
study is distinctly different from that employed by Rasmussen and Archer
(1961) ; and for that reason, the results of the two studies may not be
comparable. In the latter case, the Ss made aesthetic judgments while in
the present study judgments were supplied to them. Curiously enough,
the results for pretraining contrasted with those for concept learning.
During pretraining, verbal labeling led to more efficient assignment of
numbers to spatial forms than aesthetic judgments. Consequently, Ras-
mussen and Archer's (1961) result concerning concept learning should not
necessarily be attributed to a higher level of pretraining under the verbal
set. Moreover, the important possibility that Ss must learn different things
during the two types of pretraining now becomes more firmly established.

The relative advantage of labeling during pretraining would seem to be
related to several differences in the responses that occur under the two
conditions. One important consideration is that Ss' own aesthetic judg-
ments may have been at variance with the required assignments of
numerals to forms, and this would have produced interference learning.
It is reasonable to assume, moreover, that the established response tend-
encies with respect to aesthetic judgments were stronger than any tend-
encies they may have had with respect to the verbal labeling. Conse-
quently, there would have been greater interference in learning the
response as an aesthetic judgment than as a verbal label. But, despite this
difficulty in learning the labels, Ss may well have learned more about
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the stimuli during the aesthetic pretraining, as suggested by Rasmussen
and Archer 11961). More explicitly, this might have entailed learning the
label in response to many weak cues especially if Ss constantly sought
new cues. This would contrast with the ,Ss in the labeling group who
probably employed fewer differentiating aspects of the stimuli as cues
for the response.

The fact that the verbal pretraining task involved learning an addi-
tional response (nonsense syllable) might account for the pretraining
differences because this requirement might he expected to impede learning
of the numbers. It might he mentioned that for neither pretraining condi-
tion was it necessary for the Ss to learn anything but the association
between the spatial form and the number. However, we assume that they
followed their respective instructions and learned more than this associa-
tion. Also, there are possible benefits or interferences under either type of
pretraining that could come about by trying to associate the numbers
with the number of sides or other numerical aspects of a figure.

The shift in relative advantage of the two pretraining conditions could
have a definite relationship to the requirements of the concept-learning
task. During pretraining the R merely had to learn the label for each
spatial form when it appeared alone. During concept learning he had to
discriminate among many forms appearing together and match them.
Quite possibly, the prior learning of many aspects of each form aided the
Ss in making the complex discrimination required; and, therefore, the
aesthetic pretraining facilitated the concept learning. The advantage of
the aesthetic pretraining occurred primarily for the small variety condi-
tion and was significant only for the lower SES group. Conceivably,
presenting the stimuli in many different arrangements during concept
learning facilitated the detection of multiple cues with which to discrimi-
nate among the spatial forms. In this case the prior learning of such cues
would have been less crucial than in the Small Variety case in which the
repeated presentation of the spatial forms in the same positions would
have made for greater reliance on prior learning of varied cues.

An additional possibility is that retention of the number-form associa-
tions and of the discriminations learned during pretraining were facili-
tated by aesthetic mediators that might have been acquired during
aesthetic pretraining. This aesthetic mediator was no doubt more familiar,
more meaningful, more pronounceable, and of greater value than a non-
sense word; and mediators having these characteristics should be more
effective in mediating recall. In addition, it is also interesting to consider
that recall of the response was facilitated by the occurrence of many
weak cues during the learning, rather than by the occurrence of a few
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strong cues as would have characterised the aesthetic and rote !retraining,
respectively.

Several variables were found to affect concept learning. Although the
variety of instances presented during concept learning was not a signifi-
cant factor during this phase of the experiment, it proved to have a
significant effect on the extent to which Ss could generalize the concepts
to new instances. Those who formed the concepts originally on the basis
of the small variety of instances showed significantly greater generaliza-
tion to new instances than those who formed on the basis of the large
variety of instances. This result is directly opposite to that obtained in
widely different situations (Harlow, 1951; Callantine and Warren, 1955;
Podell, 1961 and 1963). On the other hand, a large variety has been found
to produce interference in some situations (Os ler and Trautman, 1961;
Adams, 1954), and Podell (1963a,b) found some evidence for an ad-
vantage of a small variety over a large variety in two formally similar
situations by using quite different tasks. In one case, the result occurred
only for fourth graders who had relative difficulty in learning the required
concepts. This group may be similar to the present low SES group for
whom the advantage of the small variety was more pronounced. Since
there seems to be no rational explanation for a difference in generalisation
without an a priori difference in learning, we must infer that the & did
in fact acquire the concepts to a higher degree under the small variety of
instances.
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Chapter 3

The Effect of Variety and Intelligence on Children's Concept Learning

The effects of variety upon the learning of the mathematical concepts of Boolean set union
and intersection were studied. Ss from 2nd, 5th and 7th grades were drawn from 4 schools
representing high and low SES areas. They were randomly assigned to 4 experimental conetltions
which varied in two ways. Ss in the large variety conditions were given 48 different problems
to solve. Subjects in the small variety conditions were given 8 problems to solve with each
problem repeated 6 times. The stimuli employed with one-half of the Ss were familiar geometric
forms for which a verbal label was readily available. Stimuli for the remaining Ss were un-
familiar random forms which they had never seen before. Data from the 2nd graders are not
reported because the task was, on the whole, far too difficult for them. On later testing
with different stimuli it was seen that the effect of variety was significant for the low SES
Ss in both 5th and 7th grade; they performed more efficiently under the small variety condi-
tions and with the nonsense forms.

The stimuli employed for this study were the same as those employed for the previously
described study. However, no pretraining procedures were employed, in order to simplify the
study of the variety variable and to enable concentration upon the relation between intel-
ligence and concept learning. Having learned of the difficulty of teaching the concepts of
set union and intersection to six-year-olds, we attempted to teach these concepts to seven
and eight year olds as part of the present study. Again, we found great difficulties in the
administration of the group procedures and abandoned these age groups in favor of groups
which were considerably older, being approximately eleven and thirteen years of age. Also,
since we wished to deal with intellectual level as a variable, we also decided to manipulate
SES which would entail a different manner of manipulating intelligence. We thus studied
children of two different mental ages at each chronological age level. Futhermore, it en-
abled the investigation of the possible distinction between social intelligence and intel-
lectual intelligence as a variable in itself.

The Effect of Variety in Children's Concept Learning
1

Leonard Marascuilo and Harriett Amster

It is generally assumed that the learning of a new task with an improved ability to
transfer the recently acquired skill to new but similar situations is facilitated by giving
subjects a large set of experiences or a variety of examples during the learning period.
Gaga, Mayor, Garstens, and Paradise (1962), who used a programmed task involving the learn-
ing of mathematical concepts, reported that acquisition was not affected by the amount of
repetition of examples of the concepts. However, he (Gagne, 1963) found that retention
was affected by this variable. Retention of a newly acquired task after nine weeks was
significantly low for subjects given a minimal variety of examples but no difference in
retention was found for the groups given greater amounts of experiences. The results were
somewhat puzzling, however, since Ss given no examples performed as well as those given
various degrees of variety. Similarly, in a study involving a task which was highly similar
to that of the present study, Amster and Marascuilo (1965) found a trend for learning of a
generalizable sort to be facilitated by a small number of different instances being employed
during concept acquisition. Gagni's Ss were 7th-grade students who employed the familiar
number system to learn the addition of integers. Amster and Marascuilo (1965) used 5th-grade
Ss and a task involving acquisition of the concepts of the union and the intersection of
mathematical sets.

This research extends the study of the effects of variation upon the learning of a new
concept with its transfer to different but similar situations by introducing a new task and
by using constant stimuli for each S. Like Gagne''s (1962, 1963) task, the task employed in

1
In press, California J. of Educ. Res., 1966.
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this study is from the area of mathematics. More specifically, the simultaneous acquisition
of the concepts of set union and set intersection were studied. Furthermore, half of the Ss
were given a small variety of instances while the remaining half were given a large variety
of instances. The expectation would be that the Ss given the largest variation in training
would learn to differentiate between set union and set intersection problems sooner than
those given a small variety of experiences and then show a greater facility in transferring
the acquired knowledge to new stimuli.

Procedure

Learning Booklets

In order to control variables which might have affected the performance of the Ss in the
experimental situation and in order to counterbalance potentially important stimulus variables,
a balanced design which entailed a scheme for constructing booklets was devised. Only the
important paints in the booklet-construction will be reported here.

Four different kinds of learning booklets were constructed. These correspond to the four
experimental conditions of the experiment. For this experiment Ss were expected to learn the
mathematical concepts of set union and set intersection. The stimuli employed with one-half
of the experimental Ss were familiar geometric forms for which a verbal label or name was
readily available. The stimuli employed for the remaining half of the Ss were unfamiliar
random forms which subjects had never seen before. One-half of the booklets contained 48 dif-
ferent problems. The remaining half of the booklets contained only 12 different problems,
each of which was repeated somewhere in the booklet four different times. Thus, the four
experimental conditions were 1. Familiar forms in a large variety of problems. 2. Familiar
forms in a small variety of problems. 3. Unfamiliar nonsense forms in a large variety of
problems. 4. Unfamiliar nonsense forms in a small variety of problems.

Each booklet consisted of eight blocks of seven pages, or 56 pages. One block consisted
of three different union problems, three different intersection problems, and one blank page
which served to balance the design and to give each subject a rest period in each block. The
large variety booklets contained 24 different union problems and 24 different intersection
problems. The small variety booklets contained six different union problems, each repeated
four times, and six different intersection problems, each repeated four times. These problems
were selected so that each of the 48 different problems appeared the same number of times
throughout the entire experiment.

The problems were constructed so that each nonsense and geometric form appeared the same
number of times within a booklet so that no particular form was favored or under-emphasized.
Furthermore, the same six responses (answers) were employed equally in all conditions. Within
the 24 union problems there was a further balanced subdivision of easy and hard problems. This
distinction was based upon the number of figures that were used on a particular page. Easy
problems employed five figures divided into two sets, one set with two figures and one set with
three figures. Hard problems employed seven figures divided into two sets, one set with three
figures and one set with four figures. Easy and hard problems were balanced throughout all
booklets.

Subjects were given immediate feedback after each problem. Each page of the booklet had
an underfold on the bottom of the sheet. On the underfold was a box exactly like the answer
box used by the Ss. It differed from the one used by the Ss in that the answer was marked by
means of large X's drawn over the correct forms. Being immediately below the answer box, Ss
were given the opportunity to make direct and immediate comparisons with their own responses.

That Booklets

The test booklets were Identical for all subjects. They contained 36 pages with 16 union
problems, 16 intersection problems, and four blank pages. The stimuli employed in the test book-
lets differed from those used in the learning booklets. The stimuli were of four types: letters
of the alphabet, English nouns; pictures of well known objects, and flags with various designs.
Each booklet consisted of four blocks of nine pages each. Each block contained four union
problems, four intersection problems, and one blank page.
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sub acts

Subjects were obtained from four different schools in the Berkeley Unified School Dis-
trict. Two of the schooie represented neighborhoods of upper socio-economic status (SES)
and two represented neighborhoods of lower SES. One fifth-grade and one seventh-grade class
was chosen from each SES area. Within each class 16 Ss were pre-experimentally selected by
random means to take part in the experiment. They were then randomly assigned to the four
experimental conditions. The total sample size was therefore 64.

Procedure

Bach S was given a learning; booklet and wax color crayon to mark his answers in the book-
lets. The Ss were given the following instructions and information.

"We have some problems that we would like to have you solve. At first you will have
to guess. These problems are printed on each page of the large booklet that we have given
you . . . After working on a few of the problems, some of you may discover the correct way
for finding the right answer . . . The booklets have been made so that not everyone is
resting at the same time. While some of you are resting, others will be solving problems.
When you have a rest period, sit quietly and wait for us to move on to the next page in your
booklet . . . On the top of the page you will see a box in which. there are some pictures or
shapes. Beneath this box you will find a large U. Sometimes it will be upside down, and
sometimes it will be right side up. Beneath the U, you will find another box in which some
pictures or figures have been drawn. The two boxes and the U are the problem for that page.
When the U points up, the problem can be solved, by a certain rule that you must find. When
the U points down, a different rule iz heeded to solve the problem. Below the problem you
will find another box in which there are six figures. This is the answer box . . . After you
have decided what you think is the answer to the problem, take the crayon we have given to
you and draw an X over the pictures or figures that you think are the answer. After everyone
has made a guess and drawn his X's over the pictures, we will all look at the right answer . . .

If you should give the wrong answer, you should then study the problem boxes and find out why
your answer was wrong so that you can do better on the next problems."

Subjects were given 15 sec. to solve each problem and 15 sec. to study the problem and the
correct answer together. This gave them immediate feedback after each problem. After the com-
pletion of the learning task, the Ss were given the test booklets. The procedure used for the
learning booklets was repeated except that the Ss were not given any feedback after the pro-
blems._ Whereas for the learning task the Ss were exposed to a particular problem for 30 sec.,
they were exposed to the test problems for only 15 sec.

Results and Discussion

Mental Age

If performance on the task were found related to mental age, a covariance adjustment was
planned. The analysis of variance for mental age is shown in the table. Of the total sum of
squares, 77% is associated with the differences between the schools. The F-ratios measuring

Analyses of Variance for Mental Age,

Learning Scores, and Test Scores

Source of Variation df *ate.' Age Learning Scores Test Scores

U F

Between Schools 65.5* 32.5* 16.3*

Grades (G)
SEs

1
1

36.6*
4.41.9*

13.1*
88.4*

1.6
47.2*

G x EMS 1. 17.7* a a

continued on next page



Analyses of Variance for Mental Age, etc., continued

ource.of Variation Mental Age Learning Scores Test Scores
, . r F F

Within Schools 60 (235) (93) (84)
(msim squeal
Varisty (V 1 a a a
x G 1 a a a
x SES 3. it 3.5** a

-VxGxSES 1 1.2 a a
Form (P) 2. a a
F x 0 1 a 11.6 aF x en 1 a a 37.14.

FxGxEMS 1 a a 1.3
F x V 3. a a a
P xVxG 1 a 673.* a
10 x V x SIM 1 a a a

Go) firResidual 48 (253)

FxVx0x 81113 1 273 a

(mean square)

Total

F < 1

* g < .05

P < .10

63
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tbe diffelrenceml between Grades, SOS, and the Grade by SES interaction are all statistically
significant. The mean mental ages for these statistically significant sources of variation
are summarised in the following table. ( = of these differences were unexpected.) The

Average Mental Ages in Years by Grade and SES

SES Grade

Fifth Seventh Bath

Low 9.6 10.2 9.9
High 12.0 15.3 13.6
Bath 10.8 12.7 3.1.8

grade difference merely reflects the two year difference in age between 5th and 7th grade
students. Although it is well known that the mean mental age of students in low SES schools
is lower than that of students In :high.SES schools the magnitude of the difference, 3 1/8
/*sr°, is natwortbY. The siSnificant Grade by SA interaction may only be an artifact result-
ing fran the kinds of ability groupings used by the various school administrators. However,
this probably does, not exPlatmlft the meen, mental age for the law SES 7th grade students is
less than that of the-high Ma 5th grade students. A serious attempt was made to employ exactly
comparable 5th abi 7th grades within each araS group.

For all salvoes :of variation 'tut bivalved. sey of the 'experimental conditions, mental age
was uniform and lall 74*ratios are nonsignificant. Singe mental age vas uniform over all the
experimental oon4iti;60 s it wow decided that statistical control ofmental age by means of an
analYsis of covariance was not regpired.
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Learning Scores

The correlation coefficient between mental age and the learning scores was .80, where
learning scores are defined to be the total number of correct solutions or answers. With
this as a criterion variable, the maximum learning score available was 48. The mean learn-
ing score was 24, the median score was 23.5, and the standard deviation was 14.5.

The analysis of variance for the learning scores is shown in the first table. Of the
total sum of squares 57% is associated with the differences between the schools. This is
not surprising since the differences in mental ages between the schools were significantly
large. During the testing period most Ss in the low SES schools appeared to "give up" when
they found that after a dozen or so trials they had not solved the problem. A very common com-
plaint from many of them was that the problems were unsolvable. At the other extreme, the high
SES Ss seemed to find the problems challenging and stimulating. Most likely these differences
reflect previous experiences with problem solving. One would suspect that high SES children
had successful experiences in solving problems, while the low SES children had not. As a group,
the low SES Ss did not find the,task stimulating and showed signs of relief when the testing
was over. The average learning scores by grade and SES are shown in the following table.

Average Learning Scores by Grade and SES

SES Grade

Fifth Seventh Both

Low 11.7 15.7 13.7
High 30.1 38.4 34.3
Both 20.9 27.1 24.0

Cumulative learning curves for the four groups of Ss are shown in Figure 1 on the follow-
ing page. As can be seen, most of the high SES 7th grade Ss had learned the task immediately
after the 21st problem. This decision is based upon the fact that from these points on, the
cumulative learning curves are linear. The magnitude of the slope of the learning curves
suggests that performance was nearly perfect following the 15th and 21st problems respectively.
The same did not hold true for the low SES subjects. Their learning curves continued to
accelerate, but at an extremely slow rate. This most likely reflects their "giving up" on
solving the problems.

Finally, there was a significint Form by Variety by Grade interaction in the analysis of
variance. According to the Scheffe method of multiple contrasts, the Variety by Form interac-
tion was only statistically significant within the 5th grade. The means corresponding to this
significant source of variation are shown in the following table. As can be seen, for the 5th
grade Ss receiving the small variety'condition nonsense forms were more beneficial for learning

Forms

Average Learning Scores by Form by Variety by Grade

Fifth Grade Seventh Grade

Small Large Small Large

Variety Variety Variety Variety

Nonsense 27.0 17.3 22.5 23.1
Geometric 17.5 21.8 24.5 21.9

the concepts of set union and set intersection than familiar forms. (This result is contrary
to expectation, and why it should hold for the 5th grade Os is problematical.) It could be
that ready names for the geometric figures and experience with standard contexts interfered
IWOL$0-Abilittto use them in different situations, where they are not normally applied. Why
this differencerbetween small and large variety problems of experiences exists is not certain.
'It could be that once the $11(ill the Small variety conditions recognized that the problems were
repeatedtheybegan_to pay more_ attention to the task and then learned the concepts for the
problems that they began to re0OpiZeo In other words,- discrimination among forms may have
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been more of a problem for 5th graders than for 7th graders and the small variety may have
facilitated this discrimination among forms. Moreover, the facilitation by small variety
appears to have affected the random forms to a greater extent than the familiar forms which
may already have been differentiated.

There is some evidence that some Ss did not distinguish between the union and inter-
section symbol and failed to realize thet two different concepts were to be learned. This
hypothesis is supported, for the most part, by a post hoc analysis of the responses made by
each S in the learning booklets. For this analysis, the problem immediately following each
correct response was examined to determine if it was of the same type (union or intersection)
as the preceding problem. If the two problems were of the same type, the chances were that
the second problem was also correct. However, if the second problem was of the other type,
the chances ware that it was wrong. This suggests that Ss had a tendency to use exactly the
same procedure as used on the previous problem, provided that the previous problem was answered
correctly. A. chi-square test was performed for each S and of the 64 Ss, 53 had significant
chi-square Talues. Consequently, most appeared to have followed thirprocedure before they
finally learned the concepts.

Test Scores

Defined as the total number of correct solutions given in the test booklet, test scores
were highly correlated with both mental age and learning scores. The correlations with these
variables were .72 and .85, respectively. A perfect score for this measure was 32. The mean
score was 16.9 and the median was 15.5, with a standard deviation of 12, suggesting a large
number of observations at either extreme of the distribution. Nineteen of the 64 Ss had a
score greater than or equal to 30. At the other extreme, 12 of the 64 Ss had scores of 2 or
less. The analysis of variance for this variable is presented in the first table. None of
the F-ratios are significant except that for SES.

Note that while there was a significant difference in mean learning scores for the two
grades, the corresponding difference for the test scores was not significant. The probable
reason for this appears to be that the scores of those in the high SES 7th grade class reflect-
ed a ceiling effect; 12 of the 16 Ss had scores exceeding 26. If the test had been longer,
they would have had higher scores. The mean test scores are presented in the following table.

Mean Scores on the Test as a Function of Grade and SES

SES Grade

Fifth Seventh Both

Low 7.6 10.4 9.0
High 23.3 26.3 24.8
Both 15.5 18.3 16.9

The mean cumulative test scores for the four classes at students are shown in Figure 2
on the following page. As can be seen, the curves maintain their same relative position as
they did for the learning curves. The only differences between the two sets of curves is that
high SES 5th grade §s perform almost as well as the high SFAS 7th grade Ss.

While the effect was not large, it should be noted that the experimental variables were
not entirely without effect. For the learning scores the Variety. by SES interaction was sig-
nificant at k< .10. The source of this interaction centered on the low SES Ss. The mean
performance for the low SES Ss was 16.4 for the small variety condition and 11.0 for the large
variety condition. ?or high SES Ss the mean performances were 23.5 for the small variety con-
dition and 22.5 for the large variety condition. For the test scores it is seen Om the first
table) that both Variety and Farm interacted with Grade and SES0 through the four-factor inter-
action. According to the ScheffJ Method of Multiple Contrasts, the significant source of var-
iation is found within the 5th grade high SES Ss and the 7th grade low SES Ss. For the 5th
grade high SES Ss, the mean score on the generalization test for the large variety condition
was significantly higher for the nonsense forms than it was for the geometric forms, the aver-
age scores being 29.3 and 17.8 respectively. While the corresponding interaction for a 7th
grade low Ss was significant it is not possible to make a clear statement concerning the effects
of form upon variety for these subjects.
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In sum, the results suggest that the variety variable has two significant effects. First,
the small variety condition is more effective than the large variety condition for low SES Ss
in learning the concepts in a generalizable way. Second, among 5th grade Ss the effect of

variety depends on the type of form. For random forms the small variety tended to facilitate
acquisition to a greater degree than the large variety while for nonsense forms, the means were
in the opposite direction. The effect of variety is consistent with the result of the earlier
experiment (Amster and Marascuilo, 1965) and suggests that it is limited to the lower SES indi-
vidual. It is also consistent with a study by Amster (1963) employing verbal materials, in
which the small variety was relatively beneficial for concept formation only among 4th graders

who were slow learners in the experimental task.

The experiment described above was first performed as a pilot study with two different
5th grade classes in the same schools from which the two 5th grade classes used in the above
analysis were located. For the pilot study 56 Ss were utilized in exactly the same exper-
imental design. The only difference was that the instructions given to the Ss were briefer and
not elaborated upon to as great a degree. Except for this, the experimental conditions were

the same. The results were essentially the same. Most of the variability was related to the

differences in SES status of the two schools or to differences among the children that attend
the schools.

Summary

The present research was an attempt to extend the knowledge concerning the effects that
variety of different experiences have upon the learning of a complex mathematical task. In

paired-associate learning tasks it is known that any amount of variation is significant in
aiding in the transfer to new stimuli. In learning the addition of integers, it seems to make
no difference whether or not there is a low or high repetition of problems in transferring to

new tasks. The results of this study support this conclusion.

Subjects were selected from 4 schools representing high and low SES schools. All Ss were

in the 5th or 7th grade. For the experiment, Ss were divided into 4 groups. Every S was

given 24 set union and 24 set intersection problems presented in a randomized block design.
One group was given 48 different problems which used familiar geometric forms. The second group

was given 12 different problems each repeated 4 times with the same familiar geometric forms.
The third group was given 48 different problems that used unfamiliar nonsense forms. The fourth

group was given 12 differen problems each repeated 4 times with nonfamiliar nonsense forms.
After learning this task, Ss were given 16 different set union and 16 different set intersection
problems in which the stimuli were letters of the alphabet, simple English nouns, familiar
everyday objects, and flags.

Analysis of variance on the learning and test scores showed that the most important vari-
able associated with the learning task was the SES level of the schools. It is believed that

a ceiling on the final, test for the high SES Ss failed to produce an adequate test of the
experimental variables. The differences between large and small variety experiences, nonsense
and geometric forms, and their interactions were not significant at the .05 level. However,

the effect of variety was noted to be consistent with an earlier study (Amster and Marascuilo,
1965) in which it vas noted that the effect of variety was significant for lower SES Ss.
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Chapter 4

The Effect of Variety as a Function of Task Difficulty
in the Acquisition of Word Meaning

The acquisition of word meanings frcm their use in verbal contexts is undoubtedly the
most widespread manner by which verbal meanings are acquired and the series of studies
reported in this paper concern possible ways in which children may do this. This problem
is attacked by observing the efficiency with which verbal concepts are acquired in children
of varying ages when the variety of different instances and the instructional set are man-
ipulated experimentallY.

In order to study the course of acquisition of word meanings in children, Werner and
Kaplan (1951) devised an ingenious method, the Word Context Test, from which the procedures
employed in the present studies were adapted. It involved presenting ten series of sentences,
each series containing an artificial word. The same artificial word was used throughout one
series and had a common meaning in all of those sentences. For example, the following sen-
tences were among those from which the concept gather was to be abstracted:

All the children will lidber at Mhry's party.

The police did not allow the people to lidber on the street.

The people lidbered about the speaker when he finished his talk.

The children were asked to define the concept as each succeeding sentence was presented.
The first sentence remained in view when the second was sham. The authors attempted to
analyze developmentally the reported changes in verbal meaning and found many changes with
age, e.g., a striking drop in the occurrence of concepts which consist of parts of a sentence
(sentence-contextual concepts) at about 10-1/2 years. They describe many types of concepts
which occur and infer processes by which word meaning is derived from the verbal context. A
common process is decoatextualization, involving a gradual refinement in meaning in which the
specific features of the contexts are dropped, ',Ian all that remains are the features of
meaning which characterize the word in all contexts. However, this final stage of deem-text-
ualized meaning is only to be found in relatively mature individuals.

Bruner et al. (1956) analkzed the process of acquisition in the Word Context Test in a
different way. They claim that the solution to each series of sentences is the word that has
the highest probability across the series. This suggests that there is some associative
process whereby the context probability of the new word increases from sentence to sentence.
There is also a strong possibility that acquisition is a two-stage process involving not only
association, but also deductive reasoning concerning whether the associations, formulated as
hypotheses, "fit" the context. Thus, it seems reasonable that two processes of concept forma-
tion could be employed, as associative and a deductive process.

The extent to which hypothesis testing is employed in learning has been inferred from the
extent to which learning is facilitated or inhibited by a relatively large variety of different
instances (Osler and Trautman, 1961; Podell, 1958; Podell, 1964). Osler and Trautman (1961)
have found an advantage of a small variety of instances over a large variety among relatively
bright children. They reasoned that bright children generate more hypotheses from a large
variety than from a small variety and therefore, the ability to select a simple hypothesis
is hindered in that condition because of the interference from the many possible false hypoth-
eses which must be rejected. On the other hand, thecrwesent author (Podell, 1958) has pointed
out that the above consideration is only one of two factors which can influence the effect
of variety. While the small variety should be relatively efficient with respect to the paucity
of false hypotheses which they generate, the large variety should have an advantage over the
small variety with respect to the efficiency with which any false hypothesis may be rejected
(Podell, 1958). As described by Podell (1958), if a second example is the same as or highly
similar to the preceding one, as it is likely to be in a small variety condition, the S pro-
bably cannot reject a hypothesis on the basis of the second instance which had been generated
on the basis of the first. Since, for the large variety, a second instance is bound to be
different from the first (or to be different in more respects than any two examples in a small
variety condition), it is more probable that a S could reject in one trial any false hypothesis
which he tested. Consequently, the extent to which a large variety should be more facilitating

28
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than a small variety should depend on the number of features within each instance, the
author of potential associations which they elicit, the number of features common to
different instances and the extent of their variation from instance to instance, and the
absolute number of different instances in a set. Unfortunately, however, this type of
standardization of instances remains to be done. In the present study, the definition
of variety is the number of different instances in the set in which the instances are
almost entirely different from one another but contain the same number of features. In
this type of variety it is reasonable to suppose that the ability to reject false hypoth-
eses is the most paausible reason for a diftbrence between treatments differing in variety,
and there is supporting evidence for this assumption (Podell, 1958). By contrast, when
the complexity of the instances varies rather than the number of different instances, the
volume of hypotheses to be rejected would by clearly greater in a large variety. Conse-
quently, efficiency in relatively large varieties should be markedly lower than that in
a small variety.

The use of deductive strategies in children's concept formation undoubtedly becomes
increasingly prominent with age (Plaget, 1952; Infielder and Piaget, 1958; Vinacke, 1954).
The descriptive studies of Piaget (1952) and Infielder and Piaget (1958), among many others
conducted in their laboratory over the years, indicate an emerging dominance of mental
operations of all types with age. The particular mental operations employed seem to change
with age, culminating in the appearance of logical operations about age 11 to 14. On this
basis, it mad be expected that hypothesis testing as a type of logical operation would
be employed in the acquisition of word meaning by children of about eleven years of age to
a greater extent than it would be employed by younger ones. In addition, it is reasonable
to suppose that these processes would be more prominent among relatively bright children,
and .7,vidence has been presented which has been interpreted as supporting the hypothesis
(Oyler and Trautman, 1961; Oyler and Fivel, 1961).

It seems eminently reasonable that, if learned and available, logical reasoning would
be more apt to occur under intentional concept learning than when no intent to form con-
cepts or solve problems is present, and there is also evidence to support this assumption
(Podell, 1958). Some consideration of each of the variables discussed is given in the
experiments to follow.

3129riment 1 (Summary )1

A relatively easy Word Context Text was administered to 112 kindergarten Ss and 168
4th and 5th grade Ss, selected post-experimentally. Four concepts were acquired by child-
ren from their use in sentences. The two easy concepts were the nouns newspaper and train
and the two difficult concepts were the verbs gather and increase. A generalization test
consisted of sentences containing the new word, which were to be accepted or rejected by
the S. For intentional instructions, the scores on the large variety concept were signif-
icantly better than those on the small variety concept, 2( .051for the broad criterion and
25 .005 for the narrow criterion. There was also a trend for the opposite result to obtain
for the fourth and fifth grades given the Easy Concepts, and scored by the broad criterion
(2( .08). The only significant generalization effects occurred in the fourth and fifth
grade Ss. Although these Ss generalized more widely under the large variety, the inter-
actions between this variable, variety, and Group limits the generality of the results.
However, there was also a significant increase in generalization from the first to the
second trial which, was not similarly limited.

Sentence Standardization

The experiments which follow employ six sentences which contain one Cloze-type blank
for each of ten concepts. Experiments 2, 3, and 4 which are to be described in succeeding
sections of this chapter employed the same materials. The difficulty of these materials
was assessed by the collection of norms based on isolated sentences, which consisted of the
frequency of each of the responies elicited by the Cloze-type units.

1
Supported under U.S.O.E. Project 1459.
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Iub acts

Sentence standardisation procedures were admiastered in six 4th and 5th grade
classes in the Berkeley Unified School District and the San Leandro Unified School
District; data from 168 Ss was empinyed. The roans Which are presented below are based
on 20 responses to each sentence.

Materials

The materials consist of the six sentences employing each of the ten concepts as
presented, below. The single sentence norms are presented beside each sentence.

Standardisation Procedure

Instructions were read to Ss in intact groups. A sample sentence was presented and
discussed. The Ss were asked to listen to the sentence which contained a blank and to
write down en Enaish, word which could go in it. They were told that each sentence
would not be repeated and that they were to write down the first word that came to mind
that seemed to fit in the blank.

From among the sixty sentences, each 8 received only twenty sentences from the set to
be standardized, two corresponding to each concept. These twenty sentences were randomly
interspersed among other sentences of a similar type in such a fashion that the entire
procedure never required less than fifteen minutes. The six groups varied with respect
to the particular selection of sentences and a different sequence of the entire set was
employed in each group. The assignments were completely counterbalanced with 14 Ss in
each subgroup.

Experiments 2 and 31

Method

Thirty-two children from fourth and fifth grades were Ss for Experiment 2 and 52 Ss
from the same grades were 8s for Experiment 3. The materials were as shown above. The
same experimental design was employed for both experiments: A mixed design in Which the
repeated measure was Variety and the independently varied one was the assignment of con-
cept to variety condition, (group). There were two independent groups in each experiment,
varying in the latter regard, and for Experiment 3 there were also two different random
sequences in which the sentences were presented. For Experiment 2 the small variety con-
sisted of two different instances each repeated three times, and for Experiment 3, the
small variety consisted of three different instances each presented twice. For both
experiments the large variety consisted of six different sentences. Sentences were read
aloud to children tested in intact classes and they wrote their responses.

Results

Analyses of variance indicate that the effect of Variety tended to be significant
(25 .10) for Experiment 3 but its generality is seriously limited by the significant
interaction between Group and Variety (2< .001). The mean number of concepts attained
under small and large variety were, respectively, 1.70 and 2.54 for Experiment 2, and
1.57 and 1.87 for Experiment 3.4

1
Procedures are summarised since data collection for experiments 2 and 3 was supported

under Project No. 1493. The analyses which entail single sentence standardisation were
carried out under the present project.
2

The grouped sentences were re-scored for these comparisons and a broader scoring
criterion was employed than in the earlier analyses. The mean scores were increased by
less than 5%.
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.mpa..CisonofGr..L.cj_A.3........wloupeentenceswithSie-Sentences

The relative frequencies with which each concept was acquired when the sentences
were grouped in the 2-, 3 -, and 6-sentence conditions were compared with three
frequencies based on the frequency of emission of the concept derived from the single-
sentence standardizat!-n. The median relative frequencies or estimates thereof based on
each measure appear as follows:

Median Relative Frequency of Correct Responses in the Grouped Conditions

Compared with Values from the Responses to Single Sentences

Grouped
Obtained

Single T
(Expected)

Best Single Sentence
(Expected)

T Probability
(Expected

T

Sentence Group

2 - sentence .375 .161 4* .232 .289 26
3 - sentence .231 .208 17 .375 15 .524 5*
6 - sentence .512 .197 1** .500 12.5 .792 0**

* < .02

*lig< .01

The first column presents the median relative frequencies of the correct responses to the
three types of sentence groups. This entailed obtaining the relative frequencies with
which each concept was emitted by the grouped sentences for each concept under each of
the grouped-sentence conditions. For example, for the concept finish 20 out of 26 Ss
(.77) acquired the concept from the group of three sentences, and 13 out of 16 Ss (.81)
emitted the concept from the group of two sentences, and 27 out of 42 Ss (.64) produced
the concept from the group of six sentences. The median for all ten concepts is presented
for each sentence. The second column contains the mean relative frequency with
which each concept was emitted by the single sentences which correspond to those presented
in the grouped condition. For example, the single sentence frequency for the concept
finish, which corresponds to the grouped frequency for the two sentence condition, is the
sum of the relative frequencies for each of the two single sentences employed in the
grouped condition. Thus, 7 Ss out of 28 gave the concept in response to one of the sen-
tences and 20 out of 28 gave the concept in response to the other. The relative frequency
for the single sentence was 27 out of 56 (.48). Values were computed similarly for the
3- and 6-sentence conditions and for each of the ten concepts. The third column consists
of the largest relative frequency of the response to the single sentences (Best Single
Sentence). It was simply the frequency with which the concept was emitted in response to
the one single sentence in the ar iqular set for which the frequency as highest. In
the above e quency would be that of the sentence with the higher individual
frequency, that for which 20 out of 28 Ss (.71) emitted the concept. The third value
derived from the standardization freqpencies was an estimated (Expected) value based on
the assumption that the individual sentences have independent tendencies to elicit the
concept and that an occurrence of the common response to any of the sentences is sufficient
to evoke it in response to the set. The probability that the concept will not occur upon
the simultaneous presentation of the two sentences would be:

P
--comb "m5r---comb= (1- - P ) (1 - P )

In the example above, the probability that the concept finish would occur in response to
the two sentences in combination would, be:

P
coMb

- 1 - (1 - 7/28) - 20/28) .79-

Wilcaxin Matched -Pairs Signed-Ranks Tests were conducted between the grouped frequen-
cies and each of the three corresponding standardization values. The assumption was made
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that the responses to the different concepts were independent. The corresponding frequen-
cies for each concept were paired for these tests. The table presents the T values which
correspond to each of the comparisons. More concepts are elicited by the grouped sentences
than by the single sentences in all cases, but this fact is statistically significant only
in the case of the 2-.end &sentence conditions. There are no significant differences
between the grouped-sentence conditions and the best single sentence and there is no con-
sistent trend to the results. However, for the 3- and 6-sentence condition, the grouped
frequencies are significant4 lower than the expected values. Though not significant,
the means are reversed for the 2-sentence condition.

Experiment

Subjects

Summer school children who had completed fourth grade and children who were beginning
5th grade were tested in intact classrooms in which all conditions were run simultaneously
and in which Ss were assigned to conditions by random means. From among those tested,
108 Ss, 36 from each condition, were postexperimentally selected with a view to excluding
Ss known to be repeating fourth grade. Random means were employed in postexperimental
selection. San Leandro and San Lorenzo Unified School Districts provided the Ss for this
experiment.

Materials

The ten concepts, each exemplified by six sentences which were used in the two preced-
ing studies, were employed.

Experimental esi n

The major variable under investigation was Variety, the number of different instances
from which the concept was to be identified. The three variety conditions were small
variety consisting of 3 different exemplars of each concept, small variety repeated, consist-
ing of 3 different exemplars, each repeated, consisting of 6 different exemplars. Independ-
ent groups were employed. One of the control variables, arrangements, was the particular
sequence in which the ten concepts were presented, and there were three different random
sequences, equally represented by 12 Se within each variety condition. Three assignments
of nonsense name to concept were employed and deliberately confounded with arrangement..
The other control variable was the particular set of six sentences from within the large
variety which was chosen for the small varieties and the sequence in which the set of
sentences for each of the concepts was presented, called Subarrangements. The design was
completely counterbalanced over each small variety such that each sentence appeared an
equal number of times within the set of instances administered under each variety condition;
thus, equating the frequency of occurrence of particular sentences across variety conditions.
Two. Latin Squares were used to assign sentences to Be within conditions. The sequence in
which the sentences appeared was also counterbalanced in such a way that each sentence
appeared an equal number of times in each possible position within each variety condition.
Booklets were matched over variety conditions in the following manner: if a particular
set of three sentences was chosen to exemplify a small variety concept and presented in
the order 1, 2, 3, they tare ;resented in the corresponding small variety repeated ccndi-
tion as 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, and in the large variety condition as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Simi-
larly, 4, 5, and 6 appeared in the first case in the given order, in the second case,
as 4, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, and in the final case, as 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3.

Instructions

Don't turn your booklets over until I tell you to do so. When you do, you will find
that each page has some sentences with a new word in them. All the sentences on one page
have the same new word like.the sentences on the board. (Write these sentences on the
board in advances

1) Most children have a father and en /NDAR.
2) The baby loved his 21161,
3) /NDARS usually make thi-meals for the family.)
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There will be a different new word an each page. Your job is to read the sentences one
at a time starting with the first one. (Hold) then write down your best guess as to what
the new word, means on the line at the bottom of the page. If the line is not there, just
write youranswer_oa the bottom of the page somewhere. What do you think INDAR means?
(Write the answer on the board as they should write in their booklets.) If you are not
sure, but have en idea of what the word could be, write it down. If you real-y don't
know, lame it blank and go to the next page. Don't read the list of sentences over
mge:1 Suppose you read the sentences on the boa d rtd"-drEsMorrwEarTEFTrord INBAR
meant after you read them once, what would you do? (Let them answer and say RIGHT when
someone says, "Turn the page", and WRONG to other answers. Repeat what they should and
should not do.) Remember, read all of the sentences on a page only once. If the same
sentences appear again, you should read them each time. Suppose there were four sentences
on the page. (Add the baby loved his INDAR as a fourth sentence.) You would read the four
sentences in a row (read), write the answer (write) and then turn the page.

Any questions? When you are finished, turn your booklet over like it is now. Work
quickly, but read carefully. Before you begin, write your name and age and school on
the back of the booklet.

Results

The data were scored according to two criteria, a strict criterion by which only
those responses which were clearly correct as a response to all six sentences comprising
a large variety were considered correct, and a lenient criterion by which responses
were judged in accordance with their correctness or plausibility in response to the set
of sentences which that ;articular S received. For the large variety, the same scores
Obtained for both methods of scoring, but for the small varieties, more concepts were
identified correctly when the lenient criterion was employed. The table presents the mean
number of correct concepts for each variety condition and each scoring criterion. For

Frequency of Correct Responses (%) According to Strict and Lenient Criteria

and Expected Frequencies (1) Based on the "Best Single" and Mean

Dominance for the Strict Definition of the Expected Valuesl

Best Single Mean Dominance Strict Lenient

Small Variety 50.03 28.81 38.3 116.7
Small Variety Repeated 50.03 28.81 36.9 47.2
Large Variety 65.00 28.81 52.5 52.5

both scores, the means corresponding to the two small varieties are almost identical and
considerably lower than the mean for large variety condition. However, analyses of vari-
ance reveal a significant effect of variety for the strict criterion (F = 5.25; = 2/72;
la< .01) while the corresponding effect for the lenient criterion did not reach an accept-
able level of significance (F = 1.72; df = 2/72). However, a further analysis
of the lenient scores was undertaken, which did indicate that variety bad a reliable effect.
For this analysis, separate scores were obtained for each S for the easy and difficult
concepts. The following table indicates the total number of correct responses to each
concept given separately for each variety condition. Concepts were classified as easy and

Mean Number of Correct Identifications of Easy and Difficult Concepts

for each Condition of Variety Lenient Scaring and Lenient Definition of Difficulty

s Difficult
tt5

y
) (n=5)

Small Variety 2.89 1.78
Small Variety Repeated 2.94 1.80
Large Variety

3'50 1.75

1
deriVing expected vanes for the "strict' definition, the "strict" frequency was used.

-0-
mgazlculty was defined separately for each variety condition. See appendix for details.

AII
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difficult separately for each variety condition on this basis. The analjais of variance
again indicates the main effect of Variety to be nonsignificant (F = 1.91, d.f. 2/72,
I< .05), but the interaction of Variety and Difficulty was statistically significant
F = 3.68, d.f. 2/72, 2 < .05). The effect of difficulty was of course, highly reliable
(fros 107.06, d.f. 1/72, iz< .001) and the effect of subarrangements, as in the other
analyses, was also highly reliable, (r 4.68, d.f. 5/72, 2 < .005). The latter indi-
cates that the particular set of sentences presented to exemplify the concept and the
sequence in which they were presented significantly affected difficulty.

Mean Number Correct (%) of Easy and Difficult Concepts for
Which (Strict) and Lenient Scores are Presented for).
Strict and Lenient Definition of Easy and Difficult

Small Variety
Lenient
Strict

Small Variety Repeated
Lenient
Strict

Large Variety
Lenient
Strict

Lenient Definition

Easy Difficult

48.4 28.4

(57.6) (35.6)

49.4 24.4
(58.8) (36.2)

70.0 35.0
(70.0) (35.0)

Strict Definition

Easy Difficult

57.6 35.6
(48.4) (27.8)

57.2 37:8
(48.8) (24.4)

70.0 35.0
(70.0) (35.0)

1
Lenient definition of easy entailed the five easier concepts and five harder selected

separately for each condition. Strict definition consisted of easy and difficult being
selected according to the large variety and"used for all conditions.

The first table in this section includes the expected frequencies of correct responses,
based on the expected strict responses which should occur in response to single sentences.
These are presented in the appendix. The definition of easy and difficult used in the
second table and in the analyses of variance is the one in which a separate determination
of easy and difficult concepts was made for each variety condition by observing the number
of correct responses to each concept under each condition. However, the means relative
to a strict definition are also presented in the third table. For this definition, the
same classification of concepts into easy and difficult 'Which obtained for the large
variety condition was used for all conditions. The differences between variety conditions
with respect to their expected difficulty may be compared with the obtained frequencies.

The strict scores (I) were analyzed further to determine the extent to which the
obtained scores deviated from "Best Single" expected scores. These expected scores were
the frequency in percent with which the standardization Ss "correct" concept elicited in
response to the single sentence in the set to which it was most dominant. Thus, the
expected means were the same for a].]. Ss receiving a large variety, but they varied from
S to S under the small variety conditions since the particular best single sentence
varied as a function of the specific subset of sentences administered. The most striking
result was that for all conditions, the obtained values were reliably below the expected
values. In each of the small variety conditions only one out of the respective 36Ss obtain-
ed scores which were above the "best single" scores and in the large variety condition 7
out of the 36 Ss obtained scores above the best single and these frequencies were reliable
on the basis of Sign Tests (E < .01). An analysis of variance on the difference score for
each S (percent correct using the strict criterion minus the percent correct estimated
from the best single response) was conducted in order to determine differences as a function
of conditions. However, although the large variety conditions showed a smaller deviation
from the expected values than the small variety conditions, the main effect of variety was
not significant (F = 1.82, d.f. 2/72, < .25). As in prior analyses the main effects of
Arrangement and SUbarrangement were significant (F = 13.39, d.f. 1/72, pp < .005 and F =
2.76, d.f. 5/72, < .05). For this analysis, ArFangement referred to the two Latin Squares
which were used to counterbalance the particular selection of sentences and their sequence
of presentation. The interactions of these control variables and variety were not signif-
icant. The mean differences (0 for the three variety conditions may be assessed from
the first table in this section.



Discussion

Taken together, the experiments indicate that for practical purposes many different
sentential contexts are more likely to elicit the correct concept than fewer sentences
drawn from the sane set. .However, progressive refinement of the analyses undertaken and
the controls employed revealed certain limiting conditions under which this was true.
Specifically, the large variety was significantly superior to the small variety when perform-
ance was measured in terms of a strigent rather than a lenient criterion i.e. when the same

criteria for correctness was employed for small and large varieties. It also tended to

be superior otherwise. Moreover, the large variety was reliably superior even for the lenient
criterion when easy concepts were considered, but there was hardly a detectable difference
between variety conditions for the difficult concepts. One might think that there was some
summation upon increasing the number of dominant contexts, but none upon increasing the
number of remote contexts. However, the group of sentences was no more likely to elicit
the concept than the best single sentence with set, i.e., analyses of the relationship
between the obtained frequencies of correct responses and the standardization frequencies
in response to the best single in the particular set revealed for experiment 3 that there
was no reliable difference between obtained and expected values although Ss tended to per-

form below expected values, and for Experiment 4 that obtained stringent scores were
reliably below the best single under all conditions. Although the values tended to be

closer to the best single under the large variety, the effect of variety was not significant.
For Experiment 2, the small variety of two instances did tend to stimulate the correct
response to a degree in excess of the best single, but this may have been an artificat.

The effect of a small variety of three was replicated in two experiments in which the
occurrence of correct responding was below the best single. Thus, clearly, Ss are not merely
summating; their scores in response to a group of instances do not even equal the frequen-
cies which would occur in response to the best instance in the set. But perhaps, it might

be wisest to conclude that any summation which occurs is usually offset by the interference
which occurs from successive instances.

The fact that obtained values were significantly better than mean dominance was
established for both experiments, but no summation was observed relative to the "best
single" response. Undoubtedly, Ss received higher scores in Experiment 4 than in the
previous experiments because auditory presentation was used for the former.

It would appear that the ease with which a set of instances will elicit a concept
depends mainly on the probability with which the most dominant instance in the set will
elicit that concept and not on the sheer number of instances in the set. This was
demonstrated in part by the fact that the large variety was only facilitative for easy
concepts and not for difficult ones. The sheer number of instances has an effect in that
it provides a greater opportunity for the occurrence of highly dominant instances than
does a small variety, on the average. But if their probability of occurrence is low, the
amount of interference must out weigh the possible summation. However, it is likely that
hand-picked small varieties which include the most dominant instances which are included
in any large variety set would produce better results than the large variety which induces
more interfering responses than the small variety. It is quite clear that in all exper-
iments the biggest factor affecting difficulty was the particualr set of sentences selected,
and inextricably confounded with it in the present experiment, the sequence in which they
appeared. The particular assignment of nonsense words to concepts and the order in which
concepts were presented appeared to have very little effect.

The final experiment compared a small variety of three with a small variety of three
repeated, on the hypothesis that if repetition of the same instances generated new
hypotheses with the sane probabilities that new instances do, the small variety repeated
would function as a large variety. However, there was barely any detectable difference
between the two small variety conditions in any analysis. In other words, the effects
were almost perfectly replicated in the two variety conditions. They suggest that con-
cept formation does not depend merely on the number of occasions for generating hypotheses,
but rather, on the extent to which the succeeding instances have high probabilities of
eliciting the correct hypotheses and have not been observed previously. It is as if each
S can only make one associative response to each instance and thus it is harder to make a
new associative response to the same instance than to make(new) responses to a new instance.



Chapter 5

The Effect of Variance and Variety in Convergent Association

Prior Work on Convergent Associations1

As part of a prior study, (Amster and Keppell 1966), norms were collected for stimuli
which consisted of pairs of words which had been used as stimuli on the Palermo-Jenkins
list and were known to have at least one response in common. The responses which were
collected for convergent association norms consisted of the first word that came to mind
after reading both words of the pair. As a way of predicting the frequency of convergent
responses, the mean response dominance of one common association was computed as the mean
frequency in percent with which it occurred in the single word norms, and the convergent
frequency of that response was assessed from the convergent norms which were obtained. On
the basis of considerations concerning two processes which might contribute to the produc-
tion of convergent associations, associative summation, and hypothesis testing, it was
expected that the frequency of convergent associates would depend not only on the mean
dominance of the common convergent response, but also on the variance between the two
members of the pair with respect to the frequency with which each member tends to elicit
the predicted response.

The convergent association task had been selected as a simplified miniature concept
formation situation and the variable of variance among stimulus members is one which is
ordinarily allowed to vary at random among sets of .1.nstances provided for concept elicita-
tion. Specifically, but depending on how they were selected, a small variety of instances
would have a smaller variance than a large variety of instances. The convergent associa-
tion situation permits variance to be studied while holding constant the number of different
instances within a set.

As shown in Table 1 the results of the convergent association concerning mean domin-
ance were as expected, i.e., for both adults and children, the frequency of convergent
associations increased directly with mean dominance. However, the results for variance
were generally small and insignificant although for high dominance pairs, children produced
the selected convergent associate significantly more frequently for low than for high
dominant items. The same trend, though nonsignificant and smaller, was found for adults.
This finding could have come about through the checking of hypotheses if children rejected
associates on the basis of inability to find some relevance between them and the less
dominant member of the pair. Perhaps they were less efficient at seeing the relatively
remote relevance of any association produced than were adults in a comparable situation.
On the other hand, it might be that greater summation occurred for children in response
to low variance pairs than occurred for adults. In support of this hypothesis, it was
found, as shown in Table 1, that for low variance pairs, the amount by which the frequency
of the convergent associate exceeded the expected values based on mean dominance was consid-
erably greater for children than for adults, while for the high variance pairs, the adults'
performance differed little from the expected value while the children's was clearly below
it. Consequently, support was found for postulating that both processes contributed to the
obtained convergent strength in ten-year-old children.

The Effect of Variet in Convergent Associations

A major factor believed to affect concept formation and the production of convergent
associations is the amount of interference from responses competing with the desired
response. In the usual concept formation situation where variety is studied, the mean
dominance of the instances and their variance may be allowed to vary at random, thus

1
Collection and processing of these data were supported by a grant from NICHD while

collection and processing of the data of the next section in this chapter were supported
by the present project.

36
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Obscuring the study of competition. The convergent association situation however, permits
ready control of both of these factors. The preceding section sketches briefly a study
which provides evidence that these variables do affect the production of convergent associa-
tions and suggests how they enter into an uncontrolled selection of a large and small
variety of instances. In.the present section, an attempt is made to consider interference
and summation in a situation where differential results due to hypothesis checking are
minimized by equating for variance, sets of stimuli which vary in the number of items
which compose them.

If one again considers the convergent association situation as a miniature concept
formation situation, the effect of variety can be analyzed by manipulating the number of
different stimuli in the set from which the frequency of the convergent response (s) to
the set are to be measured while controlling for variance. As was evident from the studies
of the acquisition of verbal concepts, large and small varieties differed with respect to
the strength of the most dominant instance in the set; the most dominant instance invariably
being present in a large variety and rarely present in a small variety. Similarly, the
preceding section indicates that not only is the mean dominance of the set of stimuli an
important variable, but also the range of dominance or variance of the set. It should be-
come apparent that this range would be greater on the average in a large variety than
in a small variety of equal mean since the most deviant instances would invariably be
present in the large variety which contained all (or most) of the instances in the set.
Consequently, it seemed desirable to determine the effect of variety in a situation in
which the stimulus sets were controlled both for mean dominance and for mean variance.

Assuming that mean dominance and mean variance were controlled, it would be expected
that children would be more likely to produce convergent associates in response to many
different instances than a small number of different instances since each additional in-
stance having a tendency to elicit the response would add to the strength of the cumulative
tendency. On the other hand, each additional instance would multiply the number of compet-
ing associates since all the other associates to that item might be elicited and all the
other associates common to that item and the others in the uet might be facilitated. Further-
more, a correct association might be rejected on the basis of successive instances if the
S is testing hypotheses and can find no relevance of the association to the new instances.
However, these two considerations could be considerably reduced in children compared with
adults who presemably have more associations to each item and thus have more potential
competitors. Also, adults may have stronger tendencies to test hypotheses.

In an earlier study, (Podell, 1963) conducted with college age adults, fewer convergent
responses tended to occur to quartets (sets of four words having a common associate) than
to pairs (sets of two words having a common convergent associate). The most likely hypothesis
was that adults suffered considerable interference from competing associations which increased
exponentially as the number of instances was increased. Quite possibly children would suffer
less from such competition.

Subjects

One hundred of the fourth grade Ss to whom convergent association pairs had been pre-
sented were given the present materials, following their responses to the pairs. They were
from the San Lorenzo Unified School District in California.

Materials

Thirty two sets of three words (triplets) and thirty sets of four words (quartets)
were selected of which all were stimuli on the Palermo-Jenkins list and for which
there existed at least one response in common for each word comprising a set. The fourth
grade responses from the Palermo-Jenkins norms were employed for this selection. Further,
the triplets and quartets were selected from among equivalent ranges of dominance, and
stimulus sets which could be construed as homogeneous in part of speech. Triplets and
quartets were roughly matched in these respects.

The triplets and quartets were interspersed and appeared in one random order in half
the booklets and in its reverse in the other half of the booklets. The order of presenting
the words within the stimulus set was randomly determined and differed for the forward and
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backward versions of the stimulUs lints.

A cf3gete list of the stimuli from which the items were selected for the cage.risons
which follow appears in the Appendix. It includes the mean dominance levels (mean
frequency in percent cm the Palermo-Jenkins norms of the convergent response to each
stimulus, the variance defined as the difference in dominance between the most dominant
and least dominant stimulus in the set, and other pertinent information.

Procedure

Ss numbering 104 From three classes were assembled in a large auditorium. The book-
lets were randomly distributed to Ss. Instructions were read aloud. WOMB which the
children could not read were read to them by the experimenters or the teachers who were
present. There was no restriction on the time to complete the task, but they were urged
to work continuously. Two Ss refused to cooperate; two others were discarded at random
from the other conditions.

Instructions

"Don't turn your booklets over until I tell you to do so. I am going to try to tell
you what to do before you actually look at what is in them. When you do look, you will
see that your booklet has pairs of words on the first page. No don't turn the page until
you have finished working on the first page and then finish the second page before you
start on the third page. You will be allowed to turn the page yourself as soon as you
finish any page. You will find that the first and second pages have pairs or sets of two
words on them. The third and fourth pages have sets of three words and sets of four words.
Now this is that you do: READ BOTH WORDS AND WRITE DMIN TO FIRST WORD THAT COMES TO MIND
AFTER YOU HAVE READ BOTH THE WURIE. For instance; consider this pair of words;

Cat
Lady

You would read both words (cat, lady) and write the word that comes to mind. What do
you think of? (Get them to respond and say OK after each response). Notice that you can
write any word you think of, if it is the first word you think of after reading both the
words. You might write fur (write) or friend or any you think of. Notice that the word
you write should be a response to both cat and 2Am. THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG WORD!
Suppose there were three words in the set like this:

Horse
Tree
Foot

You would do the same thing you do with two words. Read all three words and then write
the first ward that comes to your mind. Raise your hand if you don't know what to do.
Work quickly, and try to finish before the hour is over, but be careful to read all the
words in each set before you think of another word, and do not skip any blanks. Try not
to look at your neighbor's booklets. Also, try to write or print very clearly -- we don't
'care btu, you spell the word, but we want to be able to read every letter."

Results

The percentage frequency of occurrence of the specified convergent associate in
response to each set of stimuli is shown in Table 2. It may be apparent from this table
that many different sets of triplets and quartets may be selected which match within
narrow limits on certain variables but not others. Several sets matching in mean domin-
ance, variance, and part of speech were selected. In addition, a set of pairs which match
the triplets and quartets in mean dominance and mean variance was also obtained. The
dominance levels, variance means, and part of opeech of each set are presented in Table
2, together with the frequency with which the convergent association occurred in the conver-
gent association teat, in each set of stimuli. Significance of the differences were assessed
by means of a sign test for which each 8 was scored for the number of convergent responses
be produced in response to each set. IS adjective triplets and quartets did not differ
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TABLE 3.

Mean Convergent Frequencies .(%) for Adults and Children, of Responses

Varying in Response Dominance (%)1

Dominance

Range of
Response

Extremely
Low

Very
Low

Low

ADULTS

Medium High Very
High

Dominance % 0.4 2.5 2.6 - 5.2 5.2 - 10.0 10.0 - 20.0 20.0-30.0

Variance Low High Low High Low High Low High Mixed

Convergent
Frequency % 2.31 2.98 11.57 10.05 12.70 15.61 15.74 14.15 22.09

CHILDREN

Response
Dominance % 0.4 - 1.2 1.4 - 2.4 2.6 - 5.0 5.0 - 10.0 10.0 - 20.0 20.0-30.0

Variance Low High Low High Low High Law High Low High Low High

Convergent
Frequency % 1.29 1.39 4.96 6.15 7.74 4.17 9.08 9.67 20.19 10.62 24.06 23.56

1
For adults 6 pairs represented each cell; 54 pairs in all. For children, 8 pairs

represented each cell; 96 pairs in all. Response dominance based on Palermo-Jenkins
norms convergent frequencies based on 252 adults and 252 children.

in the frequency with which they elicited the convergent associate. The medium and high
dominant noun quartets elicited the convergent associate in significantly more Ss than did
the triplets. An analogous result was obtained for sets composed of mixed parts of speech,
but it must be kept in mind that the latter were largely composed of the same stimuli. Forthe sets composed of mixed parts of speech, pairs of approximately matching mean dominance
and variance were also obtained. For low dominant sets the pairs elicited the convergent
response in significantly more Ss than either the triplets or quartets. For medium dominant
sets the pairs elicited the convergent response from significantly more Ss than the triplets
but they did not differ from the quartets.



TABLE 2

Sets of Pairs, Triplets, and Quartets Which are Matched for Mean Dominance
and 14an Variance and Specified with Boniest to Part at Speech
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PAIRS

ADJECTIVES Mean Mean Conver-
Dom4 Var.% gent

Freq4

in 0 7)
n 6)

NOUNS
Low Dan.

(n m 7)
Med. Dom.
(n ce 7)

(High

Dom.

is )

MIXED PARTS OF SPEECH

Low Dom. 3.05 2.65 4.63
(n = 8)
Med. Dom. 6.75 9.60 9.38
(n 8)
High Dom. 14.86 22.52 11.75
(n = 8)

TRIPLE'S

Mean Mean
Dom., Var.%

11.57 20.31
1 1.31 20.63

2.97 3.03

6.81 11.63

13.98 23.17

3.14 3.32

7.03 12.00

13.72 21.65

Conver-
gent
?reg..%

12.71
11.83

2.57

6.29

8.43

2.63

6.28

9.50

Mean
Dom.,

13.01
10.50

2.88

6.96

13.96

2.85

6.99

14.25

QUARTETS

Mean Conver-
Var.% gent

Freq.,

19.66 12.00 *
18.83 8.83*

3.06 2.57*

11.74 10.001

29.57 14.002

2.80 2.503

11.18 9.384

30.28 13.755

Overall ILLA LE 8.54
(n = 24)

* Triplets and quartets were not significantly different in convergent frequency.

1
The frequency for quartets was significantly higher than far triplets (2 < .02).

2
The frequency for quartets was significantly higher than for triplets (2 < .01).

3 The frequency for pairs was significantly greater than for triplets (2 < .05) or quartets
(2 < .02); triplets were not significantly different from quartets.
4
The frequency for pairs was greater than for triplets (2 < .05) but not significantly

different from quartets; quartet frequency was significantly higher than triplet frequency
(2 < .01).

5 The frequency for pairs was not reliably different from the others; the frequency for
quartets was significantly higher than for triplets (E< .01).

Since the results for the matched sets of triplets, quartets, and pairs were in-
consistent, the data were reanalyzed. All available data were plotted (not shown).
Instead of using the convergent response for pairs which was previously used, the most
frequent common response to each pair was determined in order to match them more closely
to larger sets, i.e. since common responses to three or more items are so rare, the
common response which had been employed was thus the most frequent. Thus the pairs
equated with triplets and quartets were plotted and showed a clear superiority of pairs
over triplets and quartets which seems to increase markedly with frequency. The
figures (not included) show the frequency of convergent responses as a function of the
mean dominance of the set and as a function of the most dominant word in the set (best
single). Curiously enough, both figures, highly similar, reveal the triplets to be less
facilitative than the quartets, and this curvilinear relationship recurs consistently in
the comparisons which have been mrde, but the values for the two largest sets are extremely
close.

Since the figures discussed above do not involve controls for variance in the case of
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the mean dominance curve or mean dominance in the case of the curve of the most dominant
word, another plot was made in which sets of pairs, triplets, and quartets were matched
item for item very closely for the doniaanee of the most frequent common convergent
response and within availalbe limits, for the frequency of the best single response.
Triplets and quartets were matched first. Their dominance fell within 10% and when the
frequency of the *best single" vas unequal, it was greater for that item having the lower
dominance. After 14 matched pairs of triplets end quartets were assembled, pairs Which
notched the weaker of the two as closely as possible on both measures were collected.
The data are presented graphically in the appendix.

Although the convergent frequencies did not differ among the three sets on the basis
of a sign test, the mean convergent associations obtained differed considerably in freciency
(%). The mean for pairs was 14.20, for triplets, 6.36, and for quartets, 9.64; the
superiority of pairs over the larger sets was marked. Superiority of pairs was signif-
icant (F e 3.50; d. f. 2/26) 8H<.05).

Discussion

In an earlier study of adults (Podell, 1963), the frequency of convergene responses
to pairs were found to be greater than the frequency of convergent responses to quartets
which were matched to the pairs in combined probability of eliciting the predicted response
and were also superior for pairs equal to the quartets in mean dominance when the variance
was low. For the present study of ten year old children, a similar superiority of pairs
over quartets (and also over triplets) was observed. When the convergent response which
was employed was the most frequent common response on the basis of the single-word norms.
However, when the response was unselected, as for adults, no consistent superiority of
pairs over the triplets and quartets was observed. This trend toward less difference
between pairs and quartets for children is consistent with the notion that fewer compet-
ing responses exist for children than for adults. A striking difference among the three
sets was that the pairs were clearly the most variable.

Wherever a difference was observed, the quartets were consistently superior to the
triplets. However, the magnitude of the difference was considerably smaller than the
difference between either of those sets and the pairs. The clear superiority of the pairs
to the other items is quite consistent with the results for adults and with an interference
interpretation of our data in that it would be expected that the number of responses which
could compete with the common convergent response might be much greater in sets of three
or four than in sets of two because the number of associates which could compete might be
estimated on the basis of the total number of available associates to all of the single
words in the set. In addition, more different responses are given to compounds than to
single words (NUsgzavel 1958). Thus, the larger the set, the larger the possible pool of
words which could compete with the predicted response. Clearly, the possible summative
effect of adding stimuli is minimal compared with the detriment which derives from adding
to the number of evtential interfering responses. Apparently, however, the balance shifts
as the number of items added to the set increases. The small but consistent advantage of
quartets over trios suggests that the number of new competitors introduced by the addition
of one new stimulus when three are already present is completely offset by the gain due
to the additional elicitor of the response. Consequently, there is reason to believe that
both factor& are operative.

A further reason for believing interference rather than summation to the major
determinant of obtained differences is the fact that the observed convergent responses
for pairs were of about the same strength as that predicted free the "best single"
stimulus, but did not exceed this value. On the other hand, for triplets and quartets,the convergent frequencies approximated the mean dominance of the set and were markedlylower than those expected on the basis of the "best single" response in the set. Inother words, there is no evidence of any induced elevation in the frequency of the conver-gent response for sets of any size. But interference was greater in the larger sets.

Another factor affecting the superiority of pairs concerns the relative influenceof any one item in a set. If the set is small, it would undoubtedly bear a large pie.portion of the total weight, compared to its effect in a large set. But in addition,there is reason to believe that the first and last items in any set have greaterinfluence than middle items in determining the total value of the set (Amster, 1966)
and needless to say, the probability hat an item will appear in one or these positionsis greater when there are only two items in the sot than when there are more than two.



Chapter 6

The Effect of Convergent Associative Strength and Stimulus Variance

on Conceptual Grouping and Learning Difficulty

Frequency of convergent responses should depend not only on dominance, but also on
variance. If dominance level and variance determine convergent frequency, they should also
affect learning rate in a similar fashion. nonsequently, pairs which were known in those
respects were selected for paired-associate learning. It was thus expected that for high
and low levels of dominance, low variance pairs should be learned more readily than pairs
of high variance but rate of learning should also increase directly with level of dominance.
Strength of the associative connection between the stimuli and the responses should be a
major source of pair difficulty. In contrast to children, for adults strength of associa-
tive connection between words has been found to have little effect within a broad range.
Carlin (1958) found that all degrees of association produced significant mediational
facilitation, but they did not differ in relative efficiency. However, degree of associa-
tive strength has been shown to affect difficulty of learning word-pairs in children of
three grade levels (Shapiro, 1965). The present study attempts a further investigation
of this factor.

The nature of convergent association suggests the relevance of learning of pairs
within doublets such that a convergent response would be learned to each of the stimuli
which elicited it. This would make for the same response being learned to two stimuli.
If the Ss are learning such lists by doublets instead of by single pairs, it would be
expected that in addition to response dominance, convergent frequencies should predict
learning difficulty and the tendency to group pairs into doublets during learning. Thistendency to group words together on the basis of some conceptual similarity should also
be a function of the strength of any strong common convergent associate to them, irrespec-
tive of whether that common convergent associate is the one being trained. For example,assume that the convergent primary to black and white was color and this was a strong
(highly frequent) response. Further, assume that the xsaponse tobe trained to the two was211; black and white might tend to be grouped together and the response learned morereadily to black and white as a unit than would occur in another doublet in which the
stimuli did not have some common associate which would tend to link them. On the other
hand, it might be more difficult to learn a-particular convergent response if the strength
of the connection of the convergent response to the individual words was weak and the strengthof the convergent primary was relatively strong and thus competed with the learning of theother convergent response. Consequently, the tendency to group pairs within doublets dur-
ing learning should be assessed as a variable separate from speed of learning, and strengthof convergent primary could influence them differently.

Strength of primary might be expected to influence speed of learning in a way whichis diametrically opposed to the hypothesis offered above. It has been found for the learn-ing of single pairs of words, that ease of learning depends directly on the strength of theassociative primary responses. To the stimulus words in that responses are more easily
learned to stimuli which elicit strong primary responses in free-association tests thanto stimuli which elicit relatively weak primary free-associates. This phenomenon wasfirst noticed in the control conditions of an experiment reported by Palermo and Jenkins(1564). In that experiment, ease of learning the control pairs varied as a direct function
of the strength of the primary normative responses to the stimulus words. The effect
occurred again in the control conditions of an experiment conducted by Wicklund (1964),
although a reversal in the expected trend was found for the fourth grade Ss. A supple-mentary study (unpublished). was conducted at that time using Ss from the same classrooms
as those in the discrepant control group and employed a nine-pair list of unassociatedwords. The stimuli of three of the pairs elicited very strong normative primaries, threeat an intermediate level, and three elicited relatively weak primary responses. None of
the stimuli in this list were the same as those for the list presented to the discrepantgroup. The findings for the supplementary group supported the original finding, i.e.,
strength of primary response, even though that response does not actually occur in the
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experimental situation, varied directly with ease of paired-associate learning.

A final replication (unpublished) was performed to rule out the possibilities that
the earlier lists were confounded by some orderly variation of any traditionally effective
variable. Stimuli eliciting either strong or weak primary responses were paired. with
unassociated response words. All words were nouns of four or five letters with Thorndike-
Lorge classifications of A or AA. Four different set, of re-pairings of stimuli and
responses were used; and, since the phenomenon had always occurred under mixed-list condi-
tions, mixed-list and unmixed-list conditions were also compared. The findings again
replicated the earlier outcomes and supported the contention that the phenomenon is not
artifactual.

The present study is an attempt to determine whether a similar effect is found when
the strength of primary variation is based on Convergent Association normative materials.
Since the Convergent Association norms were collected in a free-association situation,
the associative mechanisms should be highly similar and resulting associative materials
should have characteristics similar to those of regular, single-stimulus, single-response
norms.

It should be noted that in the present experiment the response words are associated
with the stimuli whereas this was not the case in the studies discussed above. A poss-
ible alternative explanation for the effect has been suggested by Wieklund, Palermo and
Jenkins (1964) for situations in which associates are learned. The outcome of the present
experimentation might suggest some resolution of the alternative explanations noted above.

It is possible that the strength of-primary phenomenon is a reflection of competition
between the response to-be-trained and the primary. A strong primary may be more readily
discriminated from a response to-be-trained than a weak primary and this factor could
operate similarly with respect to the learning of doublets. Thus, a strong convergent
primary should facilitate the learning of doublets for which the response was a convergent
associate compared with a weak convergent primary.

The experiment described in the preceding chapter indicated that for ten-year-old
children, tae production of convergent associates to pairs was more frequent than the
production of these associates to triplets or quartets when the overall dominance level
of the convergent associate was law. But when the dominance level was increased, quartets
were more effective. This suggested that the relative importance of two factors, amount
of interference-to-be-overcome and the absolute levels of dominance of the constituent
stimuli, might shift in importance. The amount of interference would be expected to shift
with level of dominance, in that with increasing mean dominance, the convergent responses
being studied would be higher in the convergent hierarchies. Otherwise, on the average,
the same number of competitors would obtain, for pairs of high and low dominance, but for
all levels of dominance, the number of potentially interfering responses would increase
with the number of stimuli in the set. Thus, it appeared that for low levels of dominance,
the number of competitors is a preponderant factor in determining the frequency of the
convergent associate, but for higher levels, the absolute frequency of the most and least
dominant item may be the more dominant factor.

Subjects

Summer school children of approximately nine and ten years of age who had completed
third grade were randomly assigned to four independent groups. At the time of testing they
were in attendance at the San Leanero Summer School which is conducted by the San Leandro
Unified School District. In no case was the program they were taking remedial.

Experimental Design and Materials

Four different 18 pair lists were employed in which 18 different stimulus words were
paired with nine different response words. East list was presented in three different
random orders with the same starting order given to each S. Stimuli paired with the same
response were never presented consecutively. Independent groups received each list.

The experimental design consisted basically of an independent groups design in which
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two list characteristics were varied as a two-by-two factorial design. The two character-
istics were the extent of the variance among the stimulus pairs and the strength of the
convergent primary. In addition, three levels of convergent associative strength of con-
nection between each stimulus pair and its response-to-be-learned was varied within lists
as a repeated measure.

The four lists which were employed appear in Table 1 of the Appendix. The character-istics which desgribe the doublets within each subgroup, for each list are shown in Table1. It was intended that they vary symmetrically and systematically in the respects men-tioned above, be as constant as possible with respect to the strength of the primary
responses to the individual words and in the interitem associative strengths, but thisideal was only approximated because of the limited number of pairs which were available.
Responses of fourth graders from the Palermo-Jenkins norms were used.

Pilot Study

Before running the Ss listed above, the lists were given preliminary test on 4thgrade Ss in the same district, but this preliminary work on approximately 20 Ss indicatedthat these materials were too easy, and thereupon, four younger children were tested as
the basis for using the younger age group for the present experiment.

Experimental Procedure

Standard paired-associate learning with a 2-2-2-rate and a 6 sec. intertrial interval
was employed using a Phipps and Bird memory drum. After B Obtained the S's name and age,the standard instructions were given, as follows:

"This is a task to see how well you can remember words. Here on this side (point to leftaperture) you will see a word. A few seconds later the window on this side (point to
right aperture) will open and you will see a second word. Your job is to try to tell mewhat the second word will be before the second window opens. There are eighteen pairs
of words and the same two words go together every time. After the eighteen pairs therewill be a blank space each time.

So that you will know what the pairs are going to be, the first time we go through the listI want you to just read both words in each pair out loud. Then after that I want you tobegin guessing what the second word will be before you see it. You do not need to say the
first word every time. In the beginning you will make a lot of mistakes, but after youlearn how it goes you won't make so many. Just remember, try to say the second word outloud before the second window opens.

Is that clear? Alright, let'S start."

After a familiarization trial, during the 6- sec. between trial interval: "Very good. Nowbegin guessing the second word before you see it."

One familiarization (study) trial preceded the anticipation trials. All Ss weregiven ten trials.

Results

Number of Correct Responses and Overt Errors. Analyses of variance were conductedMMOM
with two measures of rate of learning, number of correct responses and overt errors. They
are presented together since they are highly similar in nature and yielded substantiallythe same results. In addition, the analysis of each dependent variable was conductedtwice. For the one, the doublets within each list were divided into three sets, high,
medium, and low, on the basis of convergent associative strength; for the other, the samedoublets were similarly divided into three sets on the basis of the mean dominance of the
response from the single-word norms.

The means for the four lists appear in Table 2. The main effects of Strength of
Convergent Primary and Variance were not significant in any of the analyses in question.
However, the effect of Variance showed a trend in both analyses of number of correct
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responses (F = 3.48 and 3.44, d.f. 1/60, < .10); i.e., more correct responses were given
to high variance doublets than to low variance doublets for the ten trials as a whole.
However, although the low variance doublets were learned more slowly, more errors were
made on the high variance doublets initially. Table 3 and Figure 1 illustrate this inter-
action of Variance and Trials which was reliable for one analysis of overt errors (class-
ification of pairs by convergent strength) and showed a strong trend for the other (F =
2.89, d.f. 4/840, 2 < .10 and F = 3.63, d.f. 4/840, 2 < .025).

For most lists, analysis of the doublets grouped by convergent associative strength
entailed many shifts in items from one category to another, as compared to those employed
in the analyses based on mean associative dominance. However, the results were highly
similar nonetheless. The main effects of associative strength, shown in Table 4, were
significant in all relevant analyses, 2 < .005.1

These interactions also indicated that high strength items are more difficult to
learn when their primaries are weak than when they are strong, but that low strength
items are more difficult when their primaries are strong. In general, the low strength
items by either definition were more difficult than the high strength items, but the
differences between the high and medium strength items were not consistently as antici-
pated. However, for both types of associative strength the hypothesized order of dif-
ficulty obtained for analysis of number of correct responses. The interactions with
trials were significant and highly similar in the analysis of convergent and mean associa-
tive strength as shown in figures 22 and 3 and Table 5 (F = 4.80 and 3.62, d.f. 8/84o,
2 < .005, respectively). The same interaction of Associative Strength and Trials was
also shown for number of overt errors when associative strength was measured by mean
dominance (F = 2.54; d.f. 8/84o, 2 < .025), but did not show a comparable trend for
convergent associative strength. Table 6 presents the relevant means, The error data
for both types or associative strength indicates a significant interaction between Strength
of Primary, Associative.Strengthpand Trials. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the consistency
for the pairs having a strong convergent primary, between the error data and the results
found with number correct. However, for pairs having a weak convergent primary, there
were deviations which occurred for the first two trials. The most marked of these was
that for analyses of mean dominance the high mean dominant pairs were the most difficult
for the first two trials,and for the analyses based on convergent strength, the medium
convergent strength pairs were most difficult within those lists, for the first two
trials. Thereafter, the data became increasingly more consistent with the expected
pattern: That difficulty would decrease with strength.

The interaction between both types of Associative Strength and Strength of Convergent
Primary was significant 2 < .005 in all four relevant analyses. The means appear in
Tables 7 and 8, and indicate that the expected decrease in difficulty with increased asso-
ciative strength does occur for the pairs having strong convergent primary, but does not
show as strong or as consistent effect for the pairs having weak primaries. However, in
all cases the law associative strength pairs are the most difficult.

The interaction between Variance and Associative Strength was significant in all
relevant analyses.3

1
For the analysis of Convergent Strengthl the F values for number correct and number of

overt errors were, respectively, F = 78.76 and 31.82, d.f. 2/840. For the analysis of
Mean Dominance, the corresponding values were F = 40.88 and 14.57.

2
The linear trend for the interaction shown in Figure 2 was significant, (2 < .005) but

the quadratic trend was not.

3
The interaction of Associative Strength 'end Variance are described in the following

sequence, number correct folloWed by nudrar of overt errors for convergent associative
strength, (F = 31.82 and 17.89, d.f. 2/840, < .005) and number correct followed by
number of overt errors for mean associative strength (F = 47.50 and 22.92, d.f. 2/840,
2 < .005).
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TheThe progression in difficulty from the low to high strength pairs was consistently

more marked in the low variance Pairs. (Tables 9 and 10 show the relevant means.) How-
ever, the progression in difficulty from tie low to the high strength pairs depended not
only on variance but also on Strength of Primary, as illustrated by the significant
triple interaction among these variables.) Specifically, the means shown in Table 1
indicate that the progression in difficulty from the low to high strength pairs show
small departures from regularity (reversals involving medium strength items), with the
exception of one set of means which is regular and one which entails a large departure
from regularity (fewer correct responses to low strength pairs than to high). The
latter effect occurred in the high variance pairs having weak convergent primaries.

The error data, shown in Table 11, show a consistent decline in difficulty from the
low strength to the high strength pairs which is more marked for low variance pairs and
for pairs having strong convergent primaries, with the discrepancy though minimal, again
appearing in pairs for which the convergent primary was weak and the variance was high.

. Grouping Scores. Scores were computed for each S for each group of doublets divided
by means of convergent associative strength. The method used was devised by Chalmers and
entails the computation of the chance frequency with which errors would occur in response
to both pairs within a doublet, given every possible number of errors on that trial.
For instance, if two errors occur on one trial, the chance probability that both would
occur in response to pairs within a doublet is 2/17. The expected clustering score (num-
ber of errors occuning in response to the pairs within doublets) is given by the formula:

C = n (n-1)
N - 1

where n is the number correct on a given trial and N is the number of pairs in the list.
The formula pertains to doublets although a similar version could be developed for larger
sets of related pairs.

The mean differences between the actual number of errors which appeared within couplets
and the number which would be expected by chance was obtained for each trial and for each
S. The Ss' average difference was used as the dependent variable in an analysis of var-
iance in which the convergent associative strength was the repeated measure and Variance
and Strength of Primary were the experimental variables. The effect of Variance was sta-
tistically significant (F = 7.44, d.f. 1/60,2. <.025), Convergent Strength was not a factor
(F > 1), and Strength of Primary showed a trend (F = 2.94, d.f. 1/60, 2 < .10). Specific-
ally, larger degrees of clustering occurred in response to low variance pairs than to high,
the means being .21 and -.03, respectively, and some tendency was observed for more cluster-
ing to occur in response to pairs having strong primaries, the means being .16 and .01,
respectively. Although there was no evidence of any main effect of emergent strength,
there was a significant triple interaction (F = 2.10, d.f. 2/120, 8 < .005). The relevant
means appear in Table 12. The table suggests that the difference between low and high
variance pairs occurred only for the medium and high strength pairs having a high conver-
gent primary and for the low strength pairs having a law convergent primary.

It may be of interest to compare Table 11 with Table 12 in order to assess the rela-
tionship between performance and clustering. It would appear that for the relatively easy
pairs (high and medium in strength), the tendency to cluster is not clearly related to
performance, but for law variance pairs haring weak primaries the tendency to cluster is
associated with poor performance.

Error ses The data for each S were processed with respect to the frequency of
four types of overt errors: The total number of stimulw intrusions (S-errors); the total

1
The interaction of Associative Strength, Variance and Strength of Primary were, in the

order indicated above, (F = 17.43 and 6.58, d.f. 2/840, 2 < .005) and (F = 7.72 and 2.35,
d.f. 2/840, 2 < .005).
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number of stimulus intrusions which consisted of substituting for the correct response
the other stimulus within the same doublet (G); the total number of response intrusions
(R-errors); the total number of extralist intrusions (E-errors). Table 13 presents the
total frequency of these errors for each subgroup. The total number of S errors includes
the G errors. On a chance basis only 1/17 of the S errors would be G errors While all
of the obtained percentages were gres,er than 1/3. This measure concerned only overt
stimulus errors, in contrast to the clustering measure which employed all types of overt
errors, but only made use of errors which occurred on those trials on which 2, 3, or 4
errors occurred in response to each subgroup of three doublets. Also, the present
measure, G errors or the proportion G/S ( %), clearly indicates grouping. A comparison
between the two measures is afforded in Table 14 in which the proportion of G-errors from
among the total number of S errors is presented together with the cluster scores. For
both measures, less evidence of grouping exists for the weak primary, high variance list
than the others. High agreement between the % G errors (the proportion of the total
number of overt errors which are G errors) and the cluster scores as shown in the last
two columns of Table 13. The condition which showed maximum evidence of grouping was the
strong primary, low variance condition and the other low variance condition was the
second greatest in this respect.

An analysis of variance was carried out with G-errors expressed as a percentage of
the total number of overt errors made by each S. Despite the possible inhomogeneity in
the scores, and, the lack of normality which would be assumed by the use of percentages,
a constant was added for the purposes of the analysis and no transformations were made.
The main effects of Strength of Convergent Primary and Variance were significant (F =
5.15; d.f. 1/60; 2 < .05 and F = 5.41; d.f. 1/60; 2 < .025), respectively. The means
shown in the final table indicate that a significantly greater proportion of avert
errors consisted of the other stimulus within the doublet for those lists containing
doublets with strong rather than weak primaries and low variance rather than high variance
doublets. In other words, the evidence suggests greater cohesiveness of low variance
doublets and those with strong convergent primaries.

Discussion

The results indicate large effects of associative strength and interrelationships
between this variable and the other major experimental variables. However, the effects
of mean dominance and convergent strength are not differentiable on the basis of the
analyses employed. In general, low strength pairs were more difficult to learn than high
strength pairs, and the means deviated from this pattern in only one case, for high var-
iance pairs having weak primaries. In this case the performance on the low strength
pairs was markedly better than performance on the low strength pairs in the other three
lists. It was also true that there was significantly less clustering in this deviant list
than in any other list; the amount of clustering employed being definitely less than
chance. This suggests that these Ss were deliberately avoiding clustering - and it helped
them learns

Az might be expected, the differences in difficulty among the high, medium, and low
strength doublets diminished over trials. Moreover, the differences among the high,
medium, end low strength items were more marked and regular for the items having strong
convergent primaries and for which the variance was low. This was due in part to the
significant superiority of high strengtb items having strong primaries over high strength
items whose primaries were low. This effect is partially analogous to the effect obtained
with strength of single -word primary, Which suggests that it is easier for children to
learn new items in response to words having strong primaries than to words having weak
ones (Wicklund, 1964). In this case, it was easier to learn responses to doublets
having strong convergent primaries. One would expect that more clustering would have
occurred in the case of doublets with strong convergent primaries, but this was not con-
sistently the case. For relatively strong items having strong primaries, clustering only
occurred when the variance was low. Thus it would seem Cat Ss did not cluster through
the mediated primary response, but rather in response to the particular response-to-be-
learned.

The fact that more clustering occurred in response to low variance pairs than to
high variance pairs coeld rave reflected an artifact: that the l.ai variance pairs within
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a doublet were more nearly equal in difficulty than any other pairs within the list. Thus,
for high variance lists, pairs outside.of doublets could have been more nearly equal in
difficulty and this would reduce the observed clustering therein. This possible artifact
does not, however, explain the fact that as hypothesized, there tended to be more cluster-
ing in doublets for which the convergent primary was strong. Nor does it affect the fact
that for low strength items there was less clustering in high variance doublets when the
strength of the convergent primary was weak than when it was strong. Moreover, it could
not concern the corroboration of the cluster score findings by the relative frequency of
G-errors.

The reason for varying Strength of Primary and Variance was that it was hypothesized
to affect grouping during learning, which was assumed to be facilitative. There is no
doubt but that these variables did affect grouping in the hypothesized direction although
the effects were less consistent than would be desired. However, the expected; facilitative
effect of grouping is clearly not upheld, and there is a suggestion that under sore cir-
cumstances it may actually interfere.

Although the high variance pairs tended on the whole, to be learned
more readily than low variance pairs, or the first two trials the effect was reversed.
At tne outset, learning would be expected to reflect more directly the associative strengths
between the members of the pair than later learning, and indeed, the effect was consistent
with the expectations based on the frequencies of the convergent response as a function c'f
mean dominance and variance, wherein, within the ranges investigated, and where reliable
results obtained, the incidence of the convergent response to low variance pairs was
greater than in response to high variance pairs. Although the reasons for a shift in
the relative difficulty of low and high variance pairs may not be immediately obvious,
they can be explained ad hoc. Specifically, it seems likely that in high variance doub-
lets, the more dominant pair would be learned very quickly, leaving only the less dominant
pair to be learned. For the low variance doublets, both pairs would take longer to be
learned than the more dominant pair from the high variance doublet. Thus, for high var-
iance doublets, the effective length of the list would be halved for most of the learn-
ing period, facilitating the Ss ability to learn the remaining half. For the low variance
doublets, the effective length of the list would thus remain relatively long for mor
trials during learning, thus creating greater difficulty in learning the pairs.

Difficulty of learning within lists could be, in part, explicable by the imperfect
matching of items in the relevant characteristics. However, the results do not, on the
whole, support this interpretation. For example, the fact that for medium and low strength
doublets the overall result obtained that high variance doublets were easier to learn
than low variance doublets, but for high variance doublets the trend was in the opposite
direction. Inspeotion of initial strengths reveals that in most cases, the iLltial strengths
of the low variance doublets were higher; yet, they were actually found to be harder to
learn than the high variance doublets. The obtained result is thus consistent with the
shortened list interpretation described above. For the high strength pairs, any differences
in difficulty between high and low variance lists would have to appear relatively early in
learning during which time performance on the high variance lists would be expected to be
superior. Since all items under both variance conditions would then be learaea vat,.
readily, the difference in number of trials to learn the two pairs of a doublet would be
relatively small and therefore, the advantage of shortened list length for the high var-
iance pairs would be reduced.

The tendency to group pairs within doublets during learning was bypothesized to be
greatest for dodblets having strong, convergent primaries and low variance, and in fact,
clear confirmation of these hypotheses was obtained by two independent analyses: the
frequency of G-errors and the degree of coupleting relative to chance values. For the
latter analrsis the effect of strength of primary did not quite reach statistical signif-
icance (2 < .10) but the means were in the expected direction. Also, for the latter
analysis, the effect of grouping was found to depend on the convergent associative strength
of the doublets. (This variatie could not be analyzed for the other measure.) In general,
there was little evidence for grouping any pairs within doublets when the variance was high,
but when the variance was low, the possibility of such grouping was strengthened. Specific-
ally, for doublets of low variance, strong grouping occurred among the h3.gh and medium
strength items having strong convergent primaries. However, some grouping also occurred
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in low strength doublets having weak primaries, The effects cannot be explained in terms

of the frequency with WhiCh the convergent response- to -be- learned was also the convergent

Prima**. This did occur in'oeven naias, all of them in high strength doublets, but none
in the set of doUblets characterized on the one hand, by low variance and strong conver-
.gent primaries and on the Other handl *having been grouped during learning. The major
effect seems to be that low variance promotes grouping, and the extent to which it occurs
depends on the strength of the response- to -be- trained as a mediator and on the strengths
of other potential mediators, for which the convergent primary is a prime candidate. One

way in which low variance promotes,grouping concerns the fact that the pairs within low
variance dotiblete are more equal in difficulty than pairs within high variance doublets;
erpd this - equality entailS a longer Period prior to learning during which such grouping
could occur. Also, any linkages which occur after learning-or one or both pairs within
a doublet would be harder to detect. They would not appear on the coupleting measure
and the likelihood of G-errors would be drastically reduced after the learning of one
pair through the stimulus and response differentiation which inevitably accompanies learn-
ing.

In general, the resultsconcerning associative strength are highly similar for the two
types. However, if pair difficulty' rather than dt difficulty were analyzed as the
unit, it is very likely that associative dominance would relate more directly to rate
of acquisition than would convergent strength.



TABLE 1

Mean Values (%) for Each Subgroup Within Each List

of the Manipulated and other Stimulus

Characteristics, Showing also the Mean Number of

Correct Responses During Learning

Dominance Mean Conver- Var- Strength 1st Combined
Dominance gent lance of Con- Single Probabil-

Strength vergent ity
Primary-

Law
Med
High
Overall

Low
Med
High
Overall

Low
Med
High
Overall

Low
Med
High
Overall

1.37

7.20
16.50
8.36

1.57
4,5o

15.80
7.29

1.87

5.23
18.00

8.37

2.53
12.90
22.43
12.62

owerolliamomm.
ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH

kraeas-Calazgrat-ltlauva
Low Variance

8.73
7.01
18.39
11.38

2.91
8.99

15.34
9.08

3.97
5.29

13.62
7.63

5.55
5.56

20.50
10.54

50

I Number

Correct*

0.07 14.68 1.40 8.6i
3.73 10.05 9.07 13.83
10.20 23.28 22.00 30.57
4.67 16.00 10.82 17.69

High Variance

0.73 13.23 1.93 3.13
4.87 9.92 6.93 8.87

22.93 15.87 27.27 30.40
9.51 13.0o 12.04 14.13

PIrcirtra,
Low Variance

0.93 27.64 2.33 3.70
2.87 24.2o 6.67 10.23
6.13 24.74 21.07 32.27
3.31 25.53 10.02 15.40

High Variance

2.27 24.07 3.67 5.00
21.07 27.19 23.73 25.67
35.47 20.50 39.8o 43.20
1960 23.9e 22.40 24.62

CONVERGENT ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH

Weak CcuveraenV Primary

Low Variance

Law 3.69 3.37 1.27 12.04
5.13 12.57Med 7.66 8.50

Continued on next page.

8.91
8.71

9.72
9.1

10.14
10.61

9.92
10.2

- 8.79
8.4o

11.00
9.1

8.64
10.56
10.14
9.8

4.00
11.13

12.50 I 7.75
16.30 1 9.90



Table 1, continued

Convergent Associative Strength

High 22.74 13.20 7.60 23.41 17.33 24.27 9.80
Overall 4.66 8.36 4.67 16.00 10.82 17.69 9.1

High Variance

Low 2.90 1.57 0.73 13.23 1.93 3.13 10.14Med 8.99 5.77 7.27 10.98 9.40 11.33 10.61
High 15.35 14.53 20.53 14.81 24.80 27.93 9.9eOverall 9.08 7.29 9.51 13.00 12.04 14.13 10.2

§:law Convergent Primary

Low Variance

Low 3.18 2,23 0.93 28.97 2.33 4.43 8.140
Med 6.07 4.8T 2.87 22.88 6.67 9.50 8.79
High 13.61 18.00 6.13 24.74 21.07 32.27 11.00
Overall 3.31 8.37 3.31 25.53 10.02 15.40 9.1

High Variance

Low 2.51 3.67 4.67 23.88 3.67 7.23 8.84Med 8.60 11.77 18.67 27.38 23.73 23.43 10.39High 20.50 22.43 35.47 20.50 39.80 43.20 10.14Overall 19.60 12.62 19.60 23.92 22.40 24.62 9.8

* Mean number correct per block of two trials, for six pairs maximum correct = 12.

TABLE 2

Mean Number of Correct Responses, Overt Etrors,

and Grouping Scores in the Four Lists

(Showing the Main Effects of Strength of Primary and Variance, and Their Interaction)

Strength of Primary

Variance

High

Low

High 9.78
Mean 9.69

Low Overall

Correct Responses

9u16
10.23

9.59

9.28
10.00

Overt Errors

Low .57 .75 .66
High .55 .52 54Mean .56 .63

Grouping Scores

Low .31 .11 .21

Continued on next page.



Table 2, continued
Grouping Scores

High .02
Mean .16

-.08 -.03
.01

52

1
Means refer to number of items, errors, scores per subgroup of 6 pairs for each block

of two trials.

TIME_amr
The Mean Number of Overt Errors Given to High and Low

Variance DoUblets for Each Block of Two Trials

Trial

1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10

Variance
Low .86 .84 .69 .51 .41

High 1.09 .69 .43 .39 .05
Overall .98 .76 .56 .45 .23

TABLE 4

The Effect of the Two Typos of Associative Strength on Number

of Correct Responses and Overt Errors

Number Correct

Convergent Associative .strength

High Medium

10.22 9.92 8.79
Number Overt Errors .35 .51 .88

Mean Dominance

Number Correct 10.20 9.60 9.12
Number Overt Errors ,43 .57 .79

Mean Number of Correct Responses in Each Block of Two Trials

for Doublets of Varying Associative Strength

Blocks of Trials
1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10

Convergent Associative Strength

High 8.13 10.03 10.80 10.88 11.,25
Medium 7.67 9.69 10.38 10.63 11.25
Low

Continued on

5.67

next page.

8.06 9.56 10.03 10.63
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Table 5, continued

Mean Associative Dominance

High 8.13 10.09 10.77 10.80 11.20
Medium 7.19 9.17 10.14 10.41 11.11
Low 6.16 8.47 9.83 10.33 10.83

TABLE 6

Mean Number of Overt Errors Over Blocks of Two Trials as a Function of

Mean Associative Dominance

Trials
Associative 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 Overall
Dominance

High .98 .47 .30 .33
.11

.43
Medium .78 .65 .63 .45 .34 .57
Low 1.20 1.22 .73 .55 .25 .79
Mean .99 .78 .55 .43 .23

TABLE

Number of Correct Responses Within Blocks of Two Trials as a Function of the Two

Types of Associative Strength and Strength of the Convergent Primary

Convergent Associative Strength

Strength of Primary High Medium Low Overall

Strong 10.57 9.59 8.61 9.59
Weak 9.86 10.26 8.97 9.69
Overall 10.22 9.92 8.79

Mean Associative Dominance

Strong 10.57 9.48 3.72 9.59
Weak 9.82 9.73 9.53 9.69
Overall 10.20 9.60 9.12

TABLE 8

Number of Overt Errors Within Blocks of 1170 Trials as a Function of the Two Types

of Associative Strength and Strength of the Convergent Primary

Convergent Associative Strength

Strength of Primary High Medium Low Overall

Strong .26 .54 .86 .56
liesx .53 .48 .90 .64
Overall .39 .51 .88

Mean Associative Dominance

Strong .26 .58 .85 .56
Weak .6o .57 .73 .63
Overall .43 .57 .79



514,

Wan Number of Overt Errors .per Block of Two Trials

Given to Doublets Varying in Two Types of

Associative Strength and Variance

Convergent Astmciative Strength

Veriance High Medium Low Overall

Low .27 .77 .95 .66High .52 .26 .31 .54Overall
.39 .51 .88

Mean Associative Dominance

Low .34
.89 .74 .66High .52 .25 .84 .54Overall .43 .57 .79

TABLE 10

Mean Number of Correct Responses in Each Block of Two Trials Given to
Doublets Varying in Two TYpes of Associative Strength and Variance

Convergent Associative Strength

Variance
High Medium Low Overall

Law 10.40 9.34 8.09 9.28High 10.03 10.50 9.49 10.00Overall 10.22 9.92 3.79

?.lean Associative Dominance

Low 10.36 8.62 8.85 9.28High 10.03 10.59 9.39 10.00Overall 10.20 9.60 9.12

TABLE 11

The Effect on the Mean Number of Overt Errors per Block of Two Trials of theStrength of the Convergent Primary on the Relationship Between Convergent /W..
sociative Strength and Variance

Convergent Associative Strength
Variance High Medium Low

Strong Convergent Primary
Law .15 .82 .75High .38 .26 1.01

Weak Convergent Primary

Low
High

.39

.66
.73.
.50

1.15
.65
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TABLE 12

Mean Clustering Scores as a Function of the Major Experimental Variables

Strength of Convergent Primary

nigh Low

Low Variance High Variance Low Variance High Variance

Convergent Strength

High .36 .02 .07 -.12
Medium .59 -.09 -.05 .08
Low -.02 .13 .30 -.19

TABLE 13

Total Frequency of Each Type of Error Within Each List

Cluster
(G) S R E G/S %0 Scores

Strong Primary, Low Variance 30 59 65 13 .51 21.90 .31
Strong Primary, High Variance 21 32 72 28 .66 15.91 .02
Weak Primary, Low Variance 31 46 123 9 .67 17.42 .11
Weak Primary, High Variance 7 23 89 13 .30 5.60 . -.08

TABLE 14

The Frequency of 0-Errors (%) in the Four Lists, Showing

the Main Effects of Strength of Primary and Variance

Strength of Primary

Variance Weak Strong Mean

Low 14.93 29.81 22.37
High 7.01 14.65 10.83
Mean 10.97 22.23
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Chapter 7

Learning Ability of Children as a Function of Type of Mediating Relationship)

It is known that the tendency of children to growt words in conceptual categories
increases with age (Bousfield, Esterson and Whitmarsh, 1958). The tendency for childrento group words as a function of their associative properties was investigated in theexperiment on peired-associate learning reported in chapter 6. In that case, the stimuliof the pairs comprising a doublet were words having a known association in common. However,adults create associates to words, even when the words are thought to be unrelated on thebasis of associative norms (Tulving, 1962) and it is reasonable that children of increas-ing age and ability should show an increasing tendency to link verbal items on a conceptualbasis. Consider pairs which form doublets by virtue of the fact that a common responseis to be learned to the two stimuli. If the stimuli are linked by the S in some conceptual
manner, he should learn the doublet as a unit; i.e., learn the response to both of the
stimuli at approximately the same time. Learning of the items as dcriblets rather than as
isolated units should also facilitate learning compared with rote learning of separate pairsas isolated units. If one pair is learned, the appearance of S1 should. elicit the concep-tual link which would in turn elicit S,. In this way S1 and So would be cognitively con-current with Rlo and this cognitive contiguity should facilitate the learning of S2The pairs woulrbe related in this way within a doublet:

If this conceptual linking hes occurred, then it should be relatively easy to learn a newresponse to S1 and S
2 when once again the same response is learned to the same two stimuli,as a doublet. However, if new responses are to be learned to stimuli in such e. way thatthe doublets are destroyed and new doublets must be formed from the same set, interferencerelative to the previous condition in which the stimuli belonging to a doublec remain

linked, would be anticipated. Since it was expected that older children would tend, macethan younger ones, to link stimuli conceptually, more interference from such a transfercondition would be expected in older children.

In order to study this proble1,1 eoncerning the use of mediation in the learning of doub-lets, two variables, Response Constancy and Stimulus Growing, were investigated with respectto transfer following the paired-associate learning of doublets. Res sese interference en-tailed re-pairing the same responses which had been learned during the acquisition stageand the Response Control condition entailed presenting new responses. The three conditionsof Stimulus Grouping were Facilitation under which stimuli were maintained within the samedoUblet, Interference, under which stimuli had been present during the acquisition stag?were re-grouped, and Control, under which completely new stimuli were supplied. Table 1presents this experimental paradigm.

To study the role of mental ability and experience with respect to the spontaneousformation of ccpceptual groups during learning and with respect to the tendency to employthese groups in mediation, three groups of Ss were studied. First graders with a mentalage ce: aii;roximately six years, fifth graders with a mental age of about ten years, retar-dates whose chronological age was approximately the same as the fifth graders' and whosemental age was about the same as the first graders'. Thus, if mental age is the crucialfactor, the first graders and the retardates should mediate similarly, but if years ofexperience with verbal materials is foremost in importance, the fifth graders and retar-dates should mediate in similar. fashion.

1
This experiment was designed and authored by Douglas Chalmers and Harriett Amster.
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Method

Subjects.

Seventy-two children from each of the following groups served as Ss: First graders,fifth graders, and retardates. They were selected so that the first graders and retardatesmight be assumed approximately equal in mental age While the fifth graders and retardateswould be assumed equal in chronological age. Their respective mean C. A.s in years were6.44, 10.44 and 10460; their respective mean M. A.s were 6.44 (assumed), 11.45, and 7.32.The age ranges of the three groups were, respectively, six to seven years, ten to elevenyears, and nine to thirteen years. Further information about subject characteristicsappears in the Appendix. Intelligence test data were obtained for fifth graders and re-tardates, but the same tests could not be used consistently across all groups. However,the California Test of Mental Maturity was the instrument most frequently employed. 'Qscould not be obtained for the first graders and therefore, their mean mental age of thegroup as a whole was assumed to equal their mean chronological age. Ss Jere drawn fromfour schools in the San Leandro Unified School District in San Leandro, California.

Experimental Design

A factorial design involving independent groups was employed. The major experimentalvariables were Response Constancy and Stimulus Grouping. The two types of :response Con-stancy were response interference and response facilitation while the three types ofStimulus Grouping were facilitation, interference, and control. These conditions havebeen described in the Introduction and a specific table of stimuli actually p-esented tothe Ss under each of these conditions appears in Table 2. In addition to the two majorexperimental variables, the experiment was replicated using a different but comparableset of materials, providing a third experimental variable, Replication. The three Groupsof Ss comprised the fourth variable of the experiment. The respective design was a 2 x 3x 2 x 3 factorial. The experiment entailed paired-associate learning of two successivelists. The experimental materials were selected in keeping with the preceding table, butthe details of the initial pairings were worked out in accordance with the requirementthat within replications, the same transfer (second) list be employed for Ss in all condi-tions.

Materials

The six item paired-associate lists described in the table comprised the materials.The stimuli were, in all cases, line drawings of the common objects named in the table.The responses were low meaningful bigrams for which the second letter followed the firstwith a mean associative
frequency in percent < 1.5% for both second and fifth graders,using the Amster-Heppel (1966) norms. As shown in Table 2, in each list there were sixdifferent stimuli paired to three different responses, and this constituted three doublets.Sample lists, illustrating the line drawings are presented in the Appendix.

Pairs were presented randomly in four different orders with the restriction that notwo pairs having the same response appear successively.

Procedure

Upon entering the room, each E,1 tested individually, was seated before a Stowe MemoryDrum. E sat next to S throughout the experiment. Instructions included warm-up trialsthrough a 2-item list of number pairs, presented on demonstration cards. Prior to testing,Ss were familiarized with the bigram responses which were typed on a card taped to the drum.They were thus readily available for reference throughout all stages of testing. All Ss,regardless of condition, saw the same card which consisted of 2 columns of 3 bigrams each:TC, and EX, FW, PJ. Ss were instructed that for any one task, only one of thecolums of bigrams would be relevant.

During Task 1, it was necessary for E to interrupt the task far some 1st graders andretardates for various reasons. If an interruption occurred during the second task, S'stesting was terminated and he was replaced. Also during Task 1, E alternated uttering thephrases "You're doing fine" and "That's very good" at the end of each trial. The same
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procedure was employed with the phrases "Fine" and "Good" during the second task. Between
the first and second tasks, there was a pause long enough for E to change tapes ard to
instruct S that his new task would be essentially the same as the first task.

The presentation rate throughout was 4:2 sec., with a 6 sec. intertrial interval.

Following the second task, all retarded children were admiuistered a short form
of the CAT.

Results

Task 1. All of the major hypotheses concerning the present experiment bear on the
Ss' responses during the transfer task. For all major intents,the experimental treatments
for the first paired associate task were equivalent for all groups. However, it is of
interest to compare the initial learning performance of the three groups differing in
mental and chronological age, and to examine any differences within these subgroups as
indicative of errors of sampling or random variation in the difficulty of the materials.
The number of trials to criterion was found to vary reliably among the three grade levels
(F = 39.40, d.f. 2/180: R. < .001). The first graders required 18.4 trials to criterion,
the fifth graders 8.50and the retardates 20.3. The Scheff' contrast indicated that the
fifth graders learned reliably more readily (2. < .01) than the first graders or retardates
who did not differ from each other. The two replication groups were also found to differ
reliably, (F = 9.50, d.f. 1/180, g < .01), but fortunately, there was no reliable evidence
of any interaction between replication and any other variable. The mean number of trials
to criterion for the Ss in replication Awes 17.53 and for replication B was 13.94.

Transfer Task

The most crucial measure of the effect of the experimental treatments on proficiency
consisted in the number of correct responses on the first transfer trial. Since the three
grade levels and two replication groups differed in number of trials to acquire the original
list, it is not surprising that they also differed in the number correct on the first trans-
fer trial. Specifically, the interaction of Grade Level by Replication was significant (F =
3.43; d.f. 2/180; 2 <.05). The main effect of Grade Level was significant (F = 3.100.f.
2/180; 25.05) and the effect of Replication showed a trend (25.10). The relevant means are
shown in Table 3 which includes the means for original learning as a basis for comparison.

An analysis of the number of correct responses by blocks of two trials was carried
out through trial 18. The effect of Grade Level was significant (F = 41.49, d.f. 2/180,
< .01). The mean number correct for the two-trial blocks was 7.33 for first graders,

9.49 for fifth graders and 7.02 for retardates. The effect of Stimulus Grouping was also
reliable, (F = 16.79, d.f. 2/180, 2 < .01). The mean for the Facilitation condition was
7.460 for the Interference condition 7.44, and for the Control condition, 8.94. The Control
condition was thus reliably more facilitative than the other two conditions which did not
differ significantly from one another. Blocks of Trials was a significant variable indicat-
ing merely that the improvement due to practice was reliable, (F = 101.72) d.f. 8/1440,
< .001). Only the linear component was significant, 2 < .001. The interaction between

Grade Level and Trials was significant, (F = 2.49; d.f. 16/1440; 2 < .05). The means are
illustrated in Figure 1, showing that the rate of improvement is slowest for retardates
and fastest for fifth graders. The Interaction between Stimulus Grouping and Trials was
also significant, (F = 1.75; d.f. 16/1440; g < .05). These means are illustrated in
Figure 2. Finally, the triple interaction shown in Table 4 of Response Constancy, Trials,
and Replication was significant, (F = 2.79 d.f. 8/14401 < .01). Figure 4 illustrates
this interaction. No other effects involving Response Constancy were reliable.

In addition to considering the standard performance measures described above, a
"clustering measure", developed by Chalmers (1965),was employed in order to determine whether
or not Ss tended to learn the doublets as units to a greater extent than one would expect
on a random basis. Clustering during transfer was assessed.1 For one replication, 42% of

1
A more precise definition of this measure appears in the preceding chapter.
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the fifth graders cluster in the Facilitation condition while only 8% cluster in the Inter-
ference condition. The corresponding percentages for the first graders are 33% and 25%.
On the basis of a sign test, considering the total number of fifth graders who cluster, a
significantly greater number cluster in the Facilitation condition (2 < .01) than in the
interference condition. Considering the total number of first graders who cluster, no
significant difference exists in the number who cluster in the Facilitation condition
compared with the Interference condition. Considering the total number of first and
fifth graders who cluster in the facilitation condition, no significant difference exists
in the number of fifth graders who clest,:.r, compared with the number of first graders who
do so. However, the tendency for more first than fifth graders to cluster under the inter-
ference condition was clearly significant (ja < .01). The actual amount of clustering which
was accomplished overall tended to be at about the chance level, not above. Consequently,
the fifth graders seemed to avoid clustering in the interference condition, rather than
to actively cluster to a greater extent under the Facilitation condition.

Discussion

Surprisingly, no facilitation in transfer due to maintaining stimulus groupings was
observed for any of the three grcups. The only facilitation came about from the presentation
of entirely new stimuli, compared with maintaining the stimuli :ram the previous list.
However, efficiency of performance did not, in this case, accurately reveal the mental
processes employed by the various groups of Ss, whereas another dependent variable did.
Specifically, the tendency to group the stimuli which belonged to a doublet was found
to vary with both age and experimental condition, as hypothesized. Older children tende&
to group the stimuli during transfer.

The results indicated a clear developmental difference in tendency to cluster
appropriately, such that normal children of ten years grouped conceptiaally to a greater
extent than normals or retardates of a younger mental age. This finding is at variance
with that of Osborn (1960) who found semantic clustering in recall tc occur equally
strongly in normal and retarded children. Quite possibly, it is the tendency to cluster
when highly dominant conceptual categories are not readily available which distinguishes
normals from retardates, but other factors e.g. task differences or differences in mental
level may account for the results.
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Table 1

Eaperimental Paradigm for Mediation Experimont I, Shrrying
Experimental Design and the Conditions as Expericee

Facilitation

Stimulus urouping

Interference Control

Task I Task II Task I Task II

Response si, S1
C

S1
... ..1, A ... > el

Si2 .-
A92 S3 vInterference S2 > A s

84
-, > B s-4 > A S4.0 > B 92 > B
Sq 8.4 Sq

85

86

Sc Sc

6 8Sc6
> C > B > C > A

8 86

s2 > A s2 82 > A !3' > D
Response S1 1 S1
Control 6,3

g4>> 8 > E g34> B :25 > E

85 S4
s65 > 85 > F86 86 ./ C 86 > F

Task I Task II

Si

S2 > A

Sq
e > B

55
86

>
L'

"437 > A
88

So
> B

Slo

S11> c
812

ST
98 > D

SiCr' E

Su>
S12 F

1
The fact that the same test list was employed for all conditions is not

depicted in these diagrams,



Table 2

Stimuli Ftplryyed in Mediation Experiment I

Task

STINULDS GROWING

Facilitation Interference Control
(Intact Doublet) (Broken Doublets) (Nev

REPLICATION A

Response Interference

Task II

Tree Tree Star Tree> RL > TC > KG > KG(Mn Gun Hai, Gun

Chair Chair
TC Chair>RL Clock >Ks Chair > ELBell Bell Fish Bell

House House Cat > TC Rouse >TCCar Car Boat Car

Response Facilitation

Tree Tree
Gun > Fw

Oun
> FW Star >

.._

Chair Chair> ClOCk >,

Bell > P3 Bell Fish

House> Cat > px
Car Citse> EC Boat

REPLICATION B

Response Interference

Star
> FJ

Clock Tree > pw Star > FwHat Fish Gun Hat

Clock> Cat
> BX Bell Pj

Clock>
Fish Boat Fish

Cat Star House ex Cat >
Boat > rw Hat

> RI
Car Boat

BX

Response Facilitation

Star Melt > Tree >
Hat > KG Fish Gun

Clock Chair>> Cat
> RLFish Boat TC

Bell

Cat Star
> TC House> KG

Boat TC Hat Car
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Table 4

The Interaction of Response Constancy and Trials with
Replication: Number Correct by Blocks of Trials, for
Transfer Test

1-2 3-4 5-6

Trials

7-8 9-10 11-12 13-14 15-16 17-18

Replication Response Interference

A 6.11 7.30 7.52 8.09 8.78 8.52 8.57 9.04 9.57
B 6.30 6.87 7.24 7.43 7.59 8.06 8.85 9.19 9.83

Response Control

A 6.09 6.43 7.33 7.87 7.80 8.04 8.50 9.06 9.15
B 5.46 6.85 6.57 7.48 8.29 8.26 8.94 9.00 10.07

Grade Level
Replication

The Differences in Grade Levels as a Function of Replication:
Trials to Criterion on List I anti Number Correct on List II

List I

First Fifth Retarded

A 20.25 9.08 23.25
B 16.50 7.92 17.39
Mean 17.53 13.94 15.73

List IL

Grade Level
Replication

First Fifth Retarded

A 2.47 3.31 3.19
B 2.75 3.00 2.28
Mean 2.61 3.15 2.74
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Chapter 8

Learning Ability of Normal and Retarded Children as a Function of Setl

The present study is a direct outgrowth of the study described in the precedingchapter. In that study, doublets were presented during learning, on the hypothesis that
fifth grade children of normal Intelligence would group conceptually the stimuli belong-
ing to the same doublet, but that first graders or retarded children might fail to do so.Analysis of the tendency to cluster during transfer suggested a dramatic departure fromthis hypothesis: that the older children might have deliberately suppressed clustering
tendencies under the interference condition. Although as hypothesized, they did show
greater clustering under the facilitation condition. Despite the plausibility of the results,there was always the nagging question of whether during original learning, all groups ofchildren did, in fact, group the stimuli within doublets. Younger children could have
growled during learning yet not have transferred appropriately or consistently with respectto tile particular transfer condition. Consequently, it was of great importance to inves-
tigat4 separately and independently, the effect of grouping during learning and duringsubsequent transfer. Thus, a set-to-group was induced in two groups of children, fifthgraders and retardates, with the aid of a task which required the formation of groups duringinitial learning. Subsequent transfer behavior was then investigated in the present
experiment (Ekperiment 2).

Method

Subjects,

Thirty-six fifth graders and thirty-six retarded children served as Ss in Experiment 2.
Intelligence test data were available for all Ss. These scores were based, for the mostpart, on the California Test of Mental. Maturity. Fifth graders and retardates were of com-parable mean chronological age, 10.8 years in both cases. But while the mean mental ageof fifth graders was 100.3, that of retardates was 69.2. All Ss were attending an elemen-tary school in the Oakland Unified School District, which draws from a low socioeconomicdistrict.

Design and Materials

The design was a 2 x 3 x 2 factorial, with independent groups of 6 Ss per cell. Thevariables were Group (fifth graders and retardates), Stimulus Grouping (Facilitation, Inter-ference, and Control), and Replication (A and B). As in the first experiment, all Ss withineach replication received a formally identical task for original learning and differenttransfer tasks. However, as before, the specific lists employed during original learningvaried in order that the test lists be identical for Ss in all conditions within eachreplication. The three different transfer tasks are Identical with the transfer tasksemployed in the first experiment. The task for original learning was changed, however. Inthe first experiment, 'Airing original learning, stimulus pictures within doublets weresupplied with the same response, and grouping during learning was optional. For the presentexperiment, stimuli within doublets were directly linked by having Ss learn the stimuli asdoublets directly, i.e., by presenting them as S-R and R-S pairs within a double functionlist. The transfer.task entailed the paired-associate learning of doublets, and the transferlists were the same as for Experiment 1. For original learning the lists contained sixpairs of pictures, comprising three different pairings of six different items, each presentedin the forward and the reverse order. They were presented randomly in three differentorders with the restriction that no two pairs with the same members appear successively.
The Stimulus Grouping conditions reflected whether for the transfer list, the stimuli whichwere paired during original learning were placed within the same doublet (facilitation),

1
This experiment was authored by Harriett Amster and Douglas Chalmers.
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placed within different doublets (interference), or whether new stimuli were employed
(control).

Procedure

As in Experiment 1, E sat next to each SI who was tested individually on a StoweMemory Drum. The presentation rate throughout was again 4:2 with 6 sec. between trials.
Instructions were the same as in Experiment 1, except that in Experiment 2, each S named
all 12 pictures prior to testing to insure that all Ss called the pictures by the stme
name, and familiarization with the bigram responses was not given until the transfer task.

The procedure was also the same in the two experiments except that since only one set
of three bigrams was employed for every S in Experiment 2, these were the only bigrams
present and available during testing. Se in Replication A, therefore, could refer to a
card taped to the drum. with KG, RL, TC listed in a column, while for Replication B a
different card was used. with the bigrams BR, FW, PJ. As before, the criterion for original!'learning was two consecutive trials for which performance was perfect.

Results

Significant differences in an analysis of variance were obtained for original learning
as a function of the type of S (F = 12.55, d.f. 1/60, < .001) and as a function of theparticular materials employed, as illustrated by the interaction of Condition and Replica-tion (F = 6.38, d.f. 2/60, k< .01). The fifth graders required on the average, 5.14
trials to reach a criterion of perfect responding to all six stimuli; the retardates required10.11 trials. The measure included the first unrecorded trial but not the criterial trial.The means for the significant interaction appear in Table 2 and reflect the fact that for
original learning the control list for Replication Awes the same as the facilitation list
for Replication B and similarly, the facilitation list for Replication B.

An analysis of performance on the first transfer trial indicated that type of S was the
only significant main effect CF = 8.84, d..f. 1/60, k< .01) while the effect of conditionsshowed a trend (F = 2.95, 0.f. 2/60, 2.1.0). The fifth graders made a mean of 3.47 correct
responses on the first transfer trial while the retardates' mean was 2.39. The means forthe facilitation, interference, and control conditions were, respectively, 2.38, 2.96, and3.46. These differences could in no way be attributed to original list learning since theF-ratio for Conditions was > 1. The means for the interaction between Replication andCondition are presented in Table 2. Although the interaction was not significant, the F-ratio was 1.46, d.f. 2/60, and it is known that the difficulty of the lists employed fororiginal learning varied among groups.

The mean number of correct responses per trial over the first eighteen transfer trialswas analyzed by blocks of two trials and revealed significant main effects of type of SubjectCF = 19.52, d.f. 1/60, k< .005), Condition (F = 4.88, d.f. 2/60, 2 < .025), and Blocks ofTrials (F = 23.12, d.f. 8/480, k< .005). The means are shown in Table 3. No interactionswere statistically reliable. The comparable means for Experiment 1 are included and com-parison of the means for the two experiments indicates that in all cases, performance wasbetter for Experiment 1.
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For the fifth graders the tendency-to-group varied with conditions; 45% of the Ss
showing an above-chance amount of clustering under the facilitation condition, 0% showing
a comparable amount in the interference condition and 27% uncle: control conditions. For
axle retardates the figures were 50%, 25%, and 8%, respectively. These values and the
separate percentages for each replication are presented in Table 4. In addition, it is
noteworthy that the comparable percentages for fifth graders for Experiment 1 were 33%,
0% and 33%, respectively.

Although it appeared from the means that the effect of the stimulus conditions varied
as a function of the type of subjects, an analysis of variance in Which the variables
common to the two experiments were combined in a single analysis of variance did not show
any reliable interactions. The main effects of experiment (F = 7.44, d.f. 1/120,E < .01)
Grade Level (F = 51.02s 0.f. 11120, 2 < .005), Condition (F = 5.81, d.f. 2/120, p < .005),
and Trials (F = 4.68, d... 8/960, 2 < .005) were statisticaly significant. The results
were the same as those for the individual experiments, but showed in addition, that the
performance during transfer by Ss in Experiment 1 was reliably superior to performance
in Experiment 2. It is noteworthy that all the F-ratios pertaining to interactions of
experimental variables with trials were > 1.

Discussion

The performance results of the experiment are highly similar to the results of
Experiment 1 in that the Ss receiving new stimuli for transfer excelled in performance
over Ss receiving the original stimuli arranged in the same doublets or rearranged to
form Jew doUblets. Howeve.c. for the present experiment in which Ss were forced to form
conceptual doublets, performance was poorer on the transfer lists Thus, Ss may be induced
to learn by a conceptual process of grouping, but it is highly doubtful that grouping is
facilitative and in fact, the evidence suggests that it actually impairs performance.

The fact that performance in Experiment 2 was reliably iaferior to Experiment 1
provides support for the hypothesis that clustering actually interferes with learninE and
that learning by rote is actually mire efficient in the learning of paired-associate
doublets. It is of especial significance that to the extent estimated, the amount of
clustering which was employed was greater for Experiment 2 than for Experiment 1 except
in the case of fifth graders to whom the interference condition was administered. In this
case, no Ss showed clustering greater than chance in either experiment. Consequently,
the experimental treatment was designed to induce clAstering and was found to do so in all
retarded Ss and in fifth graders when conceivably appropriate, but the effect of this change
in conceptual strategy was to uniformly hinder rather than help learning.

There are eeveral reason° why clustering might actually hinder learning. For example,
more S-R connections must be learned if clustering is adopted as a strategy than if the
only connections which the S learns are those involved in the S and R pairs with which
he is presented. In the present study, there is even a suggestion that the strategy to
deliberately learn the pair within clusters as independent items may be correlated with
high performance, suggesting the existence of interference from grouping, possibly deriving
from generalization of errors from one S to the other S in the set. If this were true,
compared to learning lists of doublets, learning should be facilitated by having Ss learn
lists consisting of one pair from each doublet and then increasing the length of the list
after learning to criterion by adding the other pair from each doublet. There is always
the possibility that the present results are not conclusive for reasons other than sub-
stantive ones like those discussed above. For exmple, the two experiments were not
conducted simultaneously by random assignment of Ss from the sane population and thus the
results are not strictly comparable. Further, by employing a different type of list during
original learning, Ss in Experiment 2 might have suffered negative transfer when changing
from picture-picture pairs to picture-bigram pairs, or having less familiarity with the
responses and task requirement would have more to learn during transfer then.wtuld Ss in
Experiment 1. In parts the learning-to-learn variable can be assessed by comparing the
learning on tasks 1 and 2 in order to assess the degree of improvement under control con-
ditions. If learning-to-learn were a dominant factor it might be supposed that the
effect of conditions would increase over trials during transfer. However, there was no
evidence of an interaction between conditions and trials which tends to mitigate the im-
portance of learning-to-learn and suggests instead that the more substantive explanations



be given priority.

TABLE 1

Stimuli Employed in the Second Experiment on Paired-Associate

Learning in Normal and Retarded Children

REPLICATION A

List I

Facilitation

tree - gun
gun - tree
chair - bell
bell - chair
house - car
car - house

Interference

tree - chair
chair - tree
gun - house
house - gun
bell - car
car - bell.

Control

star - hat
hat - star
clock - fish
fish - clock
cat - boat
boat r. cat

List II

tree

gun

chair

bell

house

car

> KG

> RL

> Tc

TABLE 2

REPLICATION B

List I

Facilitation

star - hat
hat - star
clock - fish
fish - clock
cat - boat
boat - cat

Interference

clock - cat
cat - clock
fish - star
star - fish
boat - bat
hat - boat

Control

tree - gun
gun - tree
chair - bell
bell - chair
house - car
car - house
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List II

star
> FW

hat

clock
PJ

fish

cat
> EX

boat

The Mean 'blear of Trials to Criterion During Original Learning and Mean

Number Correct on the First Transfer Trial as a Function of the

List and the Replication Group

Condition (for transfer)

Facilitation
Interference
Control

Original Learning

Replication
A

5.50
7.25

11.33

10.92
6.4e
4.33

Transfer

Replication
A

3.00 1.75
2.83 3.08

3.58 3.33
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TAME 3

The Main Effects of the Transfer Conditions With Respect to the Mean

Number of Correct Responses per Block of Two Trials and

Including Comparable Results for Experiment 1

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Condition Fifth Retardates Mean Fifth Retardates Mean
Graders Graders

Facilitation 8.77 6.61 7.69 8.62 5.66 7.14Interference 9.41 6.44 7.92 7.80 5.44 6.62Control 10.28 8.00 9.14 9.38 7.74 8.76
Mean 9.49 7.02 8.60 6.28

Replication

Re 321,ee.ti on B

Combined

TABLE 4

Number of Ss (I) Showing Above-Chance Grouping on the

Transfer Task for Experiment 2

NORMALS

Facilitation 6096
Interference 0%
Control 33%

Facilitation 33%
Interference 0%
Control 20%

Facilitation 45%
Interference 0%
Control 27%

RETARDATES

67%
33%

33%
17%
17%

50%
25%



Chapter 9

Summary, Conclusions, and Implications

On the Effect of Variety

In spite of the vast differences among the studies in procedure and task character-
istics, consistent indications appear that when large and small varieties are equal in
strength, a small variety is likely to promote concept attainment to a greater extent
than a large variety. In studies of mathematical concepts, the strength of the instances,
i.e., the probability that each will elicit the correct concept, could be assumed to be
equal for the present studies. However, in the studies of verbal concepts where the
instances were unequal in strength, the mean strength of all instances within large and
small variety sets of instances was held constant, and the outcomes were studied relative
to the best single instance in the set. The results for convergent concepts indicated
a reliable superiority of two-example sets to multiple-example sets, given that the
strength of the best single instance was equal in the two cases. For the other study
of the acquisition of verbal concepts, the three-example sets and six-example sets were
not reliably different in the degree of approximation to the best single instance within
their respective sets. But the results can be interpreted as consistent with the other
e:4Teriment because of an important fact uncovered in these studies of verbal acquisition:
That sets of small and large variety, equated in many respects, but not with respect to
the strength of the best single instance, produced the clear outcome that the large and
not the small variety produced superior concept attainment; however, control of the best
single instance completely negated the superiority of tha large variety.

The superiority of the large variety for associative ccncept attainment was demon-
strated to be due to the fact that it provided the occasion fcr the presentation of a
stronger instance than would be included in a comparable small variety. From this it
may be inferred that in the absence of knowledge concerning the "goodness" of the
instances of the concept-to-be-trained, a large variety should provide more correct
solutions than a small variety, because of the greeter probability that it will include
highly probable instances. However, when instectces can be assumed to be similar in
strength or where the "goodness" of instances can be determined on a rational or empirical
basis, a small variety of (good) instances should be optimal. It is assumed that the
number of different instances presented would be logically sufficient for concept attain-
ment.

Although conclusive evidence is not available on all possible points, it is possible
to consider the role of variety in the attainment of concepts as a function of the deductive
and associative processes which can be assumed to occur, albeit in varying degrees, as
a function of the demands of the task and characteristics of the Ss. The experimental
literature on this topic has been reviewed by the present author, partly under the auspices
of this contract (Amster, 1965). In the discussion above, major consideration was given
to associative determinants of concept elicitation. However, some evidence also exists
with respect to other factors. For convenience, a shorthand description of the factors
relevant to hypothesis testing and associative behavior are presented in the tabl? below
which also gives indication of the relative benefit of the particular Actor for a small
or large variety. The assumption is made that the instances vary in goodness and that
large and small variety sets are equated for mean strength, but not for strength of the
best single instance.

The Effect of Variety on Deductive and Associative Concept Attainment

Small Variety Large Variety

(Speedier rejection of false hypotheses and therefore,
testing of more hypotheses per block of trials)
(More false hypotheses to-be-tested) or more associations
elicited which might interfere with the correct one
(more false rejections of correct hypotheses because of
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the higher probability of providing very poor instances)
1

4. - Higher probability of providing good instances
5. + Reduces memory for specific instances, hypotheses, and

the outcome of their test
6. + Prominent placement of best single instance

The table illustrates certain reasons why there should be a lack of consistency in
the advantage of small over large variety within and among investigators (Amster, 1965),
but when hypothesis testing is unimportant (Factor 1 excluded) and the strengths of the
best instances are equated for the two types of variety (Factor 4 excluded), the small
variety should and where reliable differences are obtained, does excel. The factors
affecting the relative effectiveness of a large and small variety in the case where the
instances may be assumed to be equal in strength are the sane as in the table, except that
Factors 3, and 41 should become negligible.

Since the studies cover different ranges of difficulty, not tu mention other sources
of difference between them, the generality of the present findings may well be limited.
A prime possibility for such limitation concerns the strengths of particular instances
and the task difficulty. Other factors such as developmental level or type of task might
well effect the relative weights of the factors as listed, or suggest the postulation of
additional factors.

The factors as listed in the table reflect the operation of both deductive and
associative processes. Factors 1, 2, and 3 are directly concerned with the former while
Factor 1 is the most important factor concerned exclusively with deduction. Factors 2
and 3 concern both process and should effect their outcomes in similar ways. It may be
inferred that in a situation where testing of hypotheses rather than elicitation of
associations is a crucial determinant of effective attainment, a large variety shmla
provide a more efficient condition unless the set includes instances which are so poor
that false rejection of true hypotheses is a problem. The inclusion of poor instances
is not deemed to be relevant to the associative process to a special extent since the
number of false associations suggested by a poor example, may be little different from
the number and strength of false associations elicited by any other example. The big
difference between the good and poor examples would rest largely on the strength of the
correct hypothesis.

Concept formation in a mathematical task. For the two experiments which investigated
concept formation in a mathematical task, wherever there were significant effects of
variety, the small variety was a mae efficient condition for learning than the large
variety. The characteristics of the task which may have been relevant to the superiority
of the small variety consisted of the fact that instances were presented successively,
which made retention a factor in attainment, and that they could be assumed equal in the
probability with which they might be expected to elicit the correct response and competing
responses. Analyses of the specific responses made by Ss indicated that they learned at
least one of the two rules, union or intersection, and tended to repeat it on the instance
which followed the correct response. Although they were never more likely to be correct
in the small variety than in the large, the possibility of getting the same particular
instance within the next few trials was greater in the smAll variety and this should have
contributed to the possibility that the response would be retained. Thus, it is quite
likely that retention was better in the small variety and this contributed to its
advantage over the large variety.

The correct response was undoubtedly no more probable in one example than another.
Thus, the large variety would not have increased the probability that a particularly "good"
instance would occur but may have stimulated the elicitation of more alternative hypotheses.
The pool of alternative hypotheses was likely to be similar in size from instance to
instance; thus, for the small variety there were fewer possible incorrect hypotheses. These
could be rejected within three trials in most small variety'cases compared to rejection
within one trial in the case of large variety. Thus, the inefficiency of a small variety

1
Only relevant in certain tasks and where very low strength instances are involved.
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for rejecting false hypotheses may have been a relatively unimportant factor compared
with the differences in variety conditions in the number of different false hypotheses
which must be rejected. An alternative was that hypothesis testing played a minor role.But if it occurs for a particular concrete situation, the relative advantage of a large
over a small variety would have to be weighed in terms of the relative differences in
the particular large and small varieties with respect to the need to remember previous
responses and stimulus-response associations (hypotheses and the outcome of their test),
the relative ease of rejecting false hypotheses, the proportion of high-probability
instances in the set, and an estimate of the number of false hypotheses which would
likely be generated under the two ccaditions. For the present study, the advantage ofthe small variety can be related to minimal use of hypothesis testing and emphasis onmemory.

Associative concept formation in verbal tasks. The acquisition of verbal concepts
involves a task which differs in major respects from the set-union task, and therefore,
the fact that certain opposite effects of variety were obtained may well have been
related to these differences. But is is possible to integrate the findings from these
diverse tasks within a single unified framework. Among the differences most likely
to be relevant to the acquisition of the concept are the fact that a) instances were
presented simultaneously, rather than successively, that b) although the overall dominance
of the large and small varieties were equated, individual instances were clearly unequal
in the probability that they would elicit the correct response and the set included
instances having high and low probabilities of eliciting this response. In this case,
for acquiring the meaning of a word, the large variety of instances provided an advantage
to the S in that on the average, the best instance in any large variety set had a higher
probability of eliciting the response than the best instance in any small variety set
despite the fact that their mean strengths were equal. Thus, it was not too surprising
that the large variety proved superior to the small variety in eliciting the concept. The
same data suggest that the best instance in the set is a strong determinant of its
difficutly but that the strength of the poorest instance may be less important for this
reason: Since a large variety not only has the most extreme best instance, it also has
the most extreme worst instance on the basis of which a true hypothesis might be rejected
falsely, but the results are consistent with the strength of the best instance, suggest-
ing that hypothesis testing played an insignificant role.

Although the best instance seems a prominent determinant of difficulty, performance
on the basis of the set of instances was reliably poorer than would be expected on thebasis of the best single instance, since rejection of true hypotheses on the basis of
poor instances should have been greater in the large variety than in the small. Thefact that no difference was observed as a function of variety with respect to the super-
iority of the best instance over the group of instances, suggests that the benefit fromgood instances was more effective than the detriment from poor instances. However, thefact of the decrement relative to the best single expected score strongly suggests the
operation of interference from associations to all the other instances which impede the
occurrence of the correct response. This is further supported by earlier work (Musgrave,
1958; Podell, 1963C).

In short, on the basis of deductions made from the verbal acquisition experiments,
a small variety would be better than a large variety if they contained the same best
instance and were equal in mean probability. Thus, in deciding how to select and present
instances for concept formation, it might be well to attend more to the inclusion of
good instances than to the number of instances which are given. However, in the absence
of information about the power of individual instances, when it is apparent that they
do differ, it should be most effective to present a large variety of instances in the
hope that relatively good instancee would be included in the set, especially if the
instances were presented simultaneously to reduce the role of memory in concept attainment.

Associative responding seemed to characterize the acquisition of verbal concepts
from sentential contexts. Thus, a parallel associative situation was arranod. Convergent
associations to sets of two, three, and four words having known common associations were
studied as a function of the probability with which these common convergent associations
had been given to the individual stimulus words. The task was formally similar to the
verbal concept acquisition task in that words were presented simultaneously and were
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known to differ in the probability of eliciting the correct response. However, the
"correct" response was in most cases far more remote than the correct response in the
case of the verbal acquisition task. la ex case, no consistent differences between
sets of two, three, or four words was found. when sets were not matched for the strength
of the best single instance.

The superiority of the pairs over sets of three and four may be accounted for in
part, by the fact that a good example can have more influence in a small set of instances
thaa in a large set of instances, possibly because of its serial position (first or last)
which would make it more prominent, or possibly because of the existence of less inter-
ference from competing hypotheses. The fact that the superiority of the small variety
did not emerge in the study of the acquisition of word meaning may be attributable to
the paucity of evidence using two instances as a small variety and three instances was
found to differ little frot four. However, the trend was in the same direction in both
studies in that the shift occasioned by control of the best single instance was toward
superiority of the small variety and away from superiority of a large variety or away
from equivalence between a large and small variety.

For the sentence acquisition study results were obtained only for tie easy concepts
and similarly for the convergent association study the magnitude of the obtained differences
increased with the strength of the best single stimulus. It would seem that the impor-
tance of the best single stimulus is increased when its strength is great. Conversely,
it is likely, though not documented that the import of the worst single stimulus might
be increased. when its strength is very low, since this would increase the possibility of
falsely rejecting a true hypothesis. In the present studies, this did not seem to be
an important consideration, possibly because children were the Ss, possibly because of
the tasks employed.

ponceua]e.ojiaaW.euriarni. The paired-associate learning of doublets compris-
ing pairs related through common convergent responses provides a kind of validation of the
associative results discussed above. High variable pairs were compared with low variance
pairs; the two types being equal in mean strength of eliciting the common response, but
differing in the degree to which they differ. It is thus a study of the variance factor
which enters into many studies of variety. It was found that for the first two learning
trials fewer errors occurred :or low variance doublets, but beyond that point, the high
variance doublets were easier to learn. There was an overall trend (10%) for more correct
responses to be made to high variance doublets, and this is consistent with the higher
frequency of convergent responses which is hypothesized on the basis of the analysis of
variety but was not observed. It might also be mentioned that the high and low variance
doublets were equated for convergent probability which might well account for the fact
that the superiority of the high variance doublets was not in evidence during the first
few trials of learning. In contrast to the results with the associative task, the
difference between high and low variance items decreased with the mean strength of the
items. However, this might be due to a ceiling effect in which the high strength items
were readily learned.

The most striking effect of variance was not in its effect on speed of learning, but
in its influence upon the tendency to group items within doublets during this learning.
Cluster scores and error data alike indicate that the low variance items are more likely
t dbe learned as a group than are the high' variance items. This may be due partly to the
fact that there exists more occasion for such grouping when the variance is small since
both items would tend to be of the same difficulty.

It is quite possible that the effects of variance on paired-associate learning are
not directly related to the associative factors considered earlier. For example, the
relative ease of learning high variance doublets may be due to the fact that the best
single item was learned very readily, thus truncating the effective list length in which
the other items were learned. In addition, if it is true that grouping during learning
increases speed of learning, the tendency to group in the low variance condition might
account for the greater difficulty of learning low variance doublets.

On the Effect of Mental Level

Mental ability was studied in Ss varying in age, SES, and mental age. In addition to
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ornsistent evidence of improvement in performance with age, there was evidence thatthe conceptual processes employed varied also. In the task involving the attainment ofmathematical concepts, the small variety of instances was found to benefit the low SESchildren, but for the high SES children there was no reliable effect of variety. Thisis consistent with the hypothesis that the advantage of the small variety would comeabout partly through its facilitation of memory, since the low SES chidlren mighthave poorer memories and be aided more by stimulus support than the high SEC childrenWho might tend more to memorize the relevant facts by some intentional and possiblyverbal strategies. Eyadema that hypothesis testing was employed to a greater extentamong older children was not available on the basis at the matchematical-concept task,but the variety results are consistent with the supposition that older children and thosehigh in SES employed hypothesis testing to a greater extent then Ss who were low in SES.Results are consistent with those of Osler and Trautman (1961).

The tendency to cluster during learning has been found to increase with age (Housfield,Esterson, and Whitessrsho 1958) and the present study indicates that this occurs not onlyfor chronological age but also for mental age in that retardates cluster less than normalsof comparable chronological age. This finding can be interpreted as contradictory to thatof Osborn (1960). However, retardates' tendency to cluster does not differ from normalsof comparable mental age. In &Milian, it was found that the increase in clustering withmental age is not independent of t1 apparent mievance of the conditions under whichthe clustering takes place. Normal ten-year-olds cluster more than those with a mentalage of six years when clustering appears appropriate, but cluster less than others whenit appears inappropriate. In fact, normal town-year -olds cluster to an extent significantlybelow that which would be expected on the bimis of chance, when clustering should appearinappropriate. The others, however, clustIr at around the chance level regardless of theappropriateness of the conditions.

Inducing clustering in retardates does not increase their appropriate clustering morethan their inappropriate clustering on a transfer test although the amount of clusteringdid, increase. Moreover, it is possible that increasing the amount of clustering in allSs was responsible for the obtained reduction in efficiency at learning as compared withefficiency when clustering was not induced. Thus, no evidence of increased appropriatenessof clustering was occasioned by increasing the amount of clustering either in normals orretardates.

On Summation, and Interference

Throughout the studies, an attempt was made to assess the possibility that the prob-ability of occurrence of a conceptual response would be increased by the addition of stimuliwhich would tend to elicit it. Although such summation may well occur, it has not beenObserved either in the present study or in many of those conducted, by others (e.g., Hilland Wickens, 1962; Musgrave and Cohen, 1964), primarily, in the present situations, becausethe interference effects of the additional
stimuli outweigh the summative effects. Evidencefor increasing interference with increasing numbers of items has been uncovered by manyinvestigators using a wide variety of different types of tasks (e.g., Richardson, 1958;Howes and Osgood, 1954; Musgrave, 1958, 1962, Podell, 1963). However, evidence for theexistence at associative priming also abounds (Cramer 1965; Mednick and Freedman, 1960;Howes and Osgood, 1954) but whether this priming entails summation must be evaluatedagainst a baseline for assessing the predicted frequency of response from a considerationof the frequencies with which the response occurs to the individual items. Whether ornot summation is reported would well depend upon the particular chance model employed.Quite a few models have been suggested (Howes and Osgood; Jenkins and Cofey,1957;1963) but none consistently superior.

There is some reason to speculate that the existence of summation may depend, on thenature of the task and the extent to Which successive instances might tend to 'narrow thesphere of meaning' rather than elicit new and conflicting spheres or hierarchies. Quitepossibly, tasks which deal With the former might produce summation, while tasks whichind'ce the latter might be more apt to reveal interference. Howes and Osgood (1954)did find four word related contexts to facilitate a type of convergent response althoughsummation is difficult to establish Rouse and Wrinis (1963) have also attempted to studythis type of material. Much research on the nature of associative
functioning and
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particularly in regard to the developmental changes in such processes remains to be done.But it is intrigueing to speculate.

Summarx,of Conclusiors

When it is assumed that deductive reasoning is relatively unimportant, e.g. for
children and for tasks in which reasoning is likely to play a small role, a small variety
of instances (few different examples) is likely to produce better concept attainment
than a large variety if one can assume that the instances are equally "good" (likely
to elicit the crarect concept).

When information about the "goodness" of instances is not available but they are
believed to vary in this respect, a large variety is likely to produce better concept
attainment than a small variety because it would be more likely to include "good"
instances. This effect may obtain only for concepts which are fairly easy and (thus)
for which *pod" instances are likely to occur when the number of instances is
increased.

When instances differ in "goodness", it is likely that a small variety containing
the "best" instances would be superior to a large variety containing others in addition.

Repetition of the same instances'in a predominantly associative task may not fosterperformanne.

Fourth, fifth, and seventh grade children appear to rely much more heavily on
associative processes than on deductive ones although a ceiling effect may have
prevented the observation of deductive processes in seventh grade children in the onestudy which involved that age group.

Comparable results appear to occur for variations in mental ability according tograde level, am, and mental age although the first of these seems to have the smallesteffect.

The difference between an intentional and an aesthetic set on paired-associate
learning was found to be more marked for fourth-grade children who were of low SES
than fourth graders who were high in SES.

For children, the most important determinant of difficulty of concept formation
was the strength of the best single instance in the set; yet for concept formation and
convergent association the responses to the other items in the set undoubtedly interfered
with concept attainment.

Grouping of items within doublets during paired-associate learning appears tohinder rather than help performance when performance within mental age levels is con-sidered. Although under some conditions the tendency to group during training increases
with mental age, performance also increases.

The learning of paired-associate doublets which are convergently related varies
directly with the convergent and associative relationships between the S and R words.

A convergent response tends to be more readily attached to pairs of stimuli which
have a strong "best single", i.e. in doublets having a high variance, rather than equal
but highly similar in mean strength.

Conceptual grouping may come about either on the basis of the response to be trained
or through another strong response.

More grouping mky occur in easy and moderately easy items of equal difficulty thanin difficult items because of the greater availability of mediating responses in thecase of the former.

Interference from grouping may stem from the fact that more associations are
learned when grouping is carried out (direct evidence of this from intrusion errors was
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obtained). These associations between stimuli (one of 'Which serves as a response for
the other) compete with the rewponse-to-be-trained.

Forcing Se to group ccoceptuaLly does not enhance and may retard their performance
on a transfer test. Training in rote grouping does not facilitate paired-associate
learning in either normals or retardates and does not affect the appropriateness vith
vhich they use grouping in the transfer situation.

New responses are not necessarily easier to acquire than old responses when both
are present and available.

Differences in learning ability as a function of mental age cannot be attributed
to the tenden4 to form conceptual groups during learning.



Appendix 4

Materials for Experiments 2, 3, and 4 and. Single Sentence Norms;

Sentences Grouped ty Strict Definition of Each Concept

Finish; Complete

1. You should try to the things you have left half done.
do 4; finish 1:37-FIRIshed 2; refinished 1; think of 1; no answer 2

2. Mary cannot the problem because she doesn't understand it.
answer 4; d ; figure 5; figure out 2; solve 3; tackle 1; think of 1; work 3;
write 2

3. If his homework is hard, John doesn't it.

do 22; dislike 1; finish 1; like 3; touch 1

4. Phillip asked Joan to help him his homework.
correct 2; do 15; finish 5; him 1; with 2; work 1; no answer 2

5. You must have patience to a job.
command 1; do 10; earn 1; finish 3; get 3; know 1; make l; take 1; tend 1;
undergo 1; understand 1; wait 1; work 3

6. The painter could not the room because his brush broke.
paint 27; no answer 1

Licht.

1. It is longer in summer than in winter.
day 1; days 1; daylight 1; hot 2; hotter 3; light 3; lot 1; longer 1; much 6;
night 1; not 1; said 1; sunny 1; warmer 3; no answer 2

2. Large windows make a house
big 5; bright 1; cool 1raarr-1; full of light 2; sunny 1; hot 1; light 4;
lighter 1; nice 1; pretty 2; see through 1; ugly 1; no answer 6

3. Mother likes John to be home when it's still
bright 1; dark 1; day 1; daylight 1; daytime 1; early 1; light 16; nice
and warm 1; rain 1; raining 1; sunny 1; twilight 1

4. The front yard was dark, but the porch was
bright 2; light 26

5. It should be for reading.
bright 1; clear 1; easy 2; good 3; light 9; quiet 7; ready 1; time 1; no
answer 3

6. The TV is
blank 5; broke 1; broken 2; brown 1; dear 1; electrical 1; going 1; good 1;
new 1; nice 1; not working 1; off 3; on 6; out 1; wrecked 1; no answer 1

Sat

1. When it got warm, the candle became
bottom 1; cold 1; dim 1; dull li"E5E-67 low 1; lit 1; melted 6; melting 1;
out 1; a puddle 1; smaller 2; soft 2; yellow 1; no answer 2

Continued on next page. 81.
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Soft (Cont'd)

2. If you don't want it to be heard, your whisper should be
loud 1; low 6; quiet 3; secret 1; silent 3; slow 1; soft 11; softly 1;
no answer 1

3. Baby clothes are usually made in colors.
bright 6; dark 1; different 3; light 5; many 3; pink and blue 1; pretty 6;
sell 1; soft 2

Uncle Ed likes a chair after dinner.
big 2; big soft 1; comfortable 3; comfy 1; cozy 1; easy 1; nice 1; rocking 1;
soft 15; warm 2

5. A fur coat is and warm.
beautiful 3; big 3; cool 1; cozy 2; furry 3; fuzzy 2; nice 3; pretty 5; soft 5;
no answer 1

6. Many people leave a light in the bathroom all night.
bathroom 1; br0E757-dim 4; good 1; lighted 1; lit 2; little 2; night 3;
nightlight 1; red 1; small 2; no answer 4

Dream

1. After seeing the ghost movie, Sue bated to go to bed for fear of what she will

believe 1; cry 1; draw I; dream 10; hear 1; imagine 1; knife 1; know 1;
mine 1; nightmare 1; see 4; no answer 5

2. When Billy used to he didn't know whether it was real or not.
bring 1; dreaM747-NE 1; guess 1; gun 1; imagine 2; little 2; look 2;
make 3; mess 2; pass 1; read 1; snow 1; think 3; no answer 3

3. When dogs move strangely in their sleep, we wonder if they can
breathe 1; dream 12; kill 1; see 6; sleep 3; sleepwalk 2; no answer 3

4. Jimmy wants a new bicycle so badly that he will probably of one.
ask 2; brag 1; buy 7; cry 2; dream 1; faint 1; get 3; like 1; pay 2;
steal 4; take 1; think 2; no answer 1

5. When George doesn't know the right answer, he may sometimes one up.
blow 1; out it 1; crinkle 1; fail 1; give 1; make 10; pass 1; put 1;
skip 2; think 6; no answer 3

6. Nhny people can't remember what happens when they
are born 1; crash 1; die 2; die sleep 1; dream 1; faint 1; fall 3;
fall die 1; forget 3; get hurt 3; get knocked out 1; get up 1; go out 1;
have amnesia 1; pass out 1; pie 1; sleep 3; no answer 2

Obstacle

1. Jane had to turn back because there was a in the path.
ball 1; black cat 10 bear 2; cur 2; catamount 1; detour 1; ditch 2; dog 2;
drop 1; hole 3; 1pg 2; sign 1; skunk 1; snake 3; stream 1; tree 1; no answer 3

2. The way is clear if there is no present.
animals 1; bad 1; block 1; blockade 1; brush 1; car 1; cars 3; chalk 1; enemy 1;evil 1; fog 2; garbage 1; girls 1; man 1; nothing 1; obstruction 1; person 1;
strength 1; traffic 1; trees 1; no answer 5

Continued on next page.
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Obstacle (Conttd)

3. A lazy man stops working as soon as there is a .

break 2; chance 4; check 1; criminal 1; enough money 1; fight 1; fire 2;
fired 1; hard Job 1; job 3; rains 1; stop 1; strike 1; time 1; tired 1;
weekend 1; whiotle 1; no answer 4

4. A keeps you from doing what you want to do.
baby 1; belt 1; conscience 2; dad 1; feel:,ng 1; friend 2; job 1; knife 1;
love 1; mama 1; mind 1; mother 4; nerve 1; parent 5; person 1; police 1;
whipping 1; no answer 2

5. Some people don't want to start a job if they know there is a
bad boss 1; bad pay 1; big man 1; bomb 1; boss 1; bully 1; catch 4;
crabby boss 1; fire 1; girl 1; hard 1; hard job 1; job 1; lease 1; low pay 1;
no lunch time 1; paper 2; reason 1; robber 3; time 1; trouble 1; war 1

6. He bad to get rid of the before, finishing the task.
bad marks 1; bees 2; blanks 1; book 1; books 1; boss 1; clothes 1; dog 1;
dust 1; fly 1; guns 1; junk 1; magazine 1; marks 1; mistakes 2; paper 3;
problems 1; rat 1; sentences 1; soap 1; tools 1; trash 1; water 1; words 1

Stick or Piece of Wood

1" A long may be made shorter.
board 1; cattle 1; dog 1; dog's tail 1; dress 2; foot 1; hair 1; job 1; line 1;
neck 1;pencil 2; pipe 1; ribbon 2; rope 2; route 1; ruler 1; stick 1; shing 2;
tail 1; word 1; no answer 3

2. A wet ..does not burn.
bag 1; blanket 4; board 1; cloth 1; diaper 1; fire 1; leaf 3; log 1; match 3;
paper 5; rag 2; sponge 1; stop 1; water 1; no answer 2

3. You can make a smooth.
blanket 1; board 1; car 1; coat 1; dog 1; drawing 1; dress 1; face 1; fur 1;
mud pie 1; paper 1; piece of wood 1; piece of tar 1; pillow 2; road 2; rock 3;
rug 1; shoe 1; table 1; wood 2; word 1; no answer 2

4. The painter used a to mix his paints.
board 1; brush 3; bucket 1; finger 1; ruler 1; stick 18; stirrer 1;
wooden spoon 1; no answer 1

5. Wsny-things may be made out of a
atom 1; bed 1; cow 3; disc 1; form 1; iron 1; log 1; machine 2; molecule 1;
paper 3; piece of wood 1; plank 1; rubber band 1; tree 4; wood 4; no answer 2

6. You can use a for many things.
airplane 1; bag 2; blanket 1; bike 1; book 1; box 1; hammer 2; helicopter 1;
horse 1; knife 1; man 1; pencil I; person 1; piece of wood 1; sack 1; ahave 1;
skirt 1; thing 1; tool 2; truck 1; wood 1; no answer 4

Happiness

1. Some people think about the things that bring them =1,1.
fortunes 1; good ludic 2; happiness 6; joy 3; luck 9; misfortune 1; money 1;
presents 2; sad 1; toys 1; no answer 1

Continued on next page.
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Happiness (Cont'd)

2. After trouble, usually returns.
bad 1; dad 1; dog 1; friends 1; fun 1; happiness 2; it 1; love 2; luck 1;
more 1; people 1; policeman 3; superior 1; things 1; trouble 1; no answer 9

3. The woman remembered the she had as a girl.
background 1; book 4718115; dress 1; ghost 1; life 1; man 1; movie 3;
person 1; piano 1; picture 3; ring 1; sculpture 1; toys 1; tree 1; woman 2;
no answer 3

4. The people at the circus usually seem full of
cheerfulness 1; drink 1; ease 1; excitement 1; food 1; fun 2; happiness 2;
ice cream 1; jokes 1; joy 8; laughter 4; pep 3; talk 1; vigor 1

5. Comfort at home and a good job were all that Uncle Ben needed for
children 1; comfort 1; education 1; fun 1; happiness 3; health 1; himself 1;
his family 1; his head 1; home 1; life 3; living 2; money 3; patience 1;
recovery 1; rest 2; satisfaction 1; no answer 3

6. and good health are found together.
----Mack 1; energy 1; food 3; go 1; growth 1; life 1; problems 1; rest 1;

safety 1; sick 1; sickness 1; sleep 3; sports 1; strength 2; strong 1;
vitamins 1; no answer 7

Stones

1. Billy collected different kinds of
coins 1; feathers 1; guns 1; insects 1; junk 1; leaves 1; models 1; money 1;
newspapers 1; rocks 9; shells 2; stamps 9

2. Some are found under water.
animals 1; bugs 1; caves 2; cars 1; fish 9; fishes 1; food 2; frogs 1; mammals 1;
mien 1; plants 2; rocks 1; shells 4; whales 1

3. often make a road very rough.
bumps 1; dirt 1;, gravel 1; holes 1; horses 1; people 1; rain 1; rock 1;
rocks 14; stone 2; tractors 1; workmen 1; no answer 2

4. Only bad boys throw.
beebies 1; blankets 1; eggs 1; glasses 1; mud balls 1; rock 1; rocks 17;
spit balls 3; tantrums 1; blanks 1

5. A farmer does not like to find in his field.
animals 1; bugs 8; crows 4; deer 1; fox 1; grasshoppers 2; hawk 1; insects 4;
weeds 3; wolves 1; no answer 2

6. can polished to look smooth and shiny.
automobiles 1; brass 1; a car 3; cars 1; copper 2; dresser 1; floor 1; guns 1;
marble 2; shoe 1; shoes 10; silver 1; table 1; wood 2

Courage

1. If you have you will not cry when you get hurt.
bactine medicinel; brave 2; bravery 1; courage 5; medicine 7; padding 1;
protection 3; shots 1; no answer 7

Continued on next page.
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Came (Cont'd)

2. You need to fight with a boy bigger than you.

brass knuales 2; chalk 1; courage 6; get big 1; help 1; know how 1;
muscles 4; strength 10; no answer 2

3. If you do something bad and then tell the truth, you have,
admit 1; admitted 1; beauty 1; been good 1; been honest 1; brave 2;
a chance 1; confessed 1; courage 2; forgiven 1; honest 2; honesty 4;
loyal 1; not lied 1; refined 1; told 2; trust 1; truth 2; no answer 2

4. We all admire someone who has such
beauty 1; character 1; charm 2; courtesy 1; courage. 1; kindness 1;
knowledge 2; money 13; personality 1; sense 1; talent 1; no answer 3

5. A person who styes a baby from drowning in deep water has such-.
brain 1; brave 1; braveness 2; bravery 2; courage 16; honor 1; love 1;
power 1; shell 1; strength 1; no answer 1

6. You need when you start to do a hard job.
brains 3; courage 2; education 1; energy 3; equipment 1; experience 2;
food 2; help 1; muscle 1; muscles 2; noise 1; patience 4; to be smart 1;
tools 1; money 1; no answer 2

Fault

1. If a suit has many it is sold very cheaply.

batter 1; button-holes 10; mustaches (mistakes) 1; moths 1; nicks 1;
patches 1; pockets 2; rips 2; tears 1; no answer 2

2. A person who has many usually has few friends.
angers 1; bad manners 1; bully 1; dollars and toys 1; enemies 4; enemy 1;
fights 3; bates 1; lacks 1; jewels 1; money 2; problem 1; troubles 1; wives 1;
fault 1; no answer 7

3. People with are often unhappy.
apartments 1; bad children 1; dogs 1; flu 1; hate 1; illness 1; leases 1; no
children 1; polio 2; problems 1; sadness 1; sickness 1; smallpox 1; sisters 3;
too many 1; trouble 2; wives 2; worm 1; no answer 5

4. Some can be fixed.
automobiles 1; car 1; cars 9; chair 1; bicycles 3; bike 1; door 1; paper 1;
problems 1; radios 1; things 4; tires 1; toys 2; wrecks 1; no answer 1

5. Some things are useful even if they have many
bad things 1; brains 1; bugs 1; calories 1; cracks 2; disadvantages 2; faults 1;
hardship 1; holes 6; knobs 1; mess 1; mistakes 1; things 1; uses 1; ways of
use 1; no answer 6

6. People usually talk about the of others, but not about their own.
background 1; children 4i-31OTEis 1; face 1; fault 7; life 2; name 1;
problem 3; selves 1; things 1; troubles 1; work 2; no answer 3



Applodix 4: Mate

for Doh Sentence
the Ike rcernt age of Responses to the 0

sidered to be Correct Rasp

Sentences are Listed in Order by Concepts

1. TWIN ocaOster do, F. flPishea, ft9k.1.11,

.111.
85412. 25.00.

3. 82.14
71.84

5. 46.43
6. 00.00

Mean: 51.85

2. Light, bright,

1. 10.71
2. 21.43

44. 100.00
60.71

5. 35.71
6. 00.00

Mean: 38. 09

3. Soft,

1. 7.14
2. 42.86
3* t.14

*4. 53.57
5. 17. 86
6. 00.00

Mean: 21.43

4. Dream, thinkl have nightmares, imagine, see, make up things, see things

t

imernt

t Criterion, Cisti of
ternces Which were Coa-

1

CAE

go back to

1. 57.14
2. 32.14

*03. 64.28
4. 10.71
5. 21.43
6. 3.57

Mean: 31,54

1 Credit given for concepts. shown plus any forms of verbal or adjective and singularor plural at nouns. Underlined responses occurred in a prior study but not in experiment 4,and are not included in of concept rosy:ces unless synocomous with given (original) con-cept or ill "h others credited and occurring, in verbal acquisition 4. Asterisk (41.) refersto best single sentence.
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police (mean,).

fire,
detour plc& a al snake,

Para. Jab, EISTI OES, Etka; bad

00.00
10.71

744
3.57
7.1
moo

4.76

6. Stick or piece of wood, bruebl wood, paper, match,
paint brush, log, board, Opt, ruler, ask, 6.111215 wooden spoon, las, lamb, tali,
hasemerp tool

3.57
35.71
17.86
78.57
3244
7.14

Mean 29.16

7. Hap piness, hsvpb joy, pleasure, fun, gaiety, laughter, pep, luck, comfort,
rest satisfaction, strength, money, energy, playing, fortune,

see,, ass excitement, life, bravery

*1. 75.00
2. 14.28

5
6.

3.57
moo
39.28
7.14

Klan: 35.71

8. Stones, rocks, shells, as& gravel, marble

1. 39.28
2. 17.86
3. 60.71

44. 64.28
5. 00.00
6. moo

Mean: 30.35

9. Courage, bravery, nerve, strength, heart, talent, know-how, honor

1. 28.57
2. 51.1.4

14.28
7.111.

413. 78.57
6. 744
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3.5T
T.14

39.28

13.09

Wean of e11 Sentences 28.81
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EASY

DIF-
FICUE1T

Small

Variety

Stales
Courage
*Finish

40148,12t

Stick

11

Atfficat Co arts Soployed for Each Variety Condition, Presented

in the Order of the Frequency with Which Responses Correct by

a lenient Criterion were Given (n 36)°

Small Large
Variety Variety
Repeated

Light St,Jnes
Stones Stick
Finish Light
*Courage Courage
*ffaNiness Finish

Dream Soft Happiness
UmNiuess *Dream *Mem
Soft *Stick AlSoft
Fault Obstacle Fault
Obstacle Fault. Obstacle

* Indicates a tie.

Total Number of Correct Responses for Each Concept Under Each Variety

Condition: Lenient and (Strict) Scoring

Faults
Defects

Small
Variety 12
(n=36) (8)

Sm.Var«
Repeated 9
(n =36) (4)

Large
Variety 7
(tP36) (7)

Courage

21
(16)

18
(15)

24
(24)

Obstacle

7
(4)

10
(3)

5
(5)

Light

go

(19)

25
(25)

211.

(24)

Stones

24
(19)

23
(14)

i30)
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Happiness Fia/sh
Com-
plete

Soft Stick, Dream
Piece
of

Wood

15 21 14. 18 16
(14) (18) (9) (15) (15)

18 22 16 15 15
(15) (21) (10) (13) (12)

19 23 13 26 18
(19) (23) (13) (26) (18)
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Appendix 5

leta Quartets Moon* by Part of Speech of Stimuli

Convergent Response and in Mean Dominance (1)

QUARTETS

90

Stimuli Convergent Convergent Mean
Primary Response Dom.'
(Pre". in %) (Freq. in %)

Stimuli Convergent Convergent Mean
Primary Response Dom.%
(Freq. in %) (Frei. in %)

Noun Stimuli - Noun Response

Mau Man 8 Men 3
Soldier
People

Foot Girl 22 Person 2
Head
Boy

,

Earth Girl 12 People 4
Boy
City

Women Man 22 Mother 0
Child
Baby.

People Man 11 Girl 3
Baby
Child

Head Body 22 Foot 6
Shoes
Rand

Spider Bird 12 Fly 1
Eagle
Butterfly

Priest God 17 God 17
Religion
Bible

1Wby 14

2.46 People Animals 7 Animal 6 2.25
Lamp
Kittens
Spider

3.00 Cdlibage Food 10 Head 2 2.30
Memory
Rand
Stomach

3.06 Sheep Dream 6 Bed 4 4.70
Comfort Sick 6
Dream
Sickness

3.14 Cottage Food 14 Food 14 5.35
Health
Salt
Butter

4.34 Head Body 17 Leg 3 6.30
Spider
Band
Foot

5.20 Baby People 22 Person 8 6.85
Girl
Boy
Child

6.40 Moon Sun 8 Night 5 7.20
Bed Bed 8
Dream
Sleep

8.46 People Boy 10 Boy 10 7.20
Children People 10
Man
Bdby

8.60 Thief Man 9 Man 9 7.95
Child
People

Soldier



Triplets and Quartets, etc., continued
loam Stimuli 4- Noun Response

Butterfly rood 20 Rater 8 9.60 Hand Body 21
Cheese Health
Bread Head

Stomach

Girl Boor 29 Lady 8 10.06 Man People 14
Man Citizen
Woman Child

Children

Guns Pipe 7 Smoke 6 12.94 Stove Food 15
Stem Stomach
Tobacco Fruit

Cabbage

Ocean Sea 18 Lake 7 14.94 Street House 24
Cottage Window
River Doors

Cottage

Head Body 27 Hand 8 15.80 Butterfly Cat 17
Foot Dogs
Fingers Sheep

Lion

Boy Girl 21 Child 4 17.0 Man Girl 20
Baby Children People 20
Children Woman

Boy

Bed Chair 18 Chair 18 17.54 Head People 8
Comfort Man
Table People

Citizen

Stem Water 10
Salt Stream 10
Bath
River

Noun OtimUli - Adjective Response

Ouse 19 Wood 1 2.34

Cabbage Dream 8
Anger Sleep 8
Sutter
Dream

Moon Food 11
Rread
Sheep
Salt

Continued on next
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Body 21 8.50

People 14 9.00

Food 15 10.95

House 24 13.65

Animal 11 14.40

Girl 20 16.65

Person 4 16.65

Water 10 18.35

Good 3 1.90

White 0 2.70



Triplets and Quartets, etc., continued
Noun Stimuli - Adjective Respoose

Bread Food 20 Good 2
Comfort
Fruit

Comfort Nail 11 Hard 5
Trouble
Hammer

Trouble *415 Nice 2
Anger
Comfort

Butter Rug 8
Carpet
Comfort

Soft 2

Anger Mad 13 Bad 2
Sickness
Trouble

Sickness Nurse 14
Health
Doctor

Sick 7

92

3.54 Mountain Sea 11 Big 1 3.05
Ocean
City
House

4.06 Hand Cat 7 Soft 2 3.25
Kittens Dog T.
Chair
Bed

5.06 Memory Doctor 7 Good 5 6.55
Justice Food 7
Cheese
Health

5.26

8.66

9.34

Adjective Stimuli - Noun Response

Pdtter. Food 13 Food 13 11.2 White Color 31
Salty Green
amerY Red

Yellow

Adjective Stimuli - Adjective Response

Sweet Bitter 12 Bitter 12 2.06 High Low 16
Silty , Short
Sour Ebevy

Deep

0 3.86 Salty Candy 11
Soar
Bitter
Sweet

Smooth 7 8.60 Smooth Hard 13
Soft
Beautiful
'Sweet

Salty Sour 18 our 18 Yellow Color 16
Sweet- Soft
Matter White

NeavV
Ocotinued on next

Color 31 28.05

Big 2 2.60

Good 7 5.10

Nice 3 7.20

Light 6 13.20
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Wilaets and Quarteta, etc., continued
Adjective Stimuli - Adjective Beeponse

Yellow Color 28 Blue 17 11.86 Red Color 27 Black 12 16.25
Green Yellow
Bed Dark

White

Salty Sweet 18 Sweet 18 13.14 Smooth Hard 23 Bard 23 18.65
Bitter Heavy
Sour Rough

Sort

Loud Low 16 Low 16 20.8
Deep
High



Appendix 5

Pairs Grouped by the Part of Speech of the Stimuli and the
Convergent Response and Ranked Within Groups in Mean Dominance (%)
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Stimuli Convergent Convergent Mean
Primary Response Dom.%
(Freq. in 0) (Freq. in %)

Stimuli Convergent Convergent Mean
Primary Response Dom.%
(Fret. in %) (Pre". in %)

Bend
Cry

Barth
Anger

Lamp
Dream

Wish
Memory

Carpet
Window

Bible
Religion

Comfort
Soldier

Needle

Fingers .

Joy
People

Baby
WhiskeY

Dogs
Carpet,

Men
House

Baby 84

Mad 12.7

Noun Stimuli - Noun Response

Fate 3.6 .7 Child
Children

Heaven 1.6 .7 Head
Girl

Light 23.4 Lamb 0

Dream 8.3 Thought :8

House 11.1

Church 21.8

An 10.3

Sew .13.9

HaPPY 32.9

Drink 13.5

Cats 21.4

Wall 1.6

Christ .8

Fort 2.8

Nail .8

Laugh 3.6

Bottle 1.6

1:*t 3.2

Pegg* .8

Girl 3.6

Slump Oat 1
Kittens

Blossom nailer 35.3 Tree 3 2
Stem

-Cabbage let 18'4 flead
Stamach

Dog 9.5

.7 Justice
Cold

.7 Head
Hand

.8 Cottage
House

.8 Doctor
Sickness

.9 Guns
Stove

.9 Priest
Religion

1.1 Health
Wish

1.9 Stem
Cabbage

2.0 Whistle
Music

2.0 Earth._

Moon

2.1

2.4

House
Cheese-

People
Child

Bible
Music

Religion &Use 14.7 1School .8
Cattaw

count d on

2.9

Baby 11.5 Kid 2.4 3.2
People 11.5

Boy 32.1 Hair 11.9 3.3

Hot 30.2 Ice 1.6 3.3

Body 30.6 Leg 2.0 3.4

Home 20.6 Cabin 4.0 3.7

Help 11.9 Health 10.7 4.6

Fire 13.1 Fire 13.1 5.7

Church 24.6 Bible 8.3

Good 9.9.

Hot 7.1
Food 7.1

Sound 10.7

5.9

Well 2.4 5.9

Plant 6.7 6.5

Song 6.3 6.6

Sun 19.0 Planet 11.9 7.8

Mouse 27.4 Mouse 27.4 8.3

Man 8.7 Children 7,5 10.5

Church 8.3 Book 5.6 11.5

Sun 20.2 Sun 20.2 12.3



Pairs Grouped by the Part of Speech, etc., continued
Noun Stimuli - Noun Response

Women Child 21.0 Lady 8.3 12. Lion Cat 24.2 Animal 8.7
Man Dogs

Stomach Body 25.8 Body 25.8 13.8 Fingers Body 18.3 Hand 16.3
Head Foot

Guns Smite 10.7 Smoke 10.7 15.7 Table Chair 25.4 Chair 25.4
Tobacco Bed

Spider Insect 20.6 Insect 20.6 16.2 Bread Food 27.8 Food 27.8
Butterfly Cabbage

Shoes Feet 8.7 Feet 8.7 16.4 Citizen City 7.5 Person 2.8
Foot People

Cheese Milk 17.9 Bread 9.9 17.6 Girl Hay. 32.9 Boy 32.9
Butter Joy

Memory
_Dream

TroUble
Lion

Man

Boy

Blossom
Girl

Trouble
Anger

Yellow

Blue

Quiet
Loud

Dark
Quiet

Bitter
Salty

Vim*
High

Noun Stimuli - Adjective Response

Sleep 9.9 Thinking 0. .8 Numbers Count 17.1 Five 7.1
Fingers

Tiger 13.9 Mean 2. 1.6 Baby Child 13.9 Little 4.4
Children

Girl 29.8 Male .8 1.8 Citizen Apple 13.5 Good 6.3
Fruit

Boy 25.4 Pretty 8.7 2.2 Health Doctor 11.5 Ill 6.3
Sickness'

Mhd 28.2 Angry 2.4 3.1 Stove Hot 23.8 Hot 23.8
Stem

Adjective Stimuli - Noun Response

Color 21.0 Peron 0. .4 Salty Sour 22.2 Sugar 4.0
Sweet

Soft 21.8 Sound 6.0 2.5 Cold Snow 21.8 Snow 21.8
White

Light 17.9 Sleep 2.0 2.8 Hungry Food 14.7 Food 14.7
Bitter

Sour 14.T Taste 3.2 4.7 Salty Water 19.4 Water 19.
Thirsty

SW 42.5 Sky 42.5 5.2 Green Red 31.0 Color 20.2
Blue

95

18.1

21.1

22.8

22.9

24.2

30.2

4.1

5.8

8.3

13.8

18.2

6.2

9.5

15.1

21.9

28.1
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Pairs Grouped by the Part of Speech, etc., continued

Adjective Stimuli Adjective Response

Long Short 19.4 slow .8 .6 Red Blue 27.4 Blue 27.4 14.0

Quiet Green

Smooth Hard 20.2 Easy .4 .6 Sweet Sour 30.6 Sour 30.6 16.2
Rough Bitter

Sweet Bitter 16,7 Bitter 16.7 2.2 Bitter Sweet 32.5 Sweet 32.5 18.0
Sour Sour

Yellow Color 20.2 Brown 2.4 2.3 Short Long 20.2 Long 20.2 18.9
Black Deep

Yellow Blue 25.4 Bright .4 3.5 Black Dark:17.5 Dark 17.5 20.0
Red Deep

High Short 34.5 Far .8 3.7 Heavy Light 27.8 Light 27.8 20.3
Long Soft

Red Green 28.2 Green 28.2 4.4 Beautiful Pretty 15.1 Pretty 15.1 21.3
Blue White

Long Short 29.8 Tall 9.5 7.0 Black Night 19.8 Light 18.3 21.3
High Dark

Thinner Fat 15.1 Fat 15.1 8.4 Soft Hard 33.7 Hard 33.7 25.0
Short Rough

Younger Tall 15.5 Small 6.0 9.4 High Low 19.4 Low 19.4 26.6
Short Loud

Cold Rot 28.2 Hot 28.2 11.2
Thirsty

Mixed Parts of Speech - Stimuli and Response

Bible God 13.1 Good 1.2 .6 Yellow Green 21.4 Green 21.4. 2.3
Beautiful Cabbage

Needle Fast 26.6 Poke .4 .9 Moon Blue 11.1 Bright .4 2.4
Slow Red

Whistle Fast 11.5 Wind 3.2 1.0 Whistle Soft 18.3 Mouth .4 2.7
Swift Loud

Street Black 16.3 Souse 4.8 1.8 Street Hole 7.9 Long 7.1 2.8
White Deep

Long bursa 15.5 Shot 2.4 1.9 City Light 13.1 Big 4.4 3.3
Doctor Short 15.5 Heavy

Moon Sky 17.5 White 3.6 2.1. Sour Sweet 25.8 Cream 3.6 3.6
BLue Butter

Tobacco eke 17.1 Brown 6.3 2.2 Cottage House 17.9 Cheese 11.1 4.9
Black Swift

Continued on next page.



Psalm Grouped by the Pext of Speech, etc
Mixed Parts of Speech, - Stimuli and Beep

continued
e
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Soft fiend 19.8 Pillow 8.3 5.1 Thirsty Water 19.0 Water 19.0 20.5
Bed Cry

Sickness Sick 8.3 Cold 11..0 5.3. Chair Soft 38.9 Soft 38.9 20.5Bitter 13.3. 8.3 Hard

Younger Old 343.5 Young 1.6 6.0 Black Cat 18.3 Cat 18.3 20.7Baby Kittens White 18.3

Salty Sea 30.6 Salt 2.8 6.7 Cold Hat 49.2 Hot 49.2 23.4
Ocean Stove

Sheep Dark 18.3 Lamp 2.0 14.0 Salt Pepper 14.7 Pepper 14.7 26.7Light Salty

Deep High 12.7 High 12.7 17.7 Dark Sleep 19.4 Sleep 19.4 28.3Mountain Bed
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Convergent
Strength

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

Appendix 6

The Four Lists Employed in Paired-Associate Learning

STRONG PRIMARY

LCM VARIANCE

Yellow - Green
Cabbage - Green
lingers - Hand
Foot - Hand
Sweet - Sour
Patter - Sono

People - Children
Child - Children
Woman, - Lady
Man -Lady
Deep - Lcng
Street - Long

Citizen - Good
Fruit - Goad
Whistle - Wind
Swift - Wind
Window - Wall
Carpet Wall

WEAK PRIMARY

HIGH VARIANCE

Thinner - Fat
Short - Vat
Dark * Light
Slack - Light
Deep - High
Mountain - High

Cabbage - Plant
Stem - Plant
Doctor - Health
Sickness - Health
Kittens - Dog
Sheep - Dog

Diue - White
Moon - White
Baby - Bottle
Whiskey - Bottle
Hand - Face
CrY

Mean Convergent
Dominance Strength

L

H
H
H
H

H

H
H
14

L
L
L
L

H
H
H
H
H
H

L
L
L
L
L
L.

HIGH

M$DIUM

LtyW

HIGH

LOW
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STRONG PRIMARY Mean
DominanceLOW VARIANCE

Lion - Animal
Dogs - Animal
Green - Color
Blue - Color
Earth - Planet
Noon - Planet

Quiet - Sound
Loud - Sound
Salty - Sugar
Sweet - Sugar
Friest - Bible
Neligion - Bible

Joy - Laugh
raople - Laugh
Anger - Angry
Trouble - Angry
Butter - Cream
Sour - Cream

STRONG PRIMARY

HIGH VARIANCE

Bed - Sleep
Dark - Sleep
Stove - Hot
Stem - Hot
Kittens - Cat
Blank - Cat

Women - Men
Thief - Man
Girl 0 Hair
Head - Bair
Cheese - Bread
Butter Bread

Quiet - Slow
Long - Slow
Salty - Salt
Ocean . Salt
House - Cabin
Cottage - Cabin

H
H
B
H
H

L
L

L
L
L
L

M

H
H
H
H
H
H

M

L
L

L

L
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Distribution of Ss in Schools by Grade and Replication.
RUmber 0 Different Classes (and Teachers) are Given in
Parentheses.

School

1
2
3

First

A

Fifth

A

033i 24(2)
12(1)

36(3) 36(3)

Total 36 36 36 36

C.A.
NMan

I.Q.

Range

Moan
Range

Mean
Range

TABIAN 2

Retardates

A

36
27
7
2

36 36

Means and Ranges of c.A. and IQ as a ?Unction of Grade
and Replication. Number of Ss Upon Which the Means are
Based are Given in Parentheses.

First

A

6.37(35) 6.51(35)
6.44(70)
6.7

100 (Assumed)

6.44 (Assumed)

Fifth

A B

10.36(36) 10.53(36)
10.44(T2)

108.23(35) 110.94(35)
109.59(70)
78.141

11.45

Retardates

A

10.56(36) 10.64(36)
10.60(72)
9-13

69.21(24) 68.92(36)
69.03(60)
48-80

7.32
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Amami% 2

Bub act

All Ss were enrolled in one of the San, Leandro, California elementary schools: Washington,
Cleveland, Madison, or Halcyon. The distribution of schools for the different groups and
replications are shown in 'bible 1. The identity of the schools is available from the authors
with proper justification. Ss were drawn from one class at a time, alphabetically, until
the supply was depleted. Miss Alice Gordon ran the first two Se in each of the six condi-
tions of /base A for first and fifth graders. Miss Berbera Juster ran all the remaiuing
192 Ss.

The mean chronological and mental ages of the Ss are given in appendix 1, and 2. It
was possible to secure the C. A60 of all Se except two of the first graders. Al]. C. A.8
were computed from knowledge of each S's iv in years from his last birthday.

IQs were not avelloble for first graders; so it was assumed that their mean M. A.8 ap-
proximately matched their mean M. A. /Qs were, however, availdble for all but two of the
normal fifth graders.

All but nine of the retarded children (i.e. all those from Cleveland and Washington
schools) were selected from special education classes, for children with a tested IQ of
less than 75. Al]. retardates used in this experiment scored below the .05 percentile on
the Reading Vocabulary Section of the 3.957 short form of the CAT (elementary forms Wand 'Y).
The As given in TWbleu 2 for both retardates and normals are based upon the highest score
for each S aa individual tests which were either the CM, S M B, or the Wechselqrsallevue.
This information was available for only 60 of the retarded Ss.

1
Prepared by D. Ch., .1mer

Age 10

N 18)

A

Appendix 8

Subject Characteristics

Fifth Graders Retardates

',QS
(N al 16)

34.56
7716)

1011..23

(N o, 13)

A

10.63 10.8
16) 07:10

nal
(N wi 16) (N 18)

AU gp were attending Lockwood Elementary. Sdhool in Oakland Fifth graders were
attending the swifter session and were tested in July of 1965. Retardates were in
special classes during the regular session and were tested in June, 1965.
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Pictorial Stimuli as Paired in ftperiment 2
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